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EVALUATION

The objective of this effort was to develop adaptive digital

processing techniques for Communications Performance Monitoring Assess-

ment (CPMAS, of digital communications systems that were determined to

be most applicable to the future high speed digital environment of the

Defense Communications System (DCS). In order to provide a thorough

analysis on a program of fixed scope, it was determined that a line-of-

sight megabit communications system should be used to best evaluate the

adaptive technique concept. Therefore, primary attention was given to a

line-of-sight digital commurications upgrade system within the European

DCS known as the Frankfurt-Koenigstuhl-Vaihingen (FKV) system. This

system employs a 3-level partial response modem in conjunction with an

FM radio. For the case of propagation media disturbances and the modem

techniques studied, the simplest parameterized model adequate for per-

formance assessment involves a quadratic frequency representation of the

complex channel transfer function, together with an expansion of the

discriminator output such that the first two linear distortion terms and

the first nonlinear distortion term only are retained. The parameters P1

and P3 characterizing the first-order linear and nonlinear distortion,

respectively, were shown to be of major importance in performance assess-

ment. These parameters may be measured and used for degradation trending

well before any distortion is detectable by examination of the eye-pattern

(e.g., eye-opening).

The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm used with appropriately normalized

parameters (called Variance Equalization) was found to require the minimum

xiii



number of iterations to measure the desired channel parameters with

the required amount of accuracy for performance assessment.

On the order of 9000 iterations are more than adequate to provide

parameter estimates of sufficient accuracy for performance assessment,

assuming that changes in bit sync timing are determined relative to a

reference established under nondispersive conditions. Given the slowness

of fading on LOS links, it should be satisfactory to update parameter

measurements every second, which leads to a sampling rate of around 9000

per second. The sampling rate is low enough that inexpensive 12-bit A/D

converters and modestly-priced multipliers may be used in the digital pro-

cessing.

Because of the sharp threshold behavior of error rate with the para-

meters P1 and P3, high accuracy in measurement of P1 and P3 is required

only if it is desired to estimate error rates from PI and P3 in the vicinity

of the threshold. To achieve error rate estimates to within a fraction of

a decade of probability in this threshold region requires 1% accuracy in

measurement of P1 and a few percent accuracy in measurement of P3, both

of which dre dChievable with 9000 itcrations.

The convergence time for the parameter estimates depends upon the

rate at which iterations for parameter adjustment are made. Since (con.-

servatively) 9000 iterations are required and iterations can occur at

the bit rate of 14 Mb/s, convergence could take place in less than one

millisecond. However, the implementation would be very expensive and

would require analog processing. Since an update rate of I per second is

satisfactory, 9000 iterations/second can be assumed in practice. For the

xiv



LMS algorithm, 13 multiplications are required per iteration, yielding

a requirement of 117,000 multiplications/second.

Due to the positive results obtained on the quadratic frequency

selective fading model for the case of propagation medium distortions, it

is recommended that this effort be expanded to include equipment induced

distortions. Since the parameters P1 and P3 can be used to give a

precursor indication of system health even before distortion is detec-

table by an eye-pattern monitor, the adaptive concept as a CPMAS tool is

quite valuable and should be expanded further.

ARNOLD L. ARGENZIA
Project Engineer
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SECTION 1

SUMMARY

This study is concerned with channel quality monitoring for
digital transmission over radio channels. While the detailed
calculations are for terrestrial microwave relay LOS systems
appropriate to the DCS (Defense Communication System), the approach
introduced has general applicability. Present DCS microwave LOS
systems use conventional analog transmission by frequency modula-
tion of frequency-division-multiplexed voice channels (FDM-FM).
Plans for changing from the existing analog FDM-FM plant to a
digital PC4-TDM-FM or PM plant have been set forth by the Defense
Communication Agency (DCA). Among the problems associated with
this changeover is the development of appropriate performance
assessment, fault location, and degradation trending techniques
applicable to digital systems.

This study complements and integrates previous work on this
problem by CNR [1.1 to provide a comprehensive new approach to
channel quality monitoring called the parametric approach. The
study includes detailed analysis and simulation, illustrating the
application of adaptive channel measurement to this approach. In
this first section of the final report, we present a brief summary
of the results of the study, recommendations for further work, and
an outline of the contents of the report.

1.1 Simmary and Conclusions

From the point of view of system theory, a communications
link or channel consists of a cascade of linear and nonlinear sig-
nal processing operations which transform the "input" signal into
the "output" signal, where suitable interfaces at baseband, inter-
mediate frequency (IF), or radio frequency (RF) have been defined
to make the terms "input signal" and "output signal" explicit. A
systems-theoretic approach to channel quality monitoring is taken
in the study. In this connection, it is found that a most effec-
tive subdivision of the communication system is into:

e Transmitter channels

* Propagation channels

o Receiver channels

* Nodes

1-1



The first three items include the analog processing common to both
the existing analog FDM-FM system and the PCM-TDM-FM digital com-
munications approach, The latter system is regarded as the first
evolutionary change from the existing plant. Baseband digital
modems in the nodes provide the transition from the common analog
processing to the digital NRZ signals of the PCM-TDM-FM system.

Sources of performance impairment and resulting channel dis-
turbances are tabulated for the signal processing constituents of
the transmitter, propagation, and receiver channels. These dis-
turbances can be classified into one of the four categories:

* Signal reduction or loss

• Increased noise or interference level

* Linear signal distortion

0 Nonlinear signal distortion

The "threshold" characteristics of the performance of a digital
conmmunication system as a function of these disturbances is pointed
out. It is concluded that to obtain a means of performance assess-
ment that will provide a basis for meaningful degradation trending
with advance warning of impending faults, it is essential that
channel parameters characterizing the four classes of disturbances
be continually measured and related to estimated and extrapolated
system performance.

Channel parameter measurement techniques are reviewed. It
is concluded that the use of the demodulated data signal as if
it were a channel probing signal can provide an effective basis
for channel measurement on DCS LOS microwave systems. This is
based upon the observation that standard system design is for
high performance per link, e.g., 5 x 10- error rate at 12.6 Mb/s,
while considerably higher error rates may be expected to allow
effective functioning of data derived channel measurement tech-
niques. For example, for the impairments studied, error rates as
high as 10-3 had a small effect on channel parameter measurement
(see 4.4.2.4 and Appendix G). The diurnal two-state character
of microwave LOS links, i.e., nonfading vs. fading, is particu-
larly convenient for isolating the effect on channel parameters
of slowly deteriorating equipment from multipath and flat fading.

A detailed examination of the linear and nonlinear input-
output signal processing relationships for the various modulation!
demodulation, RF/IF filtering, and propagation media operations
in the LOS system is carried out as a prelude to demonstrating
methods of parameterizing the input-output behavior of the

1-2



transmitter, prcpagation, and receiver channels. Several methods
for the characterization of input-output behavior are presented
with particular attention given to representations of the fre-
quency discriminator output in terms of linear and nonlinear dis-
tortion terms completely specified except for a set of parameters.
These representations apply equally to the analog FDM-FM system
and to the digital PCM-TDM-FM system because they are concerned
with the transmitter, propagation, and receiver channels, which
are common. However, the relative importance of particular chan-
nel parameters in reflecting degradation need not be the same at
all for the two systems.

Given a parameterized representation of the input-output
behavior from the transmitted NRZ baseband signal to any inter-
face, it is possible to employ the approach of adaptive filter-
ing to measure these parameters. The output data signal is used
as a replica of the transmitted data signal and passed through a
model of the parameterized system. Automatic adjustment of the
parameters of the model are made until the output of the adaptive
filter matches the channel signal as close as possible.

Several algorithms are available for these adjustments, among
which the LMS (least mean squared) algorithm is frequently used.
This algorithm attempts to adjust the parameters until the recon-
structed channel signal differs from the actual channel signal in
a minimum mean-squared error sense. There is a trade-off between
the speed of adaptation and the closeness to which the actual
error approaches the minimum mean-squared error - the slower the
adaptation, the closer the approximation. Fortunately, the rate
of fading on LOS links, even for deep fades, is sufficiently slow
(sizable fractions of a second) and the data rates sufficiently
high (12.6 Mb/s) that little difficulty will be encountered in
achieving close to optimum performance if a sufficiently good
parameterized model is used.

Specific calculations of the performance of adaptive channel
parameter measurement have been carried out in the study to
illustrate the effectiveness of this approach to performance
assessment. A restricted channel model* was employed that included
only the distortion caused by multipath fading in the propagation
channel. In the simplest case considered it is shown that the
discriminator output v(t) may be related to the frequency modu-
lator input x(t) by the approximate parameteric representation

This model and its generalizations can also handle the measure-
ment of channel distortion parameters caused by RF and IF
filtering. 1-3



V(t) - P0 x(t-40 ) + Pl*(t-•o) + P2"X(t-t 0 ) + P 3x(t-• 0 )*(t-to)

(1.1)

which includes significant linear distortion terms up to second-
order and first-order uonlinear terms. the quantity n repre-
sents the average delay of the channel. Equation (1.19 is called
the quadratic model because it involves use of a three-term power
series expansion of the transfer function of the channel. A more
involved input-output representation than (1.1) is also used in
the study, based upon a four-term or "cubic" expansion of the
transfer function.

The baseband modem assumed for analysis is the one being
considered for the Phase I DCS upgrade - the so-called "duo-
binary" modem (1.2]. To be consistent with DCS requirements, the
modulation index of the baseband modem signal inco the frequency
modulator is adjusted so that the transmitted RF signal occupies
a 99% power bandwidth of 14 MHz for a data rate of 12.6 Mb/s.

While the channel parameters [Pk) can apply to the composite
effect of multipath fading and any RF or IF filter distortion,
attention was confined to performance evaluations for a multipath
channel because much faster adaptation is required for multipath
fading than equipment variations. The three-path multipath model
used for representative calculations is taken from those developed
by CNR in a previous study for RADC [1.31 assuming a typical DCS
30-mile link. This model involves a direct path and two equal
strength multipath components. For the example chosen the multi-
path components were of amplitude 1.25 times the direct path and
around 1.6 and 2.2 nanoseconds after the direct path.

It was shown in (1.3] that the degree of frequency selec-
tivity increases with fade depth. Moreover, at a given fade
depth, the degree of distortion produced varies according to the
relative phases of the paths. In order to keep the effort with-
in reasonable bounds, for comparative performance analysis,
"1"good" and "bad" channels are defined at a given fading depth
according to whether the channel phases have been adjusted roughly
for minimum or maximum values of the channel parameters (Pk),
respectively.

Appendix B contains plots of the amplitude and group delay
vs. frequency for the transfer functions of the "bad" and "good"
channels at various fade depths. These may be regarded as "snap-
shots" of the time-variant transfer function exhibiting different
degrees of distortion at a given fade depth. Figures 1.1 and 1.2
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show the transfer function amplitude and group delay vs. fre-
quency for a 30 dB fade, while Figs. 1.3 and 1.4 show them for a
32 dB fade, both assuming the "bad" channels. The fade depth is
defined at the center of the band, f-0 in these figures. While
the group delay is negative in Figs. 1.2 and L*4 there are equally
"bad" channels for which the group delay vs. frequency is the
opposite sign. The three-term power series expansion of the com-
plex transfer function produces amplitude and group delay plots
which differ so little from the actual plots that this difference
was not observable in plots such as shown in Figs. 1.1 to 1.4.

The "bad" channel is defined as the condition wherein the
multipath components are phased to produce a high degree of
signal distortion at a given fade depth. This state produces
error rates considerably higher than those for flat fading.
Figure 1.5 shows a plot of the "three-level" error rate of the
duobinary modem* vs. fade depth for the three-path "bad" channel.
It is assumed that the bit synchronizer exactly tracks the chang-
ing group delay to minimize bit error probability. The noise
level is adjusted so that at a 40-dB flat fade the three-level
error probability will be 5 x 10-9. For the "bad" channel, this
error rate is reached at a fade depth of 29.5 dB - a l0.5-dB
penalty in SNR performance. If the bit synchronizer doe3 not
carry out such good tracking, the error rate will be worse.

The increased error rate at a given fade depth is caused by
selective fading which produces intersymbol interference. As
the fade depth increases, the distortion parameterLs increase,
resulting in a further increase in error rate. Figures 1.6 and
1.7 present plots of three-level error rate as a function of
dimensionless parameters PI/T and P 3 /T 2 , where T is the bit dura-
tion. Note the rapid increase in error rate with P1 and P 3 which
is quite similar to an increase in error rate with noise level
for a distortionless system. A "threshold" effect may be observed
with the error rate rising rapidly for values of PI/T less than
-. 7 or P 3 /T 2 exceeding .6. The parameter P2 was found to have
little effect on error rate.

Clearly performance assessment is possible via such relation-
ships as produced the results in Figs. 1.6 and 1.7 when PI and P 3
can be determined with sufficient accuracy. The adaptive chan-
nel measurement technique for measurement of these parameters was
examined with this possibility in mind. Extensive numbers of

This error rate was easier to compute than the binary error
rate which is about 50% higher than the former. This point is

discussed in Appendix E.
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computer simulation runs were required to determine the effective-
ness of the approach. Unfortunately, there are a very large num-
ber of variables to consider and determination of an exhaustive
set of performance trade-offs was not possible. However, enough
calculations were made to obtain meaningful conclusions on the
utility of the technique. Table I-I shows some of the combina-
tions of variables considered in the simulations.

The step size 6 is a dimensionless quantity controlling the
maximum amount of parameter adjustment used in each step or iter-
ation of the adaptation. The smaller 6, the longer the time it
takes to converge to the correct parameter estimate but the more
accurate the final result, at least within the limitations im-
posed by the accuracy of the channel model itself and the pre-
sence of noise.

The channel output for purposes of modeling was taken to be
at one of two places - the discriminator output or the output of
a filter following the discriminator. This filter is the receive
filter of the duobinary modem. An advantage of using the receive
filter output is the reduction of noise. However, the channel
measurement implementation is more complex.

In using the demodulated data signal as an input signal for
the adaptive parameter estimator, it must be recognized that the
timing of the output digits are controlled by a bit sync track-
ing loop. In addition to the average channel delay 0 in (1.1)
there is a variable group delay inserted in the vicinity of the
carrier frequency by the presence of channel distortion. For
example, the quantity [-PI/Po1 is seen to be the group delay that
is associated with the linear terms in (1.1). Since the group
delay variations accompanying the channel disturbances are al-
ready inserted into the output digits by the bit sync loop,
(assuming the bit synch loop capable of tracking) they should not
be inserted again by the-adaptive channel estimator. Thus, one
must add to the adaptive channel estimator a means of compensat-
ing for any delay variations introduced by the bit synch loop.
This may be done either adaptively or explicitly when it can be
computed from the model. Three approaches are considered in 4.3.2
(see Figs. 4.5(a), (b), and (c)).

Two basic kinds of adaptation algorithms were studied - the
LMS (least mean-squared error) and the BR (binary reinforcement)
algorithms, in addition to a modification of these, called Var-
iance Equalization, that reduces adaptation time. The variable
bit synch delay associated with the channel distortion was adap-
tively eliminated in cases 6 and 7 in Table 1-1. All other cases
(labeled no T) assume exact measurement and compensation of bit
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synch delay variations. Such a procedure is possible, in prin-
ciple, by use of sufficiently stable clocks which allow compari-
son of bit synch timing during fading and nonfading conditions.

In comparing various algorithms it was found that the LMS
algorithm with variance equalization outperformed all other
approaches in requiring fewer iterations to produce a given level
of RMS error in parameter estimation. Adaptive removal of bit
synch timing shift was only briefly studied and resulted in a
considerable increase in the number of iterations to achieve a
given measurement performance objective. Time limitations pre-
vented optimization of this adaptive timing shift removal pro-
cedure so any conclusions concerning its effectiveness must be
regarded as tentative.

Focusing on the LMS algorithm with Variance Equalization and
assuming direct elimination of bit synch timing shift, simula-
tions were carried out to determine the effect of step size and
number of iterations on the rms error in estimating the import-
ant parameters PI and P3. These calculations were carried out at
a fade level of 30 dB for the case of the "bad" channel both with
and without noise added. The level of noise added was such as to
produce an error rate of 5 x 10-9 for a 40 dB flat fade. For
the "bad" channel we see from Figs. 1.5 to 1.7 that a 30 dB fade
is approximately the "threshold" of operation, the error rate
rising rapidly to between 10-2 and 10-1 for a 2 dB increase in
fade depth. The values of the normalized parameters PI/T and
P3/T2 are given by -. 695 and .605, respectively for the 30 dB
faded "bad" channel.

Table 1-2 presents examples of the fractional estimation
error found from the simulations for parameters PI and P 3 for
values of normalized step size 6 - .1, .01, .001 and iteration
numbers of 6000 and 9000, considering both noise absent and noise
present in the amount defined above. The presence of noise sets
a floor on the accuracy of parameter measurement. Decreasing
the step-size and simultaneously increasing the number of itera-
tions reduces this floor. From this table we see that 2% rms
measurement errors can be achieved for 6000 iterations and an
order of magnitude reduction in rms measurement error achieved
by increasing the number of iterations to 9000. A bias error
amounting to around 3% was found to exist in the case of para-
meter P3. This is due to the inherent error of the parameteriza-
tion model (1.1). However, even with the bias error it is clear
that sufficient accuracy exists to estimate error rates.
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TABLE 1-2

FRACTIONAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION ERRORS FOR PARAMETER P1 AND P 3

AS A FUNCTION OF NORMALIZED STEP SIZE AND NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
FOR A 30 dB FADE OF THE "BAD" CHANNEL LMS ALGORITHM WITH

VARIANCE EQUALIZATION AND EXACT BIT SYNCH DELAY COMPENSATION

Number of
Iterations Noise Normalized Fractional

N Added* Parameter Step Size 6 RMS Errort

6000 No P1  .1 .018
6000 Yes P 1  .1 .034
6000 No P1  .01 .018
6000 Yes P1  .01 .019
6000 No P1  .001 .018
6000 Yes P1  .001 .018

9000 No P1  . 1 .003
9000 Yes P1  . 1 .023
9000 No P1  .01 .0005
9000 Yes PI .01 .0049
9000 No P1  .001 .00016
9000 Yes PI .001 .0013

6000 No P 3  .1 .022
6000 Yes P 3  . 1 .114
6000 No P 3  .01 .018
6000 Yes P 3  .01 .03
6000 No P 3  .001 .018
6000 Yes P 3  .001 .018

9000 No P 3  .1 .014
9000 Yes P 3  .1 .107
9000 No P 3  .01 .0012
9000 Yes P 3  .01 .021
9000 No P 3  .001 .00019
9000 Yes P 3  .001 .003

The noise added was at a level to produce 5 x 10-9

error rate in a 40 dB flat fade.

tIn the case of parameter P 3 there was also a

fractional bias error of approximately .03 for
all cases.
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The degree to which the simple model of Eq. (1.1) together
with the adaptation process is able to reconstruct the actual
discriminator output is shown in Table 1-3. The rms error in
reconstruction is presented normalized to the same reference
noise level used in Table 1-2, namely that which would produce
an error rate of 5 x 10-9 in a 40 dB flat fade. We note that for
step-sizes 6 - .01, .001 and N - 6000, 9000 the rms reconstruc-
tion error is dominated by the output adda.tive noise level.
Note also that increasing the number of iterations from 6000 to
9000 or the step-size from .01 to .001 does not improve the re-
construction. Evidently for 6 > .01, N > 6000 the residual
inaccuracies are not due to the adaptation process but to the
parameterization error in the simple model of Eq. (1.1). How-
ever it is clear that this simple model is still quite satis-
factory for performance estimation.

We consider now the important question as to the effect of
output data errors. The adaptive channel estimator utilizes the
output data as if it were an error-free replica of the transmitted
data signal. An analysis presented in Appendix G on the assump-
tion of random errors shows that as the error rate increases the
parameters PO, PI, and P 2 will become multiplied by approximately
(1-2p), while P3 will become multiplied by (l-2p) 2 - p2 . Simu-
lations carried out so far have supported thie type of dependence
up to error rates of 6 x 10-2. On this basis alone error rates
< 10-2 should not affect the desired parameter measurements.
However the data errors act like an increase in noise level in
the sense of increasing the variance of the parameter estimates.
Thus as the error rate increased the accuracy of parameter mea-
surement degrades. For error rates less than 10-3 little degrad-
ation takes place.

Consideration was given in Section 4.6 to methods and
complexity of implementation of several adaptive channel para-
meter estimators and of an error rate estimator utilizing the
channel parameters. All the adaptive channel parameter/error
rate estimators can readily be implemented with digital hardware
preprocessors carrying out iterative operations in conjunction
with a small mini-computer for the relatively complex but low-
speed calculations. Utilization of 6000 - 9000 iterations per
estimate,as are required for the LMS algorithm to yield para-
meter estimates sufficiently accurate for error rate estimation
in the "threshold" region, allows the use of serial processing,
modestly priced multipliers, and inexpensive A/D converters
because these iterations may be spaced over a time interval equal
to a sizeable fraction of a second due to the slowness of fading
on LOS links. While the BR algorithm reduces the number of
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TABLE 1-3

ERROR IN RECONSTRUCTING DISCRIMINATOR OUTPUT FOR
PARAMETERIZED MODEL OF EQUATION (1.1)

Number of Noise Normalized RMS Error Normalized
Iterations Added Step Size 6 To Reference RMS Noise*

6000 No .1 .13
6000 Yes .1 1.31
6000 No .01 .11
6000 Yes .01 1.00
6000 No .001 .11
6000 Yes .001 .98

9000 No .1 .14
9000 Yes .1 1.31
9000 No .01 .10
9000 Yes .01 1.01
9000 No .001 .10
9000 Yes .001 .99

The reference RMS noise corresponds to the
discriminator output RMS noise level which would
produce 5 x 10-9 error rate in a 40 dB flat fade.
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multiplies per iteration (in the ratio of 9/13), the number of
iterations required/second to achieve a desired rms accuracy in
parameter measurement is larger. On the basis of limited simu-
lations (Section 4.4.2) it appears that the number of iterations
required for the BR algorithm is at least 50% greater than the num-
ber required in the case of the LMS algorithm for the same rms
parameter measurement accuracy. Thus the number of required
multiplies/second is not clearly different for the two algorithms.
A trial hardware design was blocked out in Section 4.6.4 (see
Fig. 4.28).

To carry ouL the error rate estimation a modern mini-computer,

such as the Data General Nova Series or the PDP-1l with hardware
multiply/divide provide a reasonable safety factor in computation
speed, based upon timing estimates in Section 4.6.3.

With a valid adaptive channel parameter measurement approach
it is possible to consider the application of degradation trend-
ing and fault location. The following hierarchy of fault loca-
tion levels are introduced for the system:

* Topological

* Subsystem

* Functional Unit

* Component

Each level represents a partition of the previous level. It is
shown that fault location to the topological level, i.e., to a
particular transm~itter channel, propagation channel, receiver
channel, or node in the network, is particularly appropriate to
the spectrum of immediate corrective actions available in the DCS
at the present time.

Three types of channel parameter measurement units are
defined to combine parameter measurement with fault location.
These have been given the abbreviations:

* TQU (Transmitter Quality Unit)

• MQU (Media Quality Unit)

* RQU (Receiver Quality Unit)
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Fault location to the topological level is obtained by establish-
ing performance assessment based upon measured channel parameters
at interfaces located at increasingly distant points from the
transmitter node toward the receiver node. The PMU (performance
monitor unit), which has previously been introduced [1.4] as a
means of direct estimation of link error rate performance, can be
applied within the node at the digital modem, multiplexer, or
other interfaces for fault location within the node.

As a result of the study, the following conclusions have
been reached:

(1) For digital transmission by PCM-TDM-FM over
the DCS microwave radio relay communication
network, performance assessment that will
lead to meaningful degradation trending and
effective fault location requires the use
of the proposed parametric approach to per-
formance assessment. This involves the
identification and measurement of parameters
that quantify channel disturbances in the
analog portions of the system.

(2) To allow ready fault location to the trans-
mitter section, propagation medium, and
receiver section of a link, it is necessary
that three basic parameter measurement units
be employed, called the TQU, MQU, and RQU.
These are located, respectively, at the
transmitter output, receiver input, and
receiver output. Use of the service chan-
nel allows a central processor to utilize
the TQU, MQU, and RQU outputs to perform the
fault isolation that is required by the DCA.

(3) Parameterization of the input-output be-
havior of the analog processing portions of
a link to quantify linear and nonlinear
distortions appears feasible. The number
of required parameters is not known at the
present time. For the case of a single
link it is found that two critical parameters
(PI and P 3 ) define the linear and nonlinear
distortions caused by the propagation medium
undergoing multipath fading. A "quadratic"
frequency selective fading model is found
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adequate to characterize the propagation
medium for the purposes of performance
assessment. With the quadratic model and
frequency discriminator output expansion
leading to Eq. (1.1) the parameterization
error at the discriminator output can be
made well below expected noise levels at
the output (see Table 1-3).

(4) A sharp "threshold" effect is exhibited by
the error rate of the system as a function
of the parameters PI and P3. For a repre-
sentative link with a typical three-path
multipath model this threshold can occur
at a fade level of 30 dB resulting in a
10 dB loss in fade margin for such links
as computed on a flat fading basis.

(5) Selective fading causes the group-delay at
the center of the band to vary and to
shift the "eye" pattern at the baseband
output. The bit synch loop will track this
variation in group delay (unless it loses
synch). In order to carry out an effec-
tive adaptive channel parameter measurement
it is necessary to continually estimate
this shift in bit synch relative to the
non-selective fading case.

(6) The LMS algorithm with 6000 to 9000 itera-
tions provides sufficient accuracy in
parameter measurement to allow error rate
estimation beyond the threshold region up
to high error rates (10-3 to i1-2). In the
sharp threshold region percentage errors in
estimation of PI and P 3 can be less than a
percent, yielding error rate estimates well
within a decade of the correct values.

(7) Limited simulation results indicate that
the BR a.'gorithm equires well in excess
of twice the number of iterations as the
LMS algorithm to achieve the same parameter
measurement accuracy.
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(8) As the error rate exceeds 10-3 the variance
of the parameter estimators increases and a
bias error is introduced (see Figs. 4.21
and 4.22).

(9) With 6000 - 9000 iterations spanning a time
interval short compared to the fading time
constant of the LOS channel, the signal *ro-
cessing operations required to measure PO,

PI, P2, and P 3 are occurring at a slow
enough rate to allow digital signal process-
ing implementation with serial processing
employing modestly priced multipliers and
inexpensive A/D cunverters.

(10) While the BR algorithun reduces the number
of multiplies per iteration in comparison
to the LMS algorithm, the total number of
multiplies/second appears to be roughly the
the same because of the greater number of
iterations required to achieve a given
parameter measurement accuracy.

(11) The error rate estimation from parameters
can be implemented with a modern mini-
computer such as the Data General Nova or
PDP-11 series with hardware multiply/divide.

1.2 Recommendations

As a result of the study, the following recommendations are
made:

(1) Various levels of fault location were
defined in Section 2.1.2. The impact of
the availability of various levels of
fault location capability upon system tech-
nical control effectiveness should be
investigated. As a result of this inves-
tigation, the need for additional require-
ments on fault location for effective
technical control will be determined.
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(2) The necessity of a parametric approach to per-
fonnance assessment for digital communications
hes been pointed out in Section 2.1.3. It is
important to establish by measurement the
number of parameLers and the parametric models
most suitable for use on the DCS links. The
parameters and models assumed in the present
study for detailed calculations apply to the
effect of multipath fading for a single link
which is known to cause performance impair-
ment. By parameter measurements on actual
links at the transmitter outputs, receiver in-
puts, and receiver outputs, a firm data base
can be established for the design of perfor-
mance assessment, degradation trending, and
fault location techniques based upon the para-
metric approach.

(3) As has been pointed out in Seccion 1.1 (page
1-13) and will be discussed in Section 4.3.2
(see Figs. 4.5(a), (b), and (c)) the changing
output bit timing, caused by the bit synch
loop tracking changes in group delay, must be
continually estimated in order to apply the
adaptive channel parameter estimator. Be-
cause of its importance and the limited inves-
tigation of the problem presented in this
report, it is recommended that additional
study of the three approaches outlined in
Section 4.3.2 be pursued. As a result of
this study the trade-off in complexity and
performance will be exhibited, allowing an
optimum choice for the system designer.

(4) The adaptive channel parameter estimator
based upon Eq. (I1I) which utilizes a quad-
ratic frequency selective model was found to
be adequate for performance assessment in
the case of propagation medium distortions; that
is to say, a sufficiently good parameterization
(Table 1-3) and sufficiently accurate parameter
measurement (Table 1-2) would be obtained so
that error rate could be estimated to within
a fraction of a decade at the sharp "threshold"
region of operation. A more general model was
emp] oyed also, involving a cubic frequency
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a cubic frequency selective model, but the
additional accuracy was not needed in the case
of the propagation medium distortions. It is
recommended that the software for the two des-
cribed parameterized models be applied to the
case of linear distortions in IF and RF ampli-
fiers. This study could also include the
effect of incorrect apriori knowledge of the
duo-binary transmit and receive filter charac-
teristics. As a result of the study the
effectiveness of parameterization, parameter
measurement, and performance assessment will
be determined for distortions in the RF and
IF and duo-binary filters by utilizing
the same quadratic and cubic models found
applicable to the propagation medium distortions.

(5) It is recommended that the simulation study be
expanded to include additional distortion
parameters, such as those caused by AM/PM
conversion, nonlinear modulators and demod-
ulators, and amplifier nonlinearities. As in
the present program, the questions to be
addressed are the effectiveness of performance
assessment based upon adaptive parameter mea-
surement and the complexity of implementation.
Expanding the simulation/analysis study to
include these additional channel disturbances
will provide a more complete view of the
effectiveness of the parametric approach to
performance assessment.

(6) The study focused on digital transmission by
PCM-TDM-FM wherein the existing DCS frequency
modulators and demodulators would be retained
and used with baseband modems, as in the
Phase I DCS upgrade. It is necessary to
extend the study to alternate modulation tech-
niques in order to evaluate adaptive parameter
measurement techniques that may be applied in
the Phase II DCS upgrade. Here one must
consider complex (i.e., in-phase and quadra-
ture) processing instead of the real baseband
processing of the present study.
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(7) Due to the positive results obtained on adap-
tive channel parameter measurements, it is
recommended that implementation of an adaptive
channel parameter device be carried out for
the quadratic model. The performance should
be checked first with laboratory simulation of
the LOS channel so that measured parameters
may be compared with actual channel parameters.
Field tests should then be conducted. The
implementation and test will provide verifica-
tion of the effectiveness of the technique.

1.3 Outline of Report

The rationale for the parametric approach to performance
assessment is developed in Section 2. The system of interest is
first defined and a system topology introduced subdividing the
network into trancmitter channels, propagation channels, receiver
channels, and nodes. Within the context of this topology, a hier-'
archy of fault locations is introduced for the system, each level
representing a partition of the previous level. Sources and
locations of performance impairments on microwave LOS links and
their relation to channel parameters are discussed. Various tech-
niques of channel parameter measurement are defined and their
utility compared. Performance assessment and trending alterna-
tives are discussed and compared, including those previously dis-
cussed and the more general parameter measurement approaches.
The TQU (transmitter quality unit), MQU (media quality unit), RQU
(receiver quality unit), and PMU (performance monitor unit) are
defined and their application to fault location, performance
asse'sment, and degradation trending delineated.

Since the foundations of the fault location, performance
assessment, and degradation trending techniques proposed here are
based upon the concepts of channel modeling and the parametric
representation of input-output channel behavior, Section 2.2 is
introduced to sketch out the basic mathematical framework
involved. First, mathematical models are given for the sý nal
processing associated with the various modulation, demodulation,
and filtering functions in the transmitter and receiver, in addi-
tion to models of the signal processing associated with the pro-
pagation media. Following this, parametric representations of
input-output behavior are introduced.
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Section 3 is devoted to an examination of the use of adap-
tive processing to acquire channel measurement information. The
discussion includes both nonlinear and linear modulation tech-
niques. Particular attention is given to adaptive processors
which have a linear structure as a function of assumed channel
parameters. Consideration is given to convergence time constants
and measurement accuracy. Application to adaptive channel para-
meter measurement in the receiver and transmitter is sketched out.

The parametric approach to channel quality performance moni-
toring of digital communications systems was introduced in Sec-
tion 2 9s a general tool for performance assessment, degradation
trending, and fault location. A particular approach to channel
parameter measurement, called adaptive channel parameter measure-
ment, was introduced in Section 3 as a means of implementing the
parametric approach. In Section 4, detailed calculations are
carried out for the performance of an adaptive channel parameter
estimator that operates at the receiver output of a PCM-TDM-FM
LOS digital communications system. To keep the analyses and
simulations within bounds, a mathematical model of the LOS link
was used that included only distortions introduced by the pro-
pagation medium. Digital signal processing implementation for
the parameter and error rate estimation is considered.

Section 5 briefly considers the application of adaptive
channel measurement to troposcatter links.

Appendixes A to G are provided to support the detailed
analyses and simulations of Section 4.
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SECTION 2

A CHANNEL PARAMETER MEASUREMENT APPROACH TO FAULT LOCATION,
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT, AND DEGRADATION TRENDING

The main emphasis of this study is on the application of
* adaptive channel measurement techniques to fault location, perfor-

mance assessment, and degradation trending in PCM-TDM LOS micro-
wave relay communication systems. This section is concerned with
developing a rationale for the use of channel parameter measure-
ments to carry out fault isolation, performance assessment, and
degradation trending.

From the point of view of system theory, a communications
link or channel consists of a cascade of linear and nonlinear
signal processing operations which transform the "input" signal
into the "output" signal, where suitable interfaces at baseband,
intermediate frequency (IF), or radio frequency (RF), have been
defined to make the terms "input signal" and "output signal"
explicit.

It is clear that the effective design of a radio link for
either analog or digital communications requires the modeling and
parameterization of these signal processing operations so that
the effects of linear and nonlinear distortion on the communica-
tions reliability may be determined. It should be equally clear,
although it is perhaps less well appreciated, that these linear
and nonlinear signal processing parameters can provide the basis
for performance assessment, degradation trending, and fault iso-
lation in both PCM-TDM data transmission and analog communications.
The rationale is simply the following: changes in key channel
parameters from their design values imply changes in distortion
and/or noise levels and thus (usually) deterioration in communi-
catiuns systems performance. By measuring these channel parameters,
relating them to est-imated communications performance, and estab-
lishing trends, the technical controller may reduce outages through
early alerting of maintenance functions. To the extent that par-
ticular parameters may be identified with location in the link,
channel parameter measurement will allow some degree of physical
isolation of faults or impending faults.

In Section 2.1, we first define the system of interest and
pertinent interpretations for the word "channel". A hierarchy of
fault location levels are introduced for the system, each level
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representing a partition of the previous level. Sources and loca-
tions of performance impairments on microwave LOS links and their
relation to chamnel parameters are discussed. Various techniques
of channel parameter measurement are defined and their utility
compared. Performance assessment and trending alternatives are
discussed and compared, including those previously discussed and
the more general parameter measurement approaches. The TQU
(transmitter quality unit), MQU (media quality unit), RQU (receiver
quality unit), and PMU (performance monitor unit) are defined and
their application to fault location, performance assessment, and
degradation trending delineated.

Since the foundations of the fault location, performance
asoessment, and degradation trending techniques proposed here are
based upon the concepts of channel modeling and the parametric
representation of input-output channel behavior, Section 2.2 is
introduced to sketch out the basic mathematical framework involved.
First, mathematical models are given for the signal processing
associated with the various modulation, demodulation, and filtering
functions in the transmitter and receiver, in addition to models
of the signal processing associated with the propagation media.
Following this, parametric representations of input-output
behavior are introduced.

2.1 Fault Location, Performance Assessment, and Degradation
Trending Alternatives

In this section, we examine the problem of performance assess-
ment, degradation trending, and fault location for a microwave LOS
digital communications system representative of those in the DCS.
A basic approach, called the parametric approach, is proposed to
handle the difficulties caused by the "threshold behavior" of
digital communications systems. Particular attention is given
to system configurations representative of presently conceived DCS
digital communication system upgrades.

2.1.1 System of Interest and Channel Definitions

This study is concerned with channel quality monitoring for
digital transmission over microwave line-of-sight radio relay sys-
tems. Of primary interest are such digital transmission systems
being planned and implemented for the DCS (Defense Communications
System). The present microwave LOS DCS uses conventional analog
transmission by frequency modulation of frequency-division-
multiplexed voice channels (FU•l-FM). Plans for changing from
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the analog FDM-FM to P(M-TDM-FM or PM have been set: forth by the
DCA.

The first stage of this change involves the use of PCM-TDM
equipment in place of FDM equipment for a selected portion of
the DCS. A baseband partial response modem (same as duobinary)
would be used with the PCM-TMI equipment. The FM radios per se
would be unaffected. Projected further changes in the system
would involve replacing the baseband partial response modem and
FM radio with more sophisticated modems having higher data rate
packing and performance. Our major attention in this study is
with the initial system modification using the FM radios (called
the Phase I upgrade) although the general philosophy and approach
are clearly applicable to future upgrades using more advanced
modems.

Figure 2.1 shows a possible digital transmission system con-
figuration in the DCS. The partial response modem is not speci-
fically indicated and may be incorporated into the MUX. From the
point of view of fault location and channel measurement, as out-
lined in succeeding sections, it is convenient to redraw a system
such as in Figure 2.1 by a topological "channelized" representa-
tion as shown in Figure 2.2.

Three types of "channels" may be identified in Figure 2.2,

"* Transmitter channels

"* Propagation channels

"* Receiver channels

in addition to nodes. This type of topological breakdown is into
major signal processing operations of each link: a transmitter
channel includes those signal processing operations from the FM
transmitter radio baseband input to the transmitting antenna
input; a propagation channel includes the signal processing from
transmitting antenna input to receiving antenna output; a receiver
channel includes the signal processing from the receiver antenna
output to the FM radio receiver discriminator baseband output.
All other signal processing operations are assumed included with-
in the node, e.g., the PCM equipment, multiplexers, and baseband
partial response modems. Note that, apart from the nodes, the
signal processing shown in Figure 2.2 is identical for the PCM-
TDM-FM and the standard analog systems. The FDM of the latter
system has been replaced by the PCM-TDM and baseband modem.
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2.1.2 Levels of Fault Location

The location of faults in a commnunications network is neces-
sary as a prelude to carrying out corrective action. The degree
to which the fault needs to be isolated depends upon the spectrum
of corrective actions available and the desired MTTR (mean time
to repair) upon isolation of the fault. We may identify the
following four levels of increasingly finer fault isolation:

"* Topological

"* Subsystem

"* Functional units

"* Component level

We call the first level of fault location the topological
level because a simple topological map (see Figure 2.2) of the
co munkcations network can be constructed to identify the trans-
mitter channel, propagation channel, receiver channel, and the
node which, by our definition, includes switches, multiplexers,
and baseband digital modems. At the present operational level of
corrective actions, it appears* that fault isolation to the topo-
logical level is of most utility in the DCS. Thus, in the event
that a present or impeding fault is identified in the transmitter
channel, the hot standby transmitter can be switched in and the
nearest maintenance team alerted to repair the faulty transmitter
channel. In the event that the receiver channel is in fault, a
diversity (or protection) channel may be switched in to replace
the faulty receiver channel. Identification of the problem as
being in the node would probably involve automatic replacement of
some subystems (e.g., multiplexers, crypto boxes, etc.) and manual
replacement of others, also followed by an alert to the maintenance
department. The prime utility of tracing a fault to the propaga-
tion channel is probably in the avoidance of false corrective
action in other parts of the link, although rerouting of a high
priority message might be called for.

Fault location to the next finer level, the subsystem level,
identifies faults in subsystems of the four basic units of the
topological level. Such subsystems are: multiplexers, digital
modems, power supply, frequency modulator, etc. Automatic fault

Personal communication from Mr. D. Iram of RADC.
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isolation to the subsystem level can accelerate restoration of
service, particularly if spares are nvailable and modular con-
struction has made replacement simple.

Fault location to functional units, such as amplifiers,
filters, cards, etc., is frequently done in modern telecolmnuni-
cations equipment and digital modems in particular. With the
availability of spare parts, such fault location can minimize
the time lag involved in utilizing the maintenance crew. Fault
isolation to the component level (transistors, resistors, etc.)
does not appear likely to play a role in optimizing the technical
control of a communications system.

2.1.3 Performance Impairments and Their Effects on Analog
and Digital Systems

Performance impairments in an LOS link can range from outages
to a modest increase in error." rate with a variety of possible

sources for the impairment. Table 2-1 lists possible sources of
impairments located in the transmitter, propagation, qrd receiver
channels. As indicateýd in this table, the impairments can fall
into one or more of the following categories:

* Signal reduction or loss

* Increased noise level

• Linear signal distortion

* Nonlinear signal distortion

These disturbing effects apply whether TDM-PCM digital signals or
FDM analog signals are being proccssed by these channels. How-
ever, the actual degree to which service is degraded by these
disturbances need not be uhe same in the two cases, as is dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.1.

Ultimately, it is the impact on the end user that we must
determine in order to evaluate the effect of a channel disturbance.
In the case of voice transmission, the end user requires sufficient
speaker intelligibility and speaker recognition. No simple for-
mulas relate these measures of performance to channel conditions
for digital and analog communications systems. However, some
general comments are appropriate comparing the two systems.
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First, as has been pointed out frequently, the digital sys-
tem exhibits a sharp threshold phenomenon in performance as a
function of SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), the performance being
excellent somewhat above the "threshold" and degrading to un-
acceptable somewhat below this SNR threshold. On the other hand,
the analog systems shows a gradual deterioration in performance
with increasing SNR.

The effects of signal reduction or loss and/or increased
noise level, which are characterized simply in terms of an appro-
priatc SNR, are perhaps the Tost common causes of performa-ce
impairment. However, the other categories of linear disturbances
and nonlinear signal distortion are equally important. Unfortu-
nately, it is much more difficult to make simple comparative
statements as were made for SNR because distortion is not so
easily parameterized and related to performance. However, it
still appears likcly that a threshold effect will occur for the
digital system when system performance degradation is plotted
against suitably selected channel distortion parameters.

The reasoning behind this statement is that signal distortion
produces intersymbol interference which acts somewhat like the
usual receiver noise in producing errors. Since it is the rapid
change in error rate vs. noise level (fot fixed signal strength)
that produces the basic threshold effect noted previously, one may
generally expect digital system performance degradation to have
a sharp threshold, at least for channel distortion that produces
intersvmbol interference. This threshold has been observed in the
calculations of Section 4 as indicated in Figure 1.

In the case of analog systems, again, a gradual performance
deterioration with increasing distortion occurs. The major dis-
torting effect of interest in the FDM-FM systems is nonlinear or
intermodulation distortion which results in broadband unintelli-
gible crosstalk between voice channels that has characteristics
similar to receiver noise when viewed from a particular voice
channel. In this connection, it should be noted (see Section 2.2)
that the linear distortion of RF and IF filters and the propaga-
tion channel become converted into both linear and nonliaear
(intermodulation) distortion at the output of the FM discriminator.

Because of the described threshold beha',ior of the digital
communications systems with channel disturbances, in contrasC to
the analog systems, channel quality monitoring at the voice than-
nel output is unlikely to provide advance indication of impending
problems. Even direct raw error rate measurement at the mod,!m
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or MIIX oi.tpitt It not very useful in this regard because tne
threshold behavior is basically on the error rate vs. channel
paramot:er characteristic, leading to a situation in which the
urror rate is either too small to be reliably measured or, if
mossurable, too large and thus too close to (or beyond) the
threshold.

fn addition to producing short-term error r-.tes on digital
O,•t,.M1m1,, channel and equipment nonidealities can cause observable
timing Jitter, error pattern structure, and loss of bit sync
integrity. However, the operation of regenerating the digital
dato which was transmitted at the far -,nd is such a massively
nonlinear operation that it appears unlikely that one may extract
from niashlrements of timing jitter, error patterns, or loss of
tlt sync Integrity any information as to whether the source of
the channel. disturbance is at the transmitter, propagation, or
r-c.ivor channels.

As a result of these considerations, it is proposed that
the only effective approach to performance assessement as a tool
in trending performance degradation and in location of faults
(or impending) faults is a parametric approach in which appro-
priate channel parameters are defined and measured for the trans-
mitter, propagation. and receiver channels of every link. (For
example, see the channels of Figure 2.2.) For these parameters
to be useful, their measurement must lead to link performance
estimation. In addition, each of these parameters should not
exhibit a sharp threshold behavior as a function of the four
basic channel disturbances listed above,

In the preceding discussion we have concentrated on perfor-
maucu impairments associated with the transmitter, propagation,
aknd receiver channels of links because (apart from any analog
processing involved in the digital modem) these channels consti-
tute the analog processing portion of the network. Modern
dig.l.tal. telecommunications practices involve the use of built-in
test equipment and fault isolation hardware in digital equipment
and digital modems. It is assunmed that the outputs of these test
equipmlei1s and fault indicators are available to aid in the
general task of system channel quality monitoring and fault
isolation. No attempt is made to apply the parametric approach
to the primarily digital signal processing in the nodes, both
because it is felt that adequate built-in performance monitors
will be available and because threshold behavior is typical for
any parameters that would be found in this section.
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2.1.4 The Parametric Approach to Fault Location, Perfor-
mance Assessment, and Degradation Trending

The parametric approach to channel quality monitoring is
illustrated in Figure 2.3. It is assumed that the input-output
signal-processing relationships of the transmitter, propagation,
and receiver channels are each characterizable by means of a
finite set of parameters, say, iT1 ,T2 , ... ,TMý, rPI,P,...,PNý,
and 4R,R2, .. RLý, respectively, for which formulas have been
developed relating parameter values to link performance (e.g.,
error rate). Performance assessment would involve the measure-
ment of channel parameters and utilization of these formulas.
Degradation trending would be accomplished by extrapolating trans-
mitter and receiver channel parameters vs. time and continually
determining the margin separating current values from the
"threshold" values.

The boxes labeled TQU (transmitter quality unit), MQU (media
quality unit), and RQU (receiver quality unit) carry out channel
parameter measurements at portions of the link which allow maximum
opportunity to obtain information about the transmitter, propaga-
tion, and receiver channels. The TQU output is shown fed to the
service channel, labeled SVC, for transmission over the link.
Note that the baseband modem output, i.e., FM radio input, is fed
into the TQU. This procedure is consistent with adaptive channel
measurement procedures and others: described in Section 2.1.5.
In effect, the radio input is regarded as a channel probing signal
while the place(s) at which the TQU takes measurements are channel
outputs. Ideally, the TQU input should be as near to the antenna
input as possible.

The MQU input is located as close as possible to the re-
ceiving antenna output. This unit can obtain channel parameter
information but, due to its location, these parameters are for a
composite channel - the cascade of the transmitter and propagation
channels. With the aid of the TQU information transmitted over
the service channel, however, it is possible to isolate the para-
meters of the propagation channel alone in the Channel Quality
Monitor.

Similarly, the RQU obtains channel parameter information for
the composite transmitter.-propagation-receiver channels. With
the aid of the TQU and MQU outputs, it is possible to extract
parameters of the receiver channel alone. By the above means

This unit was introduced by CNR, Inc., in [2.1].
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one may obtain a link performance assessment based upon the para-
meters of the transmitter, propagation, and receiver channels,
to perform trend analysis, and to isolate faults at the topologi-
cel level at least. Fault isolation to subsystems and lower
levels from channel parameters may be possible but is an unex-
ptored area.

Figure 2.3 also shows the existence of a PMU (performance
monitor unit) whose ob'ective is to obtain a direct estimate of
actual link error rate at the baseband digital modem output.
Smith [2.2. discusses several approaches for obtaining such an
estimate. The PMU can be used to isolate faults to the baseband
digital modem by comparing actual error rates with estimated
errcr rates from the TQU, MQU, and RQU.

A final point is worth mentioning for LOS microwave relay
links. Such links are basically two-state channels, in the sense
of being nonfading most of the time with occasional digressions
into flat fading and frequency-selective (multipath) fading modes.
Thus, channel parameter measurements during the nonfading periods
(identified by the MQU) can yield information of transmitter/
receiver parameters alone, which simplifies the untangling process.

2.1.5 Channel Measurement Procedures

Basic to the parametric approach of performance assessment,
degradation trending, and fault isolation is the process of chan-
nel parameter measurement. Figure 2.4 presents a breakdown of
channel parameter measurement techniques that may be employed for
channel quality m 4 .toring. A first major subdivision is accord-
ing to whether special probing signals, such as pseudo-noise
sequences or tones [2.3], are used for the channel measurements
or whether the information-bearing signal itself is regarded as
the probing signal.

If the information-bearing signal is used, two choices are
possible: the output digital NRZ signal can be regarded as a
true replica of the transmitted signal, i.e., as the probing
signal; or the received signal somewhere prior to digital demodu-
lation can be used as the source of channel information. The
former case is used extensively in the ubiquitous adaptive equali-
zer, while the latter has been analyzed and proposed in the case
of MQU implementation [2.1].
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When the output digital signal is regarded as a delayed
replica o'c the transmitted signal, channel measurement may pro-
ceed in two ways: adaptive or nonadaptive. Processing in the
nonadaptive case is exemplified in linear systems by the opera-
tion of cross correlation (2.3]. Adaptive processing is exempli-
fied by the adaptive filter work of Widrow [2.4] and is the
subject of this study.

In the case of special probing signals, we may distinguish
between out-of-service measurement, when the digital signal is
disconnected, and in-service measurement, wherein the probing
signal is multiplexed with the information-bearing signal. In
either case, channel measurement may proceed by adaptive or non-
adaptive means.

The prime attention of this final report is on the signal
distorting parameters of th,• link, rather than signal and noise
level measurements. The latter already exist in the FDM equip-
ment due to AGC voltages and baseband out-of-band noise measure-
ments. Additional approaches to these measurements have been
covered in CNR's prior study on the MQU [2.1].

2.2 Channel Modeling

A general philosophy of fault location, performance assess-
ment, and degradation trending, called the parametric approach,
was introduced in Section 2.1. This approach is based upon the
representation of the input-output behavior of subsystems in
terms of signal processing operations of specified form contain-
ing a finite number of parameters. The purpose of the present
section is to justify this parametric representation on a general
basis. First, nonparameterized mathematical models are given for
the signal processing associated with the various modulation,
demodulation, and filtering functions in the transmitter, receiver
channels, and propagation channel. FollowLng this, general para-
metric representations of input-output behavior are developed.

Pcimary attention is given to the characterization of the
distortion-producing character of the signal processing opera-
tions involved, since adquate methods of determining signal level
and noise level are available.
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2.2.1 Signal Processing Operations in a Single Link

Figure 2.5 presents a simplified block diagram of a single
microwave link in which digital transmission is effected by add-
ing a baseband partial-response (2.51 modem to the existing FM
radio, as in the Phase I DCS upgrade (2.6]. We consider the sig-
nal processing operations taking place in this link and their
ideal and nonideal characteristics. Note, however, that in the
case of radio relay operation, some of the operations in
Figure 2.5 may be missing, as, for example, in the case of a
baseband relay, where the partial response receive filter and
bit synchronizer would be absent.

The signal processing operations have been grouped into a
cascade of three "channels": the transmitter channel, the pro-
pagation channel., and the receiver channel. The interfaces
defining the transmitter channel are the input to the frequency
modulator.and the input to the transmit antenna. Similarly, the
receiver channel consists of all signal processing operations
between the output of the receive antenna and the input to the
baseband modem demodulator. The propagation channel includes
all operations from the input of the transmit antenna to the out-
put of the receive antenna.

We consider the individual signal processing operations in
each of the three channels. To simplify the notation, we use
complex envelope signal representations throughout, discussing
both the ideal and nonideal behavior of the signal processing
operations. As a general commnent, it should be noted that from
transmitter channel input to receiver channel output the ideal
input-output behavior is distortionless, i.e., this behavior
consists of at most a delay and a gain change. Perturbations
from this ideal behavior may be classed roughly into two cate-
gories: multiplicative and additive. The distinction between
the two is that the former disappears when the input signal is
removed, while the latter does not (although it may change).
These perturbations cause degradation in the quality of communi-
cations when they become sufficiently large.

It should be noted that a complete characterization of the
signal processing functions allows a determination of the multi-
plicative and additive disturbances on the output signal, given
the input signals and additive disturbances, whether the input
signal arose from a PC(4-TDM digital modem input or an FDM set of
analog voice channels. However, as will be pointed out, the
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relative importance of these disturbances on communications per-
formance can be quite different for the analog and digital
communications.

2.2.1.1 The Transmitter Channel

We denote the input to the transmitter channel by the signal
x(t). This signal is fed to a frecuency modulator whose complex
output under ideal conditions is given by

Zl(t) - ejol(t) (2.1)

where •(t) is the phase of the FM modulator output with reference
to the carrier frequency,

-(t) - 2rM fx(t) dt , (2.2)

and M is a proportionality constant determining the modulation
index. The instantaneous frequency of the output is given by

S- Mx(t) (2.3)
2w

which, in accordance with the ideal behavior of the frequency
modulator, is proportional to the input baseband signal.

In practice, due to modulator nonlinearity, the instantaneous
frequency must be represented as

S- Mx(t) + F(x(t)) (2.4)2v

where F(') is a nonlinear function defining the perturbing non-
linearity of the modulator. The size of F(.) in relation to
Mx(t) is designed to be small for the FDM/FM radios, say 17. of
full scale. Such stringent linearity requirements are necessary
for FDM/FM transmission because nonlinearities create intermodu-
lation distortion in such systems. Thus, an increase in the
nonlinearity of the frequency modulator characteristics can be
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quite harmful for the conventional analog system. On the other
hand, a stringent linearity requirement for the frequency modula-
tor does not appear justified for the PCM-TDM-FM system of
Figure 2.5, although detailed analysis of the effects of modulator
nonlinearity on performance is not available.

Another nonideality associated with the frequency modulator
is local oscillator noise. This adds a low-level spurious low-
frequency modulation term to the instantaneous frequency at the
modulator output

) Mx(t) + F(x(t)) + Vo(t) (2.5)27T

Normally, the low frequencies are cut off with a high-pass filter
to eliminate oscillator noise and possible biases due to frequency
offsets.

Finally, the frequency modulator output may be expected to
have some small amount of signal-dependent amplitude modulation
at its output, yielding the modulator output representation

Zl(t) = [l+G(x(t))]expij 21TMfx(t)dt) expij 21rf[F(x(t))+v,(t+)tt

(2.6)
where G(x(t)) characterizes the signal-dependent amplitude modu-
lation. Figure 2.6 diagrams the signal processing involved.

While it may seem that amplitude modulation should be unim-
portant in an FM system, it turns out, as we shall discuss, that
limiting or saturating amplifiers, in particular the TWT, will
convert amplitude fluctuations into phase fluctuations. This
AM/PM conversion will produce a phase-modulation term proportional
to G(x(t)) which, due to the nonlinearity of G(.), will produce
intermodulation distortion.

We consider now the filtering operations at IF and RF which
are provided to eliminate noise and unwanted signals. The mixing
operation, which translates the IF signal to the desired RF
carrier frequency, is broadband and distorts the signal negligibly.
At the transmitter, these filters can generally be broader and
thus less distorting than those at the receiver because of the
much stronger SNR's in the former case. However, they still dis-
tort the signal producing linear and nonlinear distortion ot the
FM signal in addition to causing some amplitude modulation.
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The analysis of the FM distortion caused by linear filtering
has been the preoccupation of numerous investigators (e.g., [2.7] -

[2.18] )up to the very recent past.

The most general results have been obtained by Mircea [2.15]
and these results have been placed in an elegant form by Bedrosian
and Rice [2.18]. The latter authors express the id al phase de-
tector output as a Volterra functional series expansion [2.191
in the input phase modulation, with general formulas given for
the kernels of the functionals in terms of the distorting filter.
This phase-input phase-output expansion is readily converted into
a frequency-input frequency-output expansion by differentiation.
In addition to presenting the functional expansion, Bedrosian and
Rice [2.18] give expressions for the power spectrum of the detec-
tor output when the input is Gaussian.

We will present the basic expansion in the time domain with-
out reference to Volterra functionals. The filter is assumed to
have an impulse response y(t), an input signal exptja(t)}, and
an output w(t) =exp[a(t)+jO(t)3 so that

w(t) = ea(t) ei6(t) ý 'y(g) e J(t- )d (2.7)

The output phase modulation is 6(t) and the output envelope e a(t)

(a(t) may be called the output attenuation). For notational con-
venience, the filter is assumed normalized to unit amplitude
transmission at the carrier frequency, or in complex notation

J y(,) du - rF(O) = 1 (2.8)

where

r(f) fv(t) e j21Tft df (2.9)

is the filter transfer function.

The time-variant attenuation and phase may be expressed
explicitly as
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1(t) - Imtay(t), (2.10)

,o(t) - Ref'y(t)) (2.11)

where

y(t) - tn [If (A) eJi(t-A) dM] (2.12)

The desired expansion is obtained by expanding the exponen-
tial in (2.12) in a power series and then expanding the logarithm
in a power s-ries. Defining

Yn(t) = y(t) ® 0n (t) (2.13)

where 9 denotes convolution, we see that

1 n I

1 + (2. 14)

Collecting terms of the same order, it is readily found that

y(t) jyl(t) A- [ (t) -Y 2 (t

- [2Y13(t)- 3Y(t)Y2(t)+Y3 (t)] + (2.15)

which is a time domain jxpression identical to the involved-
looking Volterra expansion derive-I in [2.18].

The imaginary part of the first term in (2.15) is the "exact"
linear term of the output phase modulation el(t),
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f Re[y ?(I)l ý(t - jL) dA (2.16)

By taking the derivative of the phase modulation, we obtain
the frequency modulation output which will contain a linear term
and nonlinear distortion terms. Thus, the linear FM output is
just

21r f Re[y()j $ý(t - ji) dIA

MfRetv(p)j x(t- g) d (2.17)

where we have used Eq. (2.3) relating the PM and FM inputs.

The real part of the first term in (2.15) contains the term
in the output attenuation expansion that is linearly related to

the input signal

01 - Im fY(IA) (t- L)djl

f- f Im(y(p)3 ((t- p) dp (2.18)

All other terms are nonlinearly related to 0(t). When the filter
is strictly symmetrical with respect to the carrier frequency,
it is readily seen that y(t) will be real, al(t) will vanish, and
the linear term 0,(t) is a filtered version of the input signal
with a filter identical to the lowpass equivalent of the actual
bandpass filter.

When the filter is distortionless

y(t) 6•(t-) (2.19)
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whor, --r li, sorer, doLay. (Recall that, due to normalization, the
aoo tuilIor ),(t) is unity.) Using (2.19) in (2.1.3), we see that

1~1 ny~(t) _ On(t-_T) _ Yl(t) (2.20)

UsiNg (2.20) tti (2.1.5), we see that, indeed, all distortion terms
valni .h,

In general, we can express the filter output w(t) in the

) exp al(t) + E acn(t) exp j R +(t) + n(t)
n-2 n=2

(2.21)

whe111, thc subscript n denotes the "order" of the distortion te-rm.
The first two nonlinear distortion terms are, from (2.15),

a W i Re yl.(t)-Y(t) (2.22)

8 2 (t) I. Im l2 (2.23)

c 3 (t) I -Lm 2ym3Y(t) - 3yl(t)y 2 (t) +Y 3 (t)W (2.24)

f33 (t) - g Re 2y (t)- 3y(t)Y 2 (t) +Y 3 (t)j (2.25)

Figuro 2.7 depicts the signal processing operations relating the
input phase modulation 0(t) and the output attenuation and phase
modulations. The above expansion can be readily generalized to
include both input attenuation and phase modulation by defining
the exponential in (2.12) to be complex. This is done in
Section 2.2.2.2.

In the case of FDM-FM analog transmission, little attention
is given to any linear distortion contained in P.(t) because the
filter y(t) is very much wider than that of a particular voice
channel and the linear distortion in a voice channel is completeely
negligible. On the other hand, in PCM-TDM-FM transmissicn the
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linear operation forming 1l9(t) can introduce intersymbol inter-
ference, since the signaling element bandwidths are likely to be
comparable to the filter bandwidth.

The nonlinear phase modulation terms are particularly harmful
in FDM-FM analog transmission because they introduce intermodula-
tion distortion as did the nonlinearities in the frequency modula-
tor characteristic. Only small amounts of nonlinear distortion
are allowable in meeting transmission performance objectives of
these analog systems. For PCM-TDM-FM systems, the nonlinear
distortion terms in the output phase modulation may be regarded
as a form of nonlinear intersymbol interference. However, because
the size of distortion terms usually decrease as the order of dis-
tortion increases, fora mildly distorting situation, it is likely
that the linear intersymbol interference will dominate in its
effect on performance. Thus, the relative importance of filter
distortion terms is likely to be quite different for the analog
FDM-FM and the digital TDM-PCM,-FM systems.

In the preceding discussion, we have lumped together the RF
and IF filtering as a composite linear filter. It is conceivable,

SI however, that nonlinearities may develop in some IF and RF ampli-
fiers. These nonlinearities, acting on the bandpass signal,
produce harmonics of the IF or RF signal, which are eliminated by

* the bandpass filter. Their effect on the desired signal is then
only to cause some nonlinear operations on the envelope of the
input signal. Since the system is FM, any envelope fluctuations
are spurious anyway, and their clipping or saturation is not
harmful per se.

The amplitude modulation at the filter output is harmful to
the extent that succeeding signal processing operations involve
sufficient AM/PM conversion. Then linear and nonlinear distor-
tions on the attenuation will become converted into linear and
nonlinear signal-dependent phase modulation terms.

The major source of AM/PM conversion in the transmitter
channel is the TWT (traveling wave tube) power amplifier and,
for this reason, a limiter may be introduced prior to the TWT.
Although the limiter itself produces AM/PM conversion, its con-
version coefficient can be made less than that of the TWT. The
measurement of AM/PM conversion and the effect of this conversion
on FDM-FM systems has received considerable attention [2.201 -
[2.291.

In the case of the TWT, which is a broadband device, the
AM/PM conversion is not frequency-dependent. Thus, the resulting
PM may be represented as
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02 (t) = Kfo(t)] (2.26)

where u(t) is the input attenuation modulation. According to
Cross [2.21], the TWT's "when driven at moderate, essentially
constant input power level and biased from well controlled sources,
are adecquately characterized for small envelope fluctuations by a
co:;taiit K degrees/dB". Under such conditions, (2.21) simplifies
to

0 2 (t) = C U(t) (2.27)

where (c is a constant. Conversion constants of a few degrees
(usliallx, under 100) per dB of amplitude modulation may be expected,
although some manufacturers claim less.

For AM/PM conversion to be a problem in an FM system, there
must be a source of FM/AM conversion, such as a distorting linear
filter. The signal processing for such a cascade is indicated
in Figure 2.8 where the composite IF and RF filtering is shown
in cascade with a TWT operated at saturation. For simplicity,
the TWT is regarded as removing amplitude fluctuations at its
output.

The effect of the AM/PM conversion on PCM-TDM-FM systems is
to introduce linear and nonlinear intersymbol interference. Pro-
vided the maximum value of the intersymbol interference is small
compared with the desired signal, little loss in performance will
occur. It is not known whether the level of combined AM and
AM/PM conversion that would make an FDM-FM system unacceptable
due to intermodulation would also appreciably degrade a PCM-TDM-FM
system. Considerable additional work would be required to resolve
this question.

Due to mismatch of the feeder lines between the TWT and
transmitting antennas, echoes can occur. These echoes constitute
a fori" of linear distortion and will produce the linear and non-
linear AM and PM distortions discussed above for the RF and IF
filters. For the FDM-FM system, the intermodulation distortion
is known to be the effect of major importance. One may infer
this to be true for the PCM-TDM-FM systems if one is willing to
generalize from calculations of a performance degradation for
disc rete multipath channels reported in Section 4. It was found
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that tLh nonlinear intersymbol interference caused by the inter-
modulation distortion was the dominant effect on performance
degradation.

2.2.1.2 Propagaton Channel

A detailed modeling of the LOS micrw~;•,e relay propagation
cli•i'•,el from both the system function ar..- )vopagation points of

i.. Ii; bee- carried out by Bello and DeRosa in [2.30]. We
it a brief summary here. The various modes of propagation

,-,toI in Figure 2.9. A block diagram of the LOS propagation
, :.li,,wiAg the various component channels is shown in Figure 2.1t).

it i:; seen that the overall link model consists of the parallel
tomoination of three component channels:

(1.) The direct path channel

(2) The tropospheric refraction channel

(3) The surface scatter channel

In addition, each of these is connected in cascade with:

(4) The volume scatter channel

(5) The atmospheric filter channel

The direct path channel is defined as that which models the
normal signal transmission from transmitter to receiver in the
absence of any atmospheric anomalies, inhomogeneities, or selec-
tivity. The effects of tropospheric layers, volume scattering,
and atmospheric filtering on normal signal transmission are
accounted for by the other component channels. The direct path
signal may experience earth bulge fading due to the intercession
of the earth's surface in the direct propagation path. This type
ot fading is, of course, flat across the frequency band and can
bh. avoided by proper location of the terminals.

The tropospheric refraction channel allows several paths to
r(a'li the rt.ceiver which are delayed and amplitude-scaled with
:-..,ect to the direct path. These multiple paths are caused by

th,' focusing effects of steep negative gradients of refractive
i ILtu, sometimos present in the atmosphere. It is shown in [2.30]
that .s.everal nanoseconds of delay spread are to be expected for
extreme concitions. This results in relatively flat fading in a
14-MHz bandwidth for fades which are not too deep. It is demon-
st rated theoretically in [2.301, in agreement with Babler's
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experiment [2.311,[2.321, that deep fades are consider ,bly more
frequency-selective than shallow fades.

When surface scatter multipath occurs on microwave relay LOS
links, it is usually scattered at such low grazing angles that the
surface appears smooth to the incident radiation. Thus, the
multipath is predominantly specular and can sometimes be avoided
by screening or raising antennas high enough while using suffi-
ciently narrow beamwidths. When there is a ground return signal,
the typical delay of this signal is of the order of several nano-
seconds, which again results in predominantly flat fading in a
14-MHz bandwidth except for some deep fades.

It is shown in Section 2.1.4 of [2.301 that the usual effect
of the voiume scatter channel is to introduce small random phase
and amplitude modulation on the direct path and multipath signals.
This random modulation, which is caused by atmospheric turbulence,
is highly correlated across a 14-MHz band. The effect of volume
scattering by hydrometeors is negligible.

The atmospheric filter channel is discussed in Section 2.1.5
of [2.30). The frequency dependence of the complex permittivity
of the atmosphere causes some frequency distortion in each signal
propagating through the atmosphere. However, this is negligibly
small in the I- to 12-GHz range.

The propagation channel is a time-variant linear system. In
complex notation, the input-output relationships are frequently
presented with the aid of the time-variant impulse response
g(t,ý) or the time-variant transfer function T(f,t), as follows:

w(t) = Z(f) T(ft) ej2Tft df (2.28)

w(t) -fz(t -)g(t,C)d4 (2.29)

where w(t) is the output; z(t),Z(f) are the input process and its
spectrum; and T(f,t). g(t,ý) are related by Fourier transformation

T(f,t) = fg(t,E) e'J 2iff dE (2.30)

g(tO) f IT(f,t) ej2 1Tft df (2.31)
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It is shown in [2.30] that the LOS link has an impulse re-
sponse whose complex envelope referenced to the carrier frequency
fo is given by

g~t)-k= [J2 fO7k(t)(t)] (2.32)k-,• ak(t) [1+hk(t)] 8[ - .kt)

where ak(t) and rk(t) are the slowly varying amplitude and delay
of the kth path signal in the absence of volume scattering.
Volume scattering is accounted for by the more rapidly varying
complex gain hk(t), where it is shown in [2.30] that, usually,

hk(t) 12 << 1.

Fourier transforming (2.32) with respect to 4 gives the time-
variant transfer function

k=• -j 21 (f o+f),rk

T(f,t) - ak[l +hk(t)ee (2.33)

The complex envelope of the output signal is then given by:

W k) a, -J2 2f 07k (t )

w(t) [l al+hk(t)]e z(t-rk) (2.34)

where z(t) is the complex envelope of the input signal.
Bullington [2.33] has noted that the relative phase variations
"elf the individual paths are much more rapid than the relative
anplitude variations in agreements with the model presented here.

For concreteness, we define the contribution of k-l as the
direct path and the contribution for k-2 as the surface reflection
path. The contributions for larger values of k (km-3,4,....) are
due to the multipath components produced by refractive anomalies,
i.e., layers of steep negative gradient in refractive index. For
the usual case of a single refractive layer, Section 2.1 of (2.30]
shows that usually two such components exist. Neglecting volume
scattering, the delay and amplitude time variations of the paths
[ak(t),Tk(t)] are slow. For the direct and reflected paths
(k- 1,2), time variations on the scale of hours with small per-
centage changes may be expected. For the refractive multipath,
however, the time variations are on the scale of minutes because
they depend upon local movement of the refractive layer. The
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scintillation due to volume scattering is more rapid with gk(t)
having fluctuations with time scale of the order of
of a second. In general, gk(t) is small compared with unity
producing on each path usually a fraction to one dB of amplitude
fluctuation and a fraction of a radian phase fluctuation, depend-
ing upon atmospheric turbulence.

Note that in (2.33) and (2.34) we have expressed ak without
a time argument and Tk sometimes with and without a time argument
depending upon whether it occurs in the product 2fffO'rk(t). Al-
though T k is slowly changing, fo is a very large number (1 to
12 GHz for this study) so that even very small changes in r
(fractions of a nanosecond and greater) can cause radians oý
phase shift and even several complete rotations of exp{-j2vfO k(t)}.

On the other hand, for bandwidths of interest, f in exp{-j2lffrk}
is of the order of 7 MHz, so that the same variations that make
exp -j2lf0fo'( )I rotate many times will cause only a few degrees
change in expj-j2 fT, k . If the delay separations between the
refractive paths and ýhe carrier frequencies are large enough, as
the refractive layer moves the various factors, expL-ji2lffrk(t)}
will appear like a set of phasors of inconmmensurate frequencies
rotating relative to one another several cycles. In such a case,
one may model these factors as random independent uniform phase
modulators expt-Jik(t)} and express (2.32) and (2.33) in the form

g(t,4 ) = al[l+hl(t)]e jm 21rf 0 r1 T(-I)
"-j 2•f0 •

+ a 2 [1+h 2 (t)]e 0 (2 6q-r 2 )

+ ± ak[l++hk(t)]-eik(t) 6Q -Tk) (2.35)
k=3

T(f,t) a,[l+hl(t)]e -j2, r1e -j27

-j2fff 0r2 -j 21Tf-r2

+ a 2 [l+h2 (t)]e e

+ ak[ + hk(t)] e ej 2 f- k (2.36)
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Such a characterization with random phase is a worst-case
modeling which should, nonetheless, be valid often at the higher
frequencies in the range (I to 12 GHz). Consequently, we use
this formulation to model worst-case frequency selectivity recog-
nizing that at lower frequencies or sufficiently small multipath
spreads, the phases 2wfOrk(t) may not vary sufficiently to use a
random independent uniform phase distribution (0,2w).

Except for overwater transmission, which is a special case,
the reflected path does not constitute a significant interference
problem on a well-designed link and we ignore it in the subsequent
discussion. In addition, to simplify the notation, we use the
direct path arrival as a time reference and normalize amplitude
to the strength of the direct path in the absence of scintilla-
tion. A final simplification is to ignore the scintillation term,
yielding

K -4~k(t) -j2wf'rk
T(f,t) - 1 + k e e (2.37)

K -jeok(t) (2.38)
g(tO) - O(M) + a k e 8Q -Tk)

where now rk is to be interpreted as the delay of the kth Rath

relative to the direct path, ak as the amplitude of the kt path
relative to the direct path (in the absence of volume scattering),
and the Pk(t) are assumed independent and uniformly distributed
"over (0,2W).

Deep fading will be caused at the frequency f 0 +f whenever
the first term on the right side of (2.37) is approximately can-
celled by the remaining terms. Lin [2.341 shows that, under
rather general conditions (including those pertaining in the
present instance)

Prj[T(f,t)J a ~ a2  (2.39)

for small a, where a is the fade level. This result is in accor-
dance with extensive measured results for overland paths.
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The selective fading introduced by the multipath will cause
output linear and nonlinear phase and attenuation distortion
modulation terms just as for the RF and IF filters, and feeder
line echoes of the transmitter channel. Analytic expressions
for these distortion terms have been presented in Section 2.2.1.1
and the corresponding signal processing illustrated in Figure 2.7.

2.2.1.3 The Receiver Clumnel

Signal processing operations in the receiver channel have
largely been covered in the discussion of the transmitter channel
except for the frequency discriminator and the presence of addi.-
tive disturbances. The RF and IF filtering of the receiver will
generally cause more distortion than in the transmitter because
the need to eliminate receiver noise will generally require
narrower bandwidth filtering. As in the transmitter channel,
a composite RF/IF linear filter representation will usually be
valid, but significant nonlinear operation if an amplifier within
the RF and IF sections will obviate this simple model. In such a
case, the nonlinear amplifier (or amplifiers) must be separately
treated and composite linear filters may be employed external to
the nonlinearly functioning element. Aside from the possible
existence of a strong interfering signal or the failure of the
AGC to reduce gain for a strong desired signal, a linear modeling
of the RF/IF sections should be appropriate.

The receiver processing differs from that at the transmitter
in having an AGC (automatic gain control) which adjusts the
average signal level out of the final IF amplifier to be very
nearly a fixed volage level for very large variations in input
signal. The discriminator is normally unaffected by the opera-
tion of this AGC.

Ideally, the frequency discriminator output signal is (apart
from a delay) directly proportional to the instantaneous fre-
quency (phase derivative) of the input signal complex envelope.
Thus, if the input to the discriminator is given by

z(t) = ea(t) ei(t) (2.40)

the output of an ideal discriminator is just (apart from a pro-
portionslity constant and delay)

V(t) = t (2.41)

2v
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In actuality, the output will differ in three ways from
this ideal:

* Linear distortion

* Nonlinear distortion

* AM/FM conversion

The linear distortion is generally regarded as unimportant
in the conventional FDM-FM systems and, for this reason, little
may be found in the literature characterizing the linear distor-
tion imposed by the discriminator. In the case of PCM-TDM-FM
digital transmission, where intersymbol interference produced by
linear distortion is a factor of major concern, it is not clear
that the linear distortion of the discriminator may be neglected.

Nonlinear distortion for the FM discriminator is usually
characterized by means of a no-memory nonlinear function H(&),
say

v(t) + H[((t)] (2.42)
2v

Because the intermodulation distortion introduced by this non-
linear distortion causes rapid degradation of FDM-FM systems
beyond allowable levels, the discriminators are designed to be
quite linear[say, H(.) is within 1% of (ý/2v)]. This degree of
linearity is not likely to be needed for proper performance of
PQ4-TDM-FM digital transmission.

The discriminator incorporates a hard limiter to remove am-
plitude fluctuations at its input. However, the limiter is not
perfect and some AM/FM conversion will take place and result in
possible intermodulation components at the discriminator output.
Thus, including nonlinear distortion and AM/FM conversion, the
output may be presented as

u(t) - + H([(t)] + K[oc(t)] (2.43)2v

Only when large amplitude fluctuations occur, approaching
and going below the limiter thresholds, will AM/FM conversion
pose a performance limitation for Pa4-TD1-FM systems.
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Tht 4-1 1 V. C 01' Jll a(tddi tivo I nte v I.t, ritg signa I. at the receiver
I npItt il It. pIoduceo undesi e'. mi I) IItud, and phase modu Lation on
Ill1 •l hw i S dW .8ttort toll-fl'e Ftl ,•i tgniud.. Provided the AM/FM con-
Vo Iollu t tor i LId[crt. iiillatcr is small.l. e l hlgh, the net effect of
tile nit-or. •t-rnco witl be t~o produce a spurious FM at the discri-
ll tn ttor output , which wil. I. general. ly he nonlinearly related to

houh t-ho lh•itred FM and the AM and FM of the interfering signal.
Whvin tiht, iddittive disturbance is small cotmpared to the desired
stgnu I , r:t, simplification in the representat:ton of the output

IN 1.ONS ': I10 NOe cause it: is primimrily only the disturbance componen t.
i o qoatlrg,'uur,, to the desitred signal that produces PMI on tlhe re-
suI trng. -., gna I and a tpurious output of the disc rinminator.

In the cast, of the usual receiver noise, Rice [2.351 has
dive loped exprwsslons for the discriminator output noise for the
ftull rag', of SNR'sq. flowever, for LOS links, the SNR's are so
larg, that even in a deep flae tvhe simple quadrature approxima-
tion to the phase noise is applicabLe, yielding an output FM
noi Se

,1d i~ v~~-WO t
1-W - x(t) 2 j dt (2.44)

wher the complex envelope of tile input to the discriminator is
g~i yen by

z~) • t•( ) + (t) (2.45)

41ild thLeW signili FM

(2.46)2 Yr

Generally, tile term expi-144 in (2.44) is neglected in
characterizing the output noise, because the phase of the receiver
noise ternI t7(t) i.s n6nifornly distributI.d and of wider bandwidth
rhan i.(t), result tivng in a very weak dependence of output nol.se
stattst:ics on 4,(t ). When 71(t) is a more general type of inter-
forence, it bec.)ws necessary to reexamine this dependence when
using the quad'. ate epproxinittion.
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2.2.1.4 IF Modem

In the case of IF modems (such as are being considered in the
Phase 1I upgrade [2.6]), the digital -i.nal. output occurs at the
70-MHz IF frequency and the transmitL rannel of Figure 2.5
would be modified to start at IF. The t of the signal pro-
cessing operations could also show some rations. The local
oscillators may be further stabilized fo. 'rent operation.
Those IF modems involving both amplitude and phase modulation
would require linear power amplification. The receiver channel
would be niodified by removal of the discriminator since the IF
modem demodLulator accepts the IF signal directly. In addition
to the AGC, some form of AFC (automatic frequency control) may
be used. No additional signal processing models would be needed
beyond those discussed in Sections 2.2.1.1- 2.2.1.3 for defining
input-output bchavior.

2.2.2 Parameterization

If the relationship between the input and output signals of
a coimunications link can be described in terms of a finite num-
ber of parameters, the performance of the communications link
should be directly relatable to these parameters. This reason-
ing provides the rationale for a basic method of performance
assessment consisting of two sequences of operations: parameter
measurenent followed by performance estimation based upon utili-
zation of the measured parameters in formulas relating perfor-
mance to parameter values.

SThe formulation of signal processing operations in the trans-
mitter, propagation, and receiver channels in Section 2.2.1 was
not presented in terms of sets of parameters. In this section we
shal.l discuss the parameterization of these signal processing
operations as a step toward evaluating the utility of performance
assessment based upon channel parameter measurement.

As a result of the discussions in Section 2.2.1, we see that
various signal, processing operations in the link may be combined
to produce the simplified link model of Figure 2.11, when IF and
RF amplifier nonlinearities are unimportant, We consider first
the parameterization of the linear signal processing operations
shown in this figure, and then the nonlinear operations.
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2.2.2.1 Propagation Channel: Cartesian Representation

All real-life channels and signals have an essentially finite
number of degrees of freedom due to restrictions on time duration,
bandwidth, and dyuamic range. These limitations have been used by
Bello to derive canonical model representations of linear [2.38]
and nonlinear (2.361 systems. In these representations, the signal
processing of the channel is completely determined by a set of
discrete channel-dependent parameters plus known channel-
independent signal processing operations. The reader is referred
to [2.36] and [2.38] for complete details. Here we wish to dis-
cuss only two of the many canonic model representations discussed
in (2.38] - the "tapped delay line" and the "chain differentiator"
models. * With these representations, the output complex signal is
linearly related to the channel parameters. We call this a
"cartesian" representation in order to distinguish it from the
complex exponential representation discussed in Section 2.2.2.2
in which the attenuation and phase modulation of the output signal
are related to channel parameters.

2.2.2.1.1 TaPed Delay Line Model

The tapped delay line model of a time-variant randot channel
has been studied extensively by Bello (2.381 with particular
attention to its properties for time-variant random channels. It
is useful in modeling when the product of the impulse duration
times the signal bandwidth is not small. The derivation of this
model is based upon the assumption that the spectrtum of the input
signal complex envelope Z(f) is confined to a finite bandwidth,
say -W/2<f<W/2. Then the time-variant transfer function outside
this interval clearly does not affect the output signal since only
the product Z(f)T(f,t) occurs in (2..28).

One may then replace T(f,t) by a periodic function in f,
T(f,t), which is identical to T(f,t) within -W/2<f<W/2, where
W>W, without changing the output complex envelope w(t). However,
since this modified time-variant transfer function is periodic,
it has a Fourier series Txpansion and its Fourier transform on
the frequency variable, g(tt) has the discrete r'epresentation

The terminology "f-power series" model was used in [2.38] instead
of "chain differentiator" model.
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(tt) " gk(t) 8(- (2.47)

where gt,(t) are the (time-variablf) Fourier coefficients in the
expansion of T(f,t). In [2.381, W was chosen equal to W which
leads to the two equivalent expressions for the kth tap complex
gain

gk(t)- fsinc[w( -k)](t,) d (2.48)

W
2 R2

gk W T(ft) e df (2.49)

where

sinc W4 sin W (2.50)
VTW

Equation (2.47) leads to the input-output representation

w(t) innICO (t z (t _ )(.1
-00

which, we see from Figure 2.12, is identical to the output of a
tniformly tapped delay line with taps spaced 1/W seconds apart and
with time-variable complex tap "gain" gk(t) applied to the tap
providing delay k/W. Equation (2.51) represents a parameterized
iapt-output relationship with the time-variant parameters gk(t).

Strictly speaking, the nunber of parameters (tap gains) is
infinite; however, practically speaking, an adequate approxima-
tion may be achieved w th a finite number. From (2.48) we see
that, for W-W, the kth tap gain is given by samples at delays
Iiw apart of the convolution of the channel impulse response with
the function sinc WP. Iet the width of the former, the "multi.path
spread", be L. The width of the latter is infinite, strictly
speaking. However, one may choose & value of at such that,
for Il >nc/W, sinc Wp will be as small as deoired. Because
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sinc Wý decreases so slowly with ý, a can be a large number for
any reasonable definition of width. The convolution of sine Wý
and g(tt) will be effectively nonzero for values of t in an
interval of duration L+a/W. Since the taps are spaced I/W apart,
the number of taps needed is

NW - WL + o (2.51)

Although choosing W -W spaces the taps farthest apart, it
does not necessarily minimize the number of taps required to
represent the channel. By choosing 0>W, it is possible to form
a periodic time-variant transfer function which is essentially
identical to the true T(f,t) within IVf <W/2 but drops to zero
sufficiently smoothly by IfI -W/2 to considerably reduce the
"edge" effect a/W. This is, of course, the familiar "window"
function approach used in the spectral analysis of a finite
record to reduce the number of Fourier components. For Q> W, the
expressions (2.48) and (2.4)) must be generalized to

W k
I j 2 "rt

k(t) H(f) T(f,t) e W df (2.53)

•2

whc::e 11(f) is the "window" function which is satisfactorily clo~c
ýo unity over IfI' W/2 and drops to zero smoothly by lfi =6/2.
Its transform

h(Q) f H(f) e df (2.54)

has tails which drop to zero much faster than sincWt.

Given any channel impulse response structure, as in (2.35)
or (2.38), one may compute the parameters of the tapped delay
line model. Thus corresponding to (2.38) we have, from (2.52)
that
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g.(t) - l [i(k) , ak e k(t) Iake h (rk-) r (2.55)WW W

When the impulse response duration is small compared to the dura-

tion of h(.), the parameters will be highly dependent.

2.2.2.1.2 chain Differentiator Mcdel

Our present concern is with the degree of selective fading
in a bandwidth W and its effect upon a transmitted data signal.
For the bandwidths of interest, say 14 MHz and the expected range
of path delay spreads, a few nanoseconds, the degree of frequency
selectivity to be expected within W will be small. Consequently,
the few few, and frequently only the first three, terms in a
power series expansion of the transfer function suffice to charac-
terize the frequency selectivity. The utility of such a power
series to model a time-variant dispersive channel by a chain of
differentiations has been studied by Bello [2.38]. Formally,

T(ft) - n Tn(t) ( 2 ijf)n (2.56)

which represents the channel by a sum of the outputs of succes-
sively higher orders of (bandpass) differentiators, with the nth-
order differentiator being multiplied by the complex function

I anT(ft)
nl (21j)n L fn jf-0

Tn(t) - (2.57)

n

Bello [2.381 has shown that the power series representation
(2.56) will be most rapidly convergent when the expansion is
taken for a channel in which a "mean" path delay has been re-
moved. Assuming this mean path delay is 40, the input-output
representation corresponding to (2.56) (including the mean path
delay) is given by*

See Section 4.1 of Appendix B for further discussion.
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w(t) -n Tn(t) dtn (2.58)

This parametric model is shown in Figure 2.13. (This chain-
differentiator model is called the f-power series model in
(2.38).

When the frequency-selective fading in the channel is suffi-
ciently small, only the first term in the series (2.56) will be
sufficient to characterize the channel output, i.e.,

w(t) - T0 (t) z(t. -t) (2.59)

where z(t), w(t), are the complex envelopes of the channel input
and output, respectively. Equation (2.59) may be recognized as
a "flat fading" or nonfrequency-selective channel model. If the
first two terms are used,

w(t) = T0 (t) z(t - to) + T,(t) i(t -to) (2.60)

which is called a "linearly frequency-selective fading" chan-
nel [2.381 since it corresponds to approximating T(f,t) by a
complex linear term in the frequency variable. One may continue
and define a "quadratically frequency-selective fading" channel,
"cubically frequency-selective fading" channel, etc.

Given any channel impulse response structure, as in (2.35)
or (2.38), one may compute the parameters ITn(t)l of the chain-
differentiator model. For example, using (2.38) in (2.57), we
see that

1K -j~k(t)

T0 (t) - I + k= ak e (2.61)

K ,-nj(.ok (t)

T n(t) = L (-T ak e (2.62)
k'3

When the path delay separationc are small compared to the recipro-
cal signal bandwidth (i.e., WL•< l) and the mean path delay has
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been removed in forming the model, the parameter Tn(t) will de-
crease rapidly with increasing n. This model is particularly
appropriate for the refractive multipath on DCS LOS links in which
the bandwidth occupancy is 14 MHz and maxitmim impulse response
duration is less than I0 ns, i.e., (14 MHz)(10 ns)-0.140<<I.

2.2.2.2 Propagation Channel: Coplex Exponential
Representation

In the case of FM systems and for the cascading of distortion
effects, It is particularly useful to be able to represent the
distorted signal in a form that relates the input and output aLLen-
uations and phase modulations. To obtain such an exponential
parametric representation, we may use a generalization of the
signal processing model of Figure 2.7 in conjunction with the
Cartesian expansions in Section 2.2.2.1 to obtain parametric
series expressions for the output attenuation 3nd phase modulation
in terms of the input.

For notational simplicity, we normalize the channels to have
a transfer function of unity at the carrier frequency, so that
the normalized transfer function and impulse responses are giveu,
in terms of the unmormalized by

F(f,t) - (2.63)
T0 (t)

Y(t,• T0O' (2.64)

where

T(O,t) = fg(t,4)dý = T0 (t) (2.65)

is the time-varying complex gain of the channel at the carrier
frequency.

With this normalization, the input and output signals are
related by

w(t) = T0 (t) fz(t -. ) y(t,4) d4 (2.66)
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The input and output signals are represented in the exponen-
tial forms

(t) = et •e ) (2.67)

w(t) - e*(t) ejo(t) • To(t) (2.68)

where p(t),4(t) are the input attenuation and phase modulation
and a(t),P(t) are the output attenuation and phase modulation
relative to the attenuation and phase modulation imparted at the
center of the band.

From (2.66) and (2.68) we see that

a(t)+jO(t) - tn'fY(t•) e(P(t-0)÷jt(t')]jd41  (2.69)

The desired expansion is obtained by expanding the exponen-
tial Wi (2.69) in a power series and then expanding the logarithm
in a power series. Defining

U n(t) = y(t.t) ® [P(t)+Ji(t)]n

n
I -f(t,jo & [(t)]np[jp(t)]p (2.70)

where ® denotes Lonvolution, we see tnat

a(t) +ij(t) -n Il+ 'n]

- - + ..- (2.71)
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Collecting terms of the same order

0(t) + JO(t) ,, u1(t) - W u

Si[2u 3(t)_3u1 (t )U(t)+u 3 (t) +6 1 1u )2 3.

(2.72)

we see that ci(t),$6(t) may be expressed as the series

a(t) a n (t) (2.73)

f3(t) =•$n(t) (2.74)

where successive terms are of higher order in the sense that
changing p(t) and i.(t) by a factor C changes a n(t),n (t) by a
factor Cn.

The first terms are given by

aI (t) - Refy[ pJ - Im[ y } (2.75)

01(t) = Im[y pSP + Re(-/ g} (2.76)

in which we have used the simplified notation,

-/ 9h f fh(t - P,) y (t,ý ) d4 (2.77)

The second terms are given by

a (t - Re y• ý p 2_ 21- Im k)la 2 (t) =~~~ ~.~)

1 2 211
2 ReI (Y3p) W (y + m)

(2.78)
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2 2 t2 t .2. JIM P - 42) + Re YtN

i -Im (Y "P)2  2I _ Re (YaP)(YO

(2.79)

Higher-order terms may be readily lormulated.

For an FM system, the desired signal is contained in the
second term of (2.76), i.e., Rely p). All other terms are dis-
tortion terms. Parameterization of the terms n)a (0)W can
be carried out by representing y(t,C) in parameterized form. Ir
particular, the tapped delay line and c&scsde differentiator
canonic models may be applied to the normalized impulse response
Y(t,0).

Using the definitions of the previous subsection and Eqs.
(2.63) and (2.64), we see that the appropriate expansion to use
for the cascade differentiator normalized transfer function is

T1 (t) 2 T 2(t)
r(f,t) - 1 + (j2vf) - + (j27f) T0(--- + ... (2.80)

T 0(t) T0(t)

in terms of which (ignoring the mean path delay for simplicity)

T1 (t) d p(tU n(t) = [LP(t)+jO(t)]n+ To0(t) dt-PO j)O

T2 (t) d 2
+ T0(t) [p(t)+j,(t)]n + ... (2.81)

It follows that •n(t),Pn(t) can be expressed in terms of the
parameters jTm(t)/To(t)} and the input attenuation and phase modu-
lation by use of (2.81) in (2.72). For the case wherein the input
z(t) is purely phase-modulated and the channel is time-invariant,
Liou [2.111 has carried out the representation cn(t),0n(t) for up
to third-order terms in a fashion essentially identical to that
described above. Bello (2.371 has also used such an expansion for
the time-variant channel to compute error rates in F[*-FM trans-
mission of data over troposcatter channels.
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Application of the tapped delay line model proceeds in a
similar fashion. In this case, the normalized impulse response
has the expansion

k T(2.82)

kT0

which leads to the representation of u (t) in the formn

un(t) = k••• ( )+j(n - "L) + jIt hi (2.83)

Use of (2.83) in (2.72) will allow n%(t),Bn(t) to be expressed
in terms of the parameters gk(t)/1 0 (t)_ and the input modulation.
This type of representation'has apparently not been dsed previously.

2.2.2.3 Other Signal Processing Functions

To the extent that the RF and IF sections are essentially
linear operations, the parameterization procedures discussed in
Sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2 may, of course, be applied, since a
time-invariant linear operation is a special case of the time-
variant channel discussed there. If nonlinear amplification
exists within these stages and may be isolated as an operation
essentially in cascade and noninteracting with the linear filter-
ing, one may separately parameterize the linear portions of the
RF and IF sections and the nonlinear amplification. The nonlinear
amplifier characteristic can be parameterized by power series or
Fouricr sCries expansions of the nonlinearity.

If the nonlinear amplification cannot be so isolated but
interacts with the energy storage elements of the filters, con-
siderably more sophisticated parameterization techniques, such
as developed by Bello [2.36], must be used.

The nonlinearities In the frequency modulator and demodulator
arc frequently parameterized by means of the coefficients in
power series expansions. Thus, in Figure 2.6 the nonlinear func-
tion F(x(t)) characterizing the nonlinearity of the frequency
modulator can be expanded in the series
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F[x(t)] = a 2 x 2 + a 3 x 3 + ... (2.84)

where the linear term is absent and x(t) is the input frequency
modulation.

Similarly, the function H[h(t)J in Eq. (2.42), defining the
nonlinearity of the frequency discriminator, maybe expanded in a
Taylor series

H(O~t) = b 2 f(t))2 + b 310(t)]3 + (2...H[13tJ 2�3( t)] . (2.85)

where b(t) is the FM input to the discriminator. Power series

expansions are suitable for gradual nonlinearities. For small

ripples, a Fourier series expansion converges more rapidly.

The broadband AM/EM and AM/PM conversion characteristics of
the signal processing elements are expressed in terms of nonlinear
operations on input envelopes such as K[f(t)] in Figure 2.8 and

Eq. (2.43). The same power series or Fourier series may be used
for parameterization.
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SECTION 3

ADAPTIVE CHANNEL MEASUREMENITS

This section is devoted to an examination of the use of adap-
tive processing to acquire channel measurement information. The
discussion includes both nonlinear and linear modulation techniques.
Particular attention is given to adaptive processors which have a
linear structure as a function of assumed channel parameters.
Consideration is given to convergence time constants and measure-
ment accuracy. Application to adaptive channel parameter measure-
ment in the receiver and transmitter is sketched out.

3.1 The Adaptive Processor

3.1.1 Nonlinear Processor

To appreciate the utility of adaptive r-ocessing techniques
for channel parameter measurement, it is necessary to define the
structure of the adaptive processor, its inputs, its outputs, and
exactly what the adaptation consists of. We consider the general
nonlinear structure of Figure 3.1 as a start because of the pos-
sible utility of nonlinear processors in the case of nonlinear
modulation techniques. This structure includes as special cases
all the adaptive processors previously discussed in the literature

including those of Widrow [3.11 and, of course, those described
in the many papers on adaptive lineai transversal and feedback
equilizers.

We note from Figure 3.1 that the adaptive processor consists
of two basic structures - a linear or nonlinear signal processor
containing a finite number of adjustable parameters and the
"adaptor" which implements the algorithm for adaptive variation
of the signal processor parameters. The input to the signal pro-
cessor consists of n processes having complex envelopes w1 (t),
w2 (t),...,wN(t) and a single output having complex envelope u(t).
In the formulation of the adaptive processor concept, there is
always a "desired" signal d(t), either explicitly given or implied,
which is the desired output of the signal processor. The complex
error signal

e(t) - d(t) - u(t) , (3I)
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the desired signal, and the inputs {w (t); n -1,2,.-.,N1 are fed
to the adaptor which adjusts the M complex parameters plp I,...I
to minimize some positive measure of the complex error signal e.

Consider the minimization of the mean-squared error. We
define the output to be a functional of the N inputs and M
parameters

u(t) = F[Wl(t), WN(t); Pl' PM] (3.2)

If a unique minimum of P exists. it may be found as a set of

parameter values {p0 ; 1,2,... ,M} for which 1e1 2 has a stationary
point. This is eiudvalent to saying that the set of partial deri-

vatives of 1e1 2 vanish,

m

0 (3.3)

2 . 0-
S•Im

where we have defined R ml as the real and imaginary parts of
Pro' ioe. ,

PM R + J Im (3.4)
m m

Noting that for any parameter y

6 2Re e* (3.5)

With appropriate restrictions on the second derivative to ensure
a minimum.
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-e _F[w (t)''... WN(t); PI '' .'PM] (3.6)

we see that

81 l 6F . 0 1 2= 2 2Re e*(t) p PM =po; m=1,2,...,M

(3.7)

A number of parameter-adjustmeiLc algorithms exist which mini-
mize the mean-squared error. For many cases, minimization is
usually accomplished by gradient-search techniques. Typically,
theoretical presentations start with algorithms called the "method
of steepest descent". Changes in each parameter are made in the
direction of the gradienL or derivative

Pm(k+l) = Pm(k) - A + j /i (3.8)

where
th th

Pm(k) M M parameter before adaptation (at k time instant)

Pm(k+l) = mth parameter after adaptation (at k+lth time instant)

A = scalar constant controlling rate of convergence and
stability*

and we have assumed a discrete time model.

Ia all practical cases, the quantity lel2 cannot be deter-
mined apriori because its computation involves unknown statistics.
Thus, although much to-do is made about this technique in theore-
tical analyses, in instrumenting adaptation only an approximation,
sometimes a very crude approximation, is used. Surprisingly,
only a crude approximation is satisfactory in some cases. The
approximations are based upon Eq. (3.7), where the average in
(3.7) is approximately determined. The simplest case involves
no averaging at all, i.e.,

The quantity A is taken as a positive number here.
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k +F[w(k),...,WN(k); 
pl(k),...,PM(k

m(k+l) = pro(k) +2ARe{ e*(k) [l '"')

bF[wl(k),... ,WN(k); pe(k),... ,PM(k)]
+ j 2URe Ie*(k) NI

(3.9)

The structure of the signal processing box is usually simple
enough that the partial derivative is a known function of the
inputs and parameter values. Since e(t) is known also, the para-
-eter adjustment may be computed in a conceptually straightforward
fashion.

3.1.2 Linear Processor

We now make a further simplification which is assumed in most
applications of adaptive processing (in particular, in adaptive
equalization) that the signal processor has the linear structure
shown in Figure 3.2. This is the case studied by Widrow [3.1].
Specializations of this case yield the transversal and feedback
equalizers. For this processor.

u(t) n• r. pnw(L) (3.10)

and

_F 6F
w (t); j Wn(t)

n n

yielding the (complex form) IMS algorithm popularized by Widrow
[3.11

p (k+l) = po(k) + 2Ae(k)w* (k) (3.12)
M m m

which involves adjusting the value of the mth parameter at k+l by
an amount proportional to the produch of the error signal and the
conjugate of the mth input at the kt instant. From (3.12) we
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arrive at the simple adaptive structure shown in Figure 3.3.
Aside from summers and accumulators, the basic operations involved
in Figure 3.3, in complex notation, are multiplies and complex-
conjugate multiplies (where one input port is conjugated).

The LMS algorithm is a stochastic approximation [3.2]- [3.4]
* technique. For stationary input processes, Widr-w shown that the

mean value of the parameter pm converges to the valuep• yielding
minimum mean-squared error (the Weiner solution) when the step
size A is not too large. The minimum mean-squared error solution
for the parameters occurs when (3.3) is satisfied. From (3.7) and
(3.11), we see that this is equivalent to

e(k) w*(k) = 0; m0,1,...,N (3.13)

which, from the definition of e and (3.10) becomes

dw* p 0 -W * p ,.N (3.14)

m n n m

We define the matrix

C (3.15)

as the cross-correlation matrix of the iLput waveforms, and the
column matrices

dwt

dw2
2 =(3.16)

dw*
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0
PI

0pO P2, (3.17)

0PN

of cross correlation between the desired output and the inputs, D,
and of the parameters pU. Using this notation, we see that (3.14)
becomes

0
CP0= D (3.18)

whose solution is

P0 C-1Dp C-I D (3.19)

The value of the minimum mean-squared error is readily found
to be

e t 21 " d t) 2 -1
le(t) 21-d(t) - D, C D (3.20)

Widrow shows that if the step size is bounded by

0 < A& < -ax (3.21)

where Xmax is the maximum eigenvalue of C, then the LMS algorithm
will cause the mean values of the parameter values to converge to
the parameters which produce the minimum mean-squared error.
This doe not mean that the parameters actually converge to the
values p because the stochastic approximation with nonzero step
size A WJ11 yield parameters which are random variables or rather
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random processes as a function of the discrete time. oOnly the
mean of these random parameters are the true values 0

All adaptive or learning systems experience losses in perfor-
mance because their system adjustments are based upon statistical
averages taken with limited sample sizes. The faster a system
adapts, in general, the poorer will be its expected performance.

State-variable methods, which are widely used in modern
control theory, have been applied by Widrow [3.11 and Koford and
Groner [3.5] to the analysis of stability and time constants
(related to rate of convergence) of the IMS algorithm. As shown
by Widrow, the parameters undergo transients during adaptation.
The average transients consist of sums of exponentials with time
constants (in units of the discrete time increment)

T = 2- ;n n=1,2,...,M (3.22)

th

where X is the n eigenvalue of the correlation matrix C. Thus,
as the step size A is lowered, the time constants increase. When
actual experimental adaptation curves are plotted, they are gen-
erally in the form of noisy exponentials because of the noise in
the 6daptation process. The slower the adaptation, the smaller
will be the amplitude of the noise apparent in the learning curve.

When the IMS algorithm is used, the expected level of mean-
square error will be greater than that of the Wiener optimum
system. A measure of the extent to which the adaptive system is
misadjusted as compared to the Wiener system is the ratio of the
excess mean-square error to the minimum mean-square error. This
dimensionless measure of the loss in performance has been defined
as the "misadjustment" M. Thus, it may be shown [3.11 that, for
the I24S algorithm

M o A Xm A Trace C = A (3.23)

Note that for a given misadjustment M, the time constant r ,
Eq. (3.22) n

rn 2"f m Xn (3.24)
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As

maX (3.25)
min

increases, the longest time constant gets increasingly longer.
Thus, the ratio of the largest to smallest eigenvalue of the cor-
relation matrix would appear to be an important consideration in
the estimation of the adaptation time. However, the recent inter-
esting paper by Ungerboeck [3.6] shows that this ratio may not be
as important as previously thought. He has shown that the longer
transients in adaptation have smaller amplitude. In addition, he
has studied the convergence properties of the mean-squared estima-
tion error and found that convergence requires that the step size
satisfy the inequality

__0 < 1 (3.26)

)In wn

which is a more stringent requirement than (3.21). The results of
his paper lead us to conclude that the previous adaptive equalizer
work on optimum fixed and variable step sizes based upon mean
parameter values, such as the work of Richman [3.7], Shonfeld
and Schwartz [3.8],[3.9], and Gersho [3.10], to mention a few,
may be misleading.

Other algorithms than the IMS algorithm may be used. A par-
ticularly simple one from the implementation point of view is
called the binary reinforcement algorithm (BRA) [3.11]. This
involves replacing the real and imaginary parts of the error
signal in the IMS algorithm by 1-bit quantized values. A some-
what longer adaptation time is then necessary to achieve the same
performance. In the case of LOS microwave channels, this length-
ened adaptation time is hardly a problem since the channel para-
meter variations are extremely slow compared to the data rate.
As a result, the misadjustment error will be small and the rms
error will be essentially equal to the minimum value given by
(3.20).
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3.2 Application to Channel Parameter Measurement

The previous discussion of optimal (minimum mean-squared
error) adaptive filtering was sufficiently general to cover many
physical situations. In this section we consider its application
to channel parameter measurement in .OS PCM-TDM digital trans-
mission links. This discussion is somewhat general. Section 4
presents a detailed examination of a situation of interest, the
RQU of a PCM-TDM-FM digital system.

Figure 3.4 shows a receiver channel and four possible pick-
off locations for the desired signal d(t). The probing signal is
assumed to be the transmitted signal which is taken as the digital
output of the system. For ranges of error rates of interest, this
assumption is reasonable. By passing the output digital signal
through a parameterized model of the channel, one may construct
an approximation to the desired signal. Adaptive adjustment of
the parameters according to an algorithm for minimizing the dif-
ference between the desired signal and the reconstructed signal
will lead to an estimate of the channel parameters.

Depending upon the pickoff point for the desired signal, one
may obtain parameter estimates ranging from those suitable for the
MQU to those suitable for the RQU. Aside from the output of the
discriminator, the desired signals in Figure 3.4 are narrowband
processes, at either RF or IF. The corresponding reconstruction
processor must then produce a narrowband signal at RF or IF, unless
the narrowband signals are mixed down to video with quadrature
carriers and complex signal processing is used. Note that in all
cases a compensating delay must be used to account for the pro-
cessing delays between the desired signal pickoff and the digital
output.

A similar set of possible desired signals may be identified
in the case of applying the adaptive channel measurement to the
transmitter. In this case the actual data signal is directly
available for use as the probing signal. Using the RF signal at
the TWT output as the desired signal would be consistent with the
definition of the TQU in Section 2.1.

We examine here only the general structure of the adaptive
channel parameter measurement procedure for the case of the desired
signal identified as the discriminator output. In addition, we
consider only the case wherein the chain-differentiator model
may be used to parameterize linear filtering operations and power
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series expansions may be used to parameterize the frequency mod-
ulator, frequency discriminator, and amplifier nonlinearities.
These assumptions are not necessary but they appear to be valid
for most cases of interest. More complex cases may be handled
with the aid of the tapped delay line model or, if necessary,
Volterra functionals, as in (3.121.

From the results in Section 2.2, one may deduce that with
the channel distortion assumptions above, the frequency discrim-
inator output may be expressed as a series involving the undis-
torted frequency modulator input signal plus linear and nonlinear
distortion terms. Thus, if x(t) is the modulator input, we can
represent the discriminator output as

v(t) - a 0 x(t-ýO) + zlk(t-40) + a 2 *X*(t-40) +

+ b 1 x 2 (t-40) +b 2x(t_40)k(t_40) +b 3k 2 (t-40) +b 4x(t_40)Y(t_60)

3, 2 2+ c I X kt-40) +c 2 x (t-40)k(t-to) +c 3 x(t-40)k (tV

" c 4 k 3 (t-40) + c5x 2 (t_ý 0 *X-(t_40) +

" n(t) (3.27)

where n(t) is the output noise. The a coefficients represent
the linear distortion parameters, the b coefficients the first-
order nonlinear parameters, the c coefficients the second-order
nonlinear parameters, etc.

Note that v(t) is represented as a linear function of the
channel parameters. By use of the output digital signal, one
may form an estimate of x(t) and thus an estimate of v(t),
assuming a fintte number of parameters. The basic adaptive chan-
nel measurement structure then becomes that applicable to the
linear model discussed above. The fact that here the functions
multiplying the parameters are nonlinear functions of the data
signal does not prevent applicability of the results discussed
above for the linear adaptive filter, because in the latter case
"linearity" referred to dependence upon parameters only.
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When the linear distortion in the RF and IF filters and
propagation channel are the dominant sources of distortion,
(3.27) simplifies to the expression

v(t) P a 0 x(t-40) + alk(t-40 ) + a 2 (t-C0)

+ b2 x(t-C0 )*(t-C0 ) + n(t) (3.28)

including only significant terms up to second-order linear and
first-order nonlinear distortion. Much of the adaptive channel
measurement analysis and simulation of Section 4 is 3ased upon
this model. However some calculations used the mor,•. involved
model

v(t) - a 0x(t-t0) + alk(t-40) + a 2(t-_ 0 ) +3•(

+ b2 x(t-60 )k(t-40) + b3 2 (t-g 0 ) + b4 x(t-•x0 )xt-• 0 )

2
+ c 5 x (t-40)k(t-4 0 ) + n(t) (3.29)

which includes a second-order nonlinear term plus additional
first-order nonlinear and linear terms of comparable size.
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SECTION 4

EVALUATION OF AN ADAPTIVE CHANNEL ESTIMATOR

4.1 Introduction

The parametric approach to channel quality performance moni-
toring of digital comiunications systems was introduced in Section 2
as a general tool for performance assessment, degradation trending,
and fault location. A particular method of channel parameter
measurement, called adaptive channel parameter measurement, was
introduced in Section 3 as a means of implementing the parametric
approach. In this section we carry out detailed calculations of
the performance of an adaptive chanrel parameter estimator that
operates in the receiver at the output of the discriminator of a
PC2-TDM-FM LOS digital ccnwmunications system. To keep the analyses
and simulations within the available budget, a simplified mathema-
tical model of the LOS link was used that was capable of including
distortions introduced by RF and IF filtering and by the propaga-
tion medium, although calculations were carried out only for dis-
tortions introduced by the propagation medium. Subsequent
investigations should include all the distortion mechanisms
discussed in Section 2.

The proposed channel estimation technique uses the system
function and parameterization concepts discussed in Section 2.
This technique takes advantage of some work [4.1] - [4.10] in the
aiea of calculating distortion in angle-modulated systems. The
mathematical basis for the technique can be found in [4.21; however,
similar results can be obtained using many alternate distortion
analyses.

In Section 4.2 we present the system to be analyzed. This
is an FM LOS system employing a duobinary baseband modem. The
proposed adaptive channel estimation techniques for monitoring
this system are presented in Section 4.3. In that section we
describe the methodology of the technique, the adaptation algo-
rithms used to update the channel parameter estimates, and nor-
malization of the channel parameters. The simulations used to
evaluate the adaptive channel estimation techniques are also
described.

The results of the simulations indicating the performance of
the adaptive channel estimator are presented in Section 4.4.
These include convergence time constant, measurement accuracies,
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and the effect of errors on the output data stream. In Section 4.5
the error rate of the duobinary FM system is found as a function
of the channel parameters to be estimated. The sensitivity of the
error rate estimate to parameter measurement error is investigated
by examples. Examples illustrating possible multipath-induced
degradations are also presented. Implementation considerations
of the adaptive channel estimator are discussed in Section 4.6.

4.2 System Description and Constraints

In Section 4.3 an adaptive channel estimator that estimates
parameters of interest is presented. The performance of this
estimator is considered in Section 4.4. To evaluatc che perfor-
mance of the estimator, it is necessary to specify the form of
baseband modulation being employed. Several baseband modulations
have been considered [4.11] to transmit digital data over the
Defense Communications System (DCS). Currently, duobinary FM is
likely to be used for the proposed upgrades discussed in Section 2
and is the system that will be used to evaluate the performance
of thp adaptive channel estimator being proposed.

Duobinary techniques [4.12] - [4.15] allow a controlled amount
of intersymbol interference, which can be compensated for during
detection. The advantage of this technique is that the bandwidth
is reduced. This bandwidth reduction is at the expense of an
effective reduction in noise immunity. However, for LOS links
the SNR's (even during most fades) are very high.

Figure 4.1 is a functional block diagram of the duobinary FM
system to be considered. For analysis purposes, we assume that a
binary data sequence {anj is used to modulate a train of impulses
which are filtered to perform some duobinary pulse shaping prior
to transmission. The output of the transmit filter is frequency-
modulated and transmitted over a LOS link. At the receiver, the
signal is frequency-demodulated and filtered. The receiver filter
completes the duobinary pulse shaping and reduces the noise in the
detector.

The receive filter out put is sampled and sliced to generate
a three-level sequence ibg. This three-level sequence is used
to detect the two-level NRZ sequence by compensating for the con-
trolled intersymbol interference int-oduced by the duobinary
pulse shaping.
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F"or the duobinary technique used over a white Gaussian noise
channel, minimum error probability in the transmit and receive
filters have transfer functions given by 14.141.

[T cos(itft)] ) Ifl I I.

HT(f) % R(f) - (4,1)

0, otherwise

Although the above filters cannot be exactly constructed, it
is possible to find filters which are reasonable approximations
to (4.1). The transmit and receive filters arp discussed in
greater detail in Appendix F, where the pvl,. .•.7spe information
required to evaluate the performanc¢ ý,f the adaptive channel
estimator is presented.

With the transmit and receive ii±LCrq fxa:ing transfer func-
tions giren by (4.1), the intersymbol interference (at the correct
sampling time and in the absence of noise or channel-induced
distortions) comes only from the preceding symbol. That is, the
desired three-level sequence is related to the two-level sequence
by [4.14]

bk = ak + ak_1 (4.2)

where the aK can assume either +d @n the bk can take on the
three values +2d and 0. The data jaký can be decoded from the
detected three-level sequence by using the previously decoded
data bit and eliminating its effect on bk by subtraction. In
particular, ak can be detected by using

+d , if b = +2d

ak -d , if bk -2d (4.3)

"akk-1 if b = 0

One drawback to using this system is that if ak i was in
error and bk -0, then ak will also be in error, thus Indicating
that errors have a tendency to propagate. A means for avoiding
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this error propagation was introduced by Lender [4.13]. Lender's
scheme eliminates error propagation by precoding at the trans-
mitter. Figure 4.2 preoents a block diagram of a precoded duo-
bin ry system. The precodiný operation converts the input sequence

*•. •ak to another sequence 1 Ykj before transmission. The purpose
if his conversion is to produce a detected three-level sequence

{zk} from which the data sequence can be detected using this rule:

+d , if zk =+2d

-d if zk = 0

Since detection of ak does not depend upon ak-l, errors do" not propagkate. For the proposed adaptive channel estimator,

either precoded or nonprecoded duobinary systems can be accom-
modated with some modifications. In Appendix E, we consider the
relationship between errors in detecting the three-level sequence
and those in detecting the two-level sequence.

It is well-known [4.11- [4.10] that, for angle modulation,
linear distortion in the channel can result in linear and non-
linear distortion at the output of the demodulator. In the fol-
lowing section, we will investigate techniques for adaptively
estimating channel parameters that are indicative of the degree
of linear and nonlinear distortion. These parameters can be used
to assess performance, isolate faults, and perform trend analysis.

4.3 Adaptive Channel Estimator Description

4.3.1 Introduction

In this section we address the problem of estimating pa~a-
meters used to model the nonlinear channel discussed in Section
4.2. The techniques studied use the detected data sequence to
adaptively estimate these channel parameters. This channel moni-
tor will have the potential of measuring both linear and nonlinear
distortions. The system analyzed is the one discussed in Section
4.2 that does not use precoding; however, the channel monitoring
technique can be extended to precoded systems with only minor
modifications. These modifications are also oiscussed.
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The channel monitor (or nonlinear adaptive channel estima-
tor) is presented in Section 4.3.2. Some adaption algorithms
are discussed in Section 4.3.3, while a simulation used to verify
the technique, assess performance, and examine tradeoffs is
detailed in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.2 Adaptive Channel Estimation

Adaptive techniques have been successfully used in digital
data transmission to reduce intersymbol interference effects.
Recently [4.16], they have been proposed as a means of estimating
linear channels. The adaptive nonlinear channel estimator con-
sidered in this section is represented by Figure 4.3.

The estimator uses the detected data and oarameters of a
channel model to generate an estimate of the received baseband
signal. The error in estimating the received baseband signal is
used to update the channel model parameters. The channel model
considered for detailed analysis is nonlinear with respect to the
input signal but is linearly related to N parameters (Pi, i =0,...,
N-I). As the parameters in the channel model converge to their
correct values, the error in estimating the received baseband sig-
nal will be small.

4.3.2.1 Without Precoding

Figure 4.4 illustrates the use of an adaptive channel esti-
mator for a duobinary FM modem where the duobinary technique [4.17]
does not precode the NRZ data sequence. In this figure, the data
is filtered prior to transmission in order to perform some shaping
of the baseband spectrum. HT is the transmit shaping filter. The
input to the trequency modulator is

x(t ) a an h T(t - nT) (4.5)

where an is the two-level (±d) NRZ data sequence and hT() is the
impulse response of the transmit filter.

Using the results from Section 2 of Appendix B for the
quadratvic channel model, we cq-i represent the output of the
frequency discriminator in terms of the input to the frequency
modulator. This representation assumes a small amount of fre-
quency selectivity in the baseband and uses the "f-power series"
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model derived in [4.18). From Section 4.2 of Appendix B, we can
approximate the output of the discriminator r(t) (assuming the
quadratic channel model approximation to be valid) by

r(t A[x(t - t()) + xtD(L) + x 20 (t) (4.6)

where A is a constant and x(t) is the input to the frequency
modulator. The linear distortion x1D(t) is given by (see
Section 4.2 of Appendix B)

_T Il(t)T6(t) T2()tt

xlD(t) - k(t - O) Re 2 + k(t- 40 ) Re 2 (4.7)
r 0 (t)12 IT0(tl

is the mean path delay of the propagation channel defined in
an appropriate sense, and the factors Tj(t) are the coefficients
in the f-power series expansison of T(f,t) (the time-varying trans-
fer function). The quadratic distortion x2D(t) is given by

T Ir0)(t) T1 (tI r0 (t)2

T2 (t)Tt(t) (]

Im I (4 8)

In deriving (4.6), only Ti(t), i 0,1,2, were used. This is
the quadratic channel model approximation to the f-power series
channel model and is valid when the selectivity is small. Even
with small selectivity, the degradation can be unacceptably high
and, therefore, the quadratic channel model approximation should
provide useful channel. quality information. It should be noted
that more coefficients can be used to obtain a channel model with
greater detail. A cubic channel model was considered in Section 4.3
of Appendix B which involved four additional parameters.
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From (4.6), for the quadratic channel model of the propaga-
tion channel, the parimeters characterizing the channel to the
discriminator output are given by:

P0 -A

P A Re 0 2
1T T0 (t).

T2 (t)T•(t )

P2 A Re 2
2T0(t), 2

P 2RT 1 (t)T6(t) TI(t)T6(t) TT2 (t)T6(t)
P3 A2 Re IM- Im (4.9)

3To(200 2? (0) 2 "

The adaptive channe, pqrameter estimator utilizes the de-
modulated data sequence a ý as input to a parameterized channel
model of the same generat n orm as (4.6) but with initial guesses
for the parameters. The parameters are changed by an appropriate
algorithm to make the parameters of the model converge to the
"actual channel parameters. The demodulated data sequence {An}
differs in two important respects from the transmitted data
sequence {a . First, there will generally be errors in the
output dada so that the sequences w4ll not be identical. Second,
the timing of the bits carrying .a will vary with the time-

variant group delay of the channelnwhile the timing of the trans-
mitted bits will not. This time variation is caused by the bit
sync loop as it attempts to track variations in receiver bit
timing. The variations in bit timing introduced by the tracking
loop must be removed if the output data sequence a I is used to
reconstruct an estimate of the discriminator outp tn r(t).

From (4.6) we can express the estimate of r(t) by

3
r(t) = Sq(t) (4.10)
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where

S0(t) x(t-t) a • hT(t'-0+rb(t)"nT)
n

S1(t) x(t-0) ý an iT(t" 0+'b(t)-nT)
n

S2 (t) -(t-t 0 ) - E inhT(t-0+rb(t)-nT)
n

S 3 (t) - c(t-to)*(t-%) o . nam fi T(t-4O+rb(t)-nT)
n m

" hT (t " W0 rb(t) - nT)

(4.11)

where an advance Tb(t) has been inserted to counteract the delay
of the bit sync loop.

If the cubic channel model as described in Section 4.3 of
Appendix B was used, the estimate of r(t) would be given by

7
r(t) = qt Pq(t) Sq(t) (4.12)

where

S4 (t) - "X(t- o) a ̂ n'hT(t O0 +rb(t) -nT)
n

S 5(t) - x2(t - to) X(t- to)

s6(t) - x(t -to)

SW7(t X(t -4)x(t-.to) (4.13)
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Using (4.10) or (4.12), the discriminator output can be
estimated using a quadratic or cubic channel model. In Section
4.3.3, algorithms for adaptively updating estimates of P (t) will
be introduced. These algorithms use the error signal geaerated
by comparing r(t) with the actual discriminator output r(t).

Figure 4.5 presents three adaptive channel estimator configu-
rations obtained by using the quadratic channel model. The three
configurations use the parametric approach to monitor a duabinary
FM system and differ only in the manner in which timing informa-
tion is extracted. In these estimators, the detected two-level
NRZ sequence a^ and the transmit filter impulse response are re-
quired to form estimates of x(t), k(t), and x(t), whicb are used
to estimate the discrim.,iator output signal r(t). The error in
estimating r(t) is needed to update the parameter estimates of
the channel model.

In Figure 4.5(a), an adaptive channel estimator with a fixed
timing reference is presented. The purpose of the fixed timing
reference is to allow comparison of bit sync loop timing with fad-
ing multipath with sampling times for a channel in the absence
of multipath. The fixed timi.ag reference estimator is the easiest
to simulate since knowledge concerning the performance of the bit
synchronizer is riot required. Furthermore, due to its relatively
fast convergence [compared to adaptive delay elimination, Figure

4 .5(c)], the simulation of the fixed timing reference can be used
to assess the effect of degradations (noise, data errors, etc.)
and to examine the system tradeoffs, thereby making efficient use
of computer resources.

Figure 4.5(b) shows the adaptive channel estimator in which
the bit synchronizer is used to sample the discriminator output.
The estimates of channel parameters PO and Pl are used to directly
eliminate the group delay. For this configuration, the time-
varying delay can be estimated by -Pl(k)/o 0 (k). This technique
may be simpler to implement than the adaptive delay elimination
technique discussed below, since no new parameters have to be
estimated.

In Figure 4.5(c), an adaptive technique for estimating tais
time-varying delay is presented. •bis the estimate of the time-
varying delay. After convergence, the channel parameters esti-
mated should be the same as those of the channel estimator with
a fixed timing reference. The performance of the adaptive channel
estimator with adaptive delay elimination has been evaluated using
simulations. The results of these simulations are presented in
Section 4.4.4.
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Returning to Figure 4.4, we note that an adaptive channel
estimator can be developed to generate an estimate of w(t), the
output of the receive filter HR. One advantage to generating an
estimate of w(t), as opposed to r(t), is that HR is used to
reduce the noise power. For this estimator we can define

Y0 (t) = F an I R(v)hr(t - +rb(t)-nT-v)dv
n

Yl(t) = E an f hR(V) fT(t -0+rb(t)-nT-'v)dv
n _-o

y 2 (t) = 'a I \(V)hT(t'•0+•b(t)-nrv)dv
n co

Y3 (t) = E Z anam f hR hT t-

n m -C (4.14)

Thus, the Yi(t) is output of HR when Si(t) is input.

With Yi(t) varying much faster than the channel, the output
of the receive filter can be estimated by

3
w(t) = q (t) Yq(t) (4.15)

A cubic channel model approximation for w(t) can also be
found by filtering S (t), q= 0,...,7. Thus, the receive filter
output can be estimahed by using a quadratic or cubic channel
model and the channel parameters Pi(t) can be adaptively updated
using the algorithms discussed in Section 4.3.3. Channel estima-
tor configurations analogous to Figure 4.5 can be used to estimate
the output of the receive filter.

4.3.2.2 With Precoding

The duobinary FM system considered does not employ precoding;
however, some duobinary systems use the precodirng operation which
allows the use of simple detection schemes and prevents error pro-
pagation. Figure 4.6 presents one possible precoded duobinary
system. For this system, the detected two-level sequence is ob-
tained from the three-level sequence by
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* d if b =+ 2d
n n --

Aan (4.16)

0 ,if b -0n

Since the detection of an involves only (note that in
Figure 4. a n depends upon bn and an.l), the detection is simpler.
In fact, there may not be any need to detect bn; instead, the
output of the receive filter can be rectified and quantized to
two levels. If bn is not estimated in the detector, then either
bn must be estimated in the channel estimator or an should be
used as input to the channel estimator. Due to the precoding
operation, the effect of an error in detecting a will result in
vastly different duobinary sequences {b J and, tIus, for precoded
duobinary systems it is recomnmended that the adaptive channel
estimator use the baseband signal to first estimate b and then
proceed in a manner analogous to Figure 4.5.

4.3.3 Adaptation Algorithms

4.3.3.1 Introduction

For the adaptive channel estimator proposed in Section 4.3.2,
the channel paramoter estimates are updated from the previous
estimate and the error signal. In this section we will discuss
adaptation algorithms that were used in simulations to examine
the feasibility of the proposed technique as well as to assess
its performance. In Section 4.3.3.2, we will present two adapta-
tion algorithms frequently employed in data transmission. The
algorithms are called the Least Mean Squared (IMS) and the Binary
Reinforcement (BR) algorithm. In Section 4.3.3.3, a technique
with the potential for increasing the convergence rate of the
adaptive channel estimator will be presented.

4.3.3.2 LM.S and BR Adaptation Algorithms

The INS adaptation algorithm is widely used [4.191- [4.22] in
theoretical analysis to examine performance of proposed equalizer
techniques. This algorithm (which is discussed in Section 3) up-
dates the channel parameter estimates by an amount proportional
to the error in estimating the received baseband signal. In par-
ticular, for the LMS algorithm the channel parameters are updated
by
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Pq' (k+l) = P q(k) + 2A(kT)G q(kT) (4.17)

where E(kT) is the error in estimating the received baseband
signal, Gq () equals Sq(.) if the discriminator output is esti-
mated or Yq (-) if the receive filter output is estimated, and A
is a step size parameter that affects the estimator convergence
rate and its sensitivity to noise. With d(kT) the desired base-
band signal (in our case, the discriminator or receive filter
output) and d(kT) its estimate as formed by the channel estimator,
then e(kT) is defined by

E(kT) = d(kT) - d(kT) (4.18)

In order to insure convergence of the estimator, Ungerboeck
(4.22] recommended that A be selected according to the rule

A ,[ ± 2 (t" 1  (4.19)

2

where 0 G(t) is the variance of Si(t) or Yi(t) depending upon

wiether the discriminator or shaping filter outputs are used.
Appendix F contains expressions for the variances of Si(t) and
Yi(t) for the quadratic and cubic channel models, where a parti-
cular statistical description of the data was assumed.

Ungerboeck's recommendation given in [4.22] is for a linear
equalizer. Due to the nature of our estimator, one might expect
more stringent requirements upon A than those presented in (4.19).
In practice, A is usually rmuch less than the sum of the variances
in order to reduce the tap gain fluctuations. The effects of A
upon performance of the adaptive channei estimator have been
determined by examples obtained via simulations. For the iimula-
tion examples presented in Section 4.4, a normalized step size 6
is defined by

a N 2
6 G (t) (4.20)
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The BR algorithm [4.231 updates the channel parameter esti-
mates by using only the sign of the estimation error. For the
BI adaptation algorithm, the channel parameters are updated by

rq(k+l 1 P (k) + AB sgn[E(kT)I G (kT) (4.21)qq q

where

1i , if xZ0

sgn(x) j (4.22)

_ , if x< 0

* and where AB is the BR algorithm step size. A normalized BR step
size can be defined by

AB N
- ~ B 2

6-- Z ci (4.23)B N+1 C i s

where a. is the error standard deviation. For the examples pre-
sented in Section 4.4.2.1, the normalized step size was held con-
stant and ac periodically estimated. This resulted in the actual
step size AB being time-varying. The exact manner in which the
changes in AB were made are described in Section 4.4.2.1. One
advantage of the BR (as opposed to the LMS) algorithm is that only
the sign of the error is required; thus, updating the channel
parameter eatimates may be less costly to iaplement.

The above discussion on the adaptation algorithms has omitted
several subtle points, one of which is that the channel parameters
[and, hence, Si(t) and Yi(t)] have different units; thus exprcs-
sions like (4.20) and (4.23) must be used carefully. In Section
4.3.4 we will discuss the simulation and how the channel para-
meters and signals were normalized such that the discussion in
this section is applicable. However, first a technique for
increasing the convergence rate of the estimator will be
introduced.
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4.3.3.3 Variance Equalization

Since the variance of the taps [Si(kT) or Yi(t)] are not all
equal, errors in estimating the channe parameters result in
unequal error statist4 .cs in estimating the received baseband
signal. This can result in some channel parameter estimates
converging much slower than others. As a means of increasing
the convergence rate, an adaptation procedure, called variance
equalization, was examined. The main feature of this procedure
is to adaptively estimate pseudo-channel parameters, where these
pseudo-channel parameters are related to the actual channel
parameters by

P
q = Aq (4.24)ci A

q

where the Aq 's are chosen such that A Gq(kT) have equal variance
for all q. Figure 4.7 presents nonlfnear channel estimators for
(for the quadratic channel model and estimating the discriminator
output) with and without vgriance equalization. In this figure
P (k) and tq (k) are the ktf estimates of P and q (k), respectively.q q q q '

Variance equalization can be employed with any adaptation
algorithm. As an example, for the LMS algorithm (and variance
equalization), the pseudo-channel parameters are updated accord-
ing to the adaptation rule

•q(k+l) W (k) + 2Ac(k) G (kT)A (4.25)

In Section 4.4.2, simulation results illustrating convergence
rate advantages obtained using variance equalization will be
presented.

4.3.4 Channel Parameter Normalization

In order to relate the adaptation step size to the sum of
the variances of the signal at each tap [see Eqs. (4.20) and
(4.23)] and to make use of the variance equalization technique
presented in the previous section, it is necessary to normalize
the channel parameters. The purposes of this normalization are
twofold: first, to choose a convenient time scale to express the
pulse shape information; second, to express the received baseband
signal in such a manner that all the channel parameters have the
same units.
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For an impulse response that is near its peak value for
several pulse intervals T (where I/T is the data rate), it is
perhaps more meanir.gful to use T as a unit of time other than
the "second". As an example, for a 12.6 Mb/s data rate and the
two-path model considered in Appendix B, the 2-ns delay differ-

ence between the paths would be 0.0252 T.

In order to form the sum of variances as required by Eqs.
(4.19), (4.20), and (4.23), all the Gi(t) must be expressed in
the same units. From Eq. (4.12), the discriminator output esti-
mate can be expressed by

r(t) 4 - IT S q (t) (4. 26)

SA nl

where n is the order of T iRa Pq(t). Therefore, Pq(t)/T is a
dimensignless quantity and T 'qS (t) will. have the same units for

all q. For the computer simulations, these dimensionless channel
parameters were estimated. Similar normalizations can be per-
formed when the output of the receive shaping filter is estimated.

4.3.5 Simulation of Adaptive Channel Estimator

4.3.5.1 Introduction

This section describes the simulations used to verify the

feasibility and assess the performance of the proposed adaptive
channel estimator. Two simulations were written: the first esti-

mates the output of the discriminator, while the second estimates
the output of the receive filter. The results of these simula-
tions are presented in Section 4.4.

4.3.5.2 Estimation of Discriminator Output

In this section we will describe the adaptive channel esti-
mator simulation that estimates the baseband signal at the output
of the discriminator. Figure 4.8 shows the flow diagram for this
channel estimator simulation. The simulation can be subdivided
into three main functions. They are: (1) generation of the dis-
criminator output; (2) generation of the estimate of the discrimi-
nator output; and (3) updating the channel parameter estimates..
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At the start of the simulation, infovin'tion required to
characterize the channel state is input. This information con-
sists of the number of paths in the channel model as well as the
amplitude and phase of each path (see Appendix B). From this
information, the channel parameters to be estimated are evaluated
using Eqs. (21) and (25) of Appendix B.

The two-level NRZ d4ta is randomly generated to form an inde-
pendent and identically distributed data sequence which takes on
the values +d with equal probability. The level d is chosen such
that a 99% power bandwidth of 14 MHz is obtained. This data se-
quence, along with stored pulse shape information (Appendix F), is
used to find the baseband signal at the discriminator output using
the discrete path analysis of Appendix C. The discriminator output
is found by adding Gaussian noise (see Appendix A) to this baseband
signal.

To find the estimate of the discriminator output, either
Eq. (4.10) or (4.12) of Section 4.3.2.1 was ,.mplemented. This
implementation required that the generated data sequence (after
alterations for data errors), the pulse shape information, and
estimates of the channel pari-meters be used to form an estimate
of the discriminator output.

In order to update the channel parameter estimates, an error
signal must be found. From Eq. (4.18) the error signal required
is

c(kT) = r(kT) - r(kT) (4.27)

where r(kT) is the baseband signal at the discriminator outputA

and r(kT) is its estimate. In the simulation, either the IMS or
BR adaptation algorithms presented in Section 4.3.3.2,aswell as
the Variance Equalizaticn technique, can be used.

The salient features of the channel estimator simulation

presented in Figure 4.8 are:

(1) Estimates dcscriminator output.

(2) Either a quadratic or cubic channel model
(see Appendix C) can be used.

(3) Independent Gaussian noise samples are used.
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(4) Data errors can be included.

(5) Any of the adaptation algorithms presented in
Section 4.3.3 can be used to update the channel
parameter estimates.

(6) The simulation can he modified to include the
estimnation of a timing p"rameter (see Section
4.4.4).

4.3.5.3 Estlmation of Receive Filter Output

In the previous section, the channel estimator simulation
that estimates the baseband signal at the discriminator output
was discussed. In this section we will discuss the channel esti-
mator simulation that was used to evaluate the performance of the
channel estimator that estimates the baseband signal at the
receive filter output. Figure 4.9 presents the flow diagram of
the channel estimator simulation to be discussed. The simulation
presented in this figure performs four main functions. They are:
(1) generation of the receive filter output signal; (2) detec-
tion of the transmitted data sequence; (3) estimation of the
receive filter output; and (4) updating the channel parameter
estimates.

The primary differences between the two simulations occur in
finding the receive filter output, finding the noise samples, and
in detecting the data sequence. Since the receive filter output
is obtained by passing the discriminator output through a filter
with transfer function given by (4.1), it was necessary for the
simulation to generate the discriminator output for the entire
simulation and perform a fast convolution to obtain the entire
receive filter output. The receive filter output was used (see
Appendix D) to detect the transmitted data sequence. This was
not done in the simulation described in Section 4.3.5.2 since
the receive filter output is required for detection. To detect
the data sequence and find the estimation error, correlated
Gaussian noise samples were generated using Eqs. (18) and (48)
of Appendix A (see Appendix E for the method used to generate
correlated noise samples). The estimates of the receive filter
output were found by using (4.15) of Section 4.3.2.1.

The salient features of the channel estimator simulation
described in this section are:
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(I) Estiimtes receive filter ouL.tput.

(2) CorrelaCed Gaussian noise samples were used.

(3) Implementation of the detection algorithm. is
used to produce output binary data.

(4) Data errors occur by incorrect detections.

(5) Any of the adaptation algorithms presented in
Section 4.3.3 can be used to update the channel
parameter estimates.

Due to the longer time per simulation required to estimate
the receive filter output (as opposed to estimating the discri-
minator output) only the quadratic channel model was implemented
and the simulation was not modified to estimate a timing para-
meter (see Section 4.4.4).

4.4 Performance of Adaptive Channel Estimator

4.4. 1 Introduction

In this section we will present simulation results which
illustrate the performance of the examined adaptive channel esti-
mators. The performance of the channel. estimator which forms an

estimate of the discriminator output is given in Section 4.4.2.
The simulation results are used to compare the performance of the
adaptation algorithms presented in Section 4.3.3. This comparison
is given in Section 4.4.2.1. Degradations resulting from data
errors and noise are shown in Sections 4.4.2.3 and 4.4.2.5. In
Section 4.4.2.4, the adaptive channel estimator performance for
the quadratic and cubic channel models is used to determine
channel model applicability.

In Section 4.4.3, the performance of the channel estimator
which forms an estimate of the receive filter output is presented.
Section 4.4.4 addresses the problem of obtaining the required
timing information and proposes solutions to this problem.

As is shown in Figure 4.35, system performance is relatively
insensitive to variations of channel parameter P2 , indicating
accurate estimates of this parameter are not required. Therefore,
only estimation of channel parameters P1 and P3 will be illustrated
in the examples.

Also, to conserve computer resources, the examples presented
in Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 use the fixed timing reference configu-
ration of the adaptive channel estimator. This configuration is
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illustrated by Figuwe 4.5(a). Section 4.4.4 illustrates the per-
formance of the adaptive channel estimator configuration as
given by Figure 4.5(c), which adaptively estimates a timing
parameter.

4.4.2 Performance of the Adaptive Channel Estimator That
Estimates the Discriminator Output

Using the simulation described in Section 4.3.5.2, which simu-
lates the adaptive channel estimator that estimates the baseband
signal at the discriminator output, we were able to verify the
feasibility of the proposed technique as well as to assess its
performance. Results of this simulation have been used to evalu-
ate the adaptation algorithms, assess the effects of noise and
data errors, and to determine the range of applicability of the
quadratic and cubic channel models. (See figures for details.)

4.4.2.1 Rate of Convergence of Adaptation Algorithms

Two adaptation algorithms for updating the channel parameter
estimates were presented in Section 4.3.3. They were called the
LMS and BR adaptation algorithms. Also in Section 4.3.3, a tec't-
nique for increasing the rate of convergence of the adaptive chan-
nel estimated was proposed. This technique was called Variance
Equalization and involved estimating scaled channel parameters.

The 11MS algorithm updates the channel parameter estimates
using Eq. (4.17), while the BR updates the channel parameter esti-
mates using Eq. (4.21). For the BR, we selected for the error
standard deviation required by Eq. (4.23), a short-term estimate
obtained by summing error sample magnitudes from 100 previous esti-
mates of the discriminator output. The error standard deviation
was found from this sum, assuming that the errors were Gaussian-
distributed and had zero mean. In particular, the error standard
deviation used by the BR adaptation algorithm was found by

lOOi~lO0

M 1ki10 (4.28)
(ifie Zk=lXi+l ''Ek' (.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 present the convergence of channel par-
ameters P1 and P3 using the LMS and BR adaptation algorithms with
and without Variance Equalization. As shown in these figures, var-
iance equalization greatly increases the convergence rate of the
zd.aptive channel estimator. From Fig. 4.10 we see that the con-
vergence of the BR algorithm is somewhat slower than the LMS
algorithm. By simulations such as these we estimate that around
a 50% greater number of iterations is required for the BR
algorithm to achieve the same RMS parameter measurement error as
for the LMS algorithm. 4-30
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Either a quadratic or cubic (see Appendix B) channel model
can be used to describe the received baseband signal. The use
of the cubic channel model for the adaptive channel estimator
will require more complex hardware implementation than the quad-
ratic channel model, but should be better able to model the chan-
nel over a wider range of channel conditions. The applicability
of the quadratic and cubic channel models is addressed in Section
4.4.2.4.

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 present rhe convergence of channel
parameters P1 and P 3 using the quadratic and cubic channel models
and two step sizes. For 25-dB simulation runs, the quadratic
channel model parameter estimate converged more rapidly than the
cubic channel model parameter estimate. A possible explanation
for the superior convergence of the quadratic channel model may
be that the Variance Equalization technique increases the con-
vergence of the additional channel parameters [which are not
necessary to model a 25-dB fade accurately (see Section 4.4.2.4)]
at the expense of channel parameters Pi, i = 0,1,2,3.

Also shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 is the dependence of con-
vergence rate on step size. As shown in these figures, the
larger step size provides more rapid convergence. In fact, as
may be expected from Eq. (3.22) of Section 3, if the step size is
decreased by a factor, then the convergence time is increased by
the same factor. The effect of the step size upon channel esti-
mator performance will be considered in the following Section.

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate that the convergence of
parameters P1 and P 3 does not change with fade level.

4.4.2.2 Effect of Step Size and Number of Iterations
on Parameter Measurement Error

In order to evaluate the utility of the adaptive channel
measurement technique for performance assessment it is necessary
to determine the accuracy to which the parameters can be measured
and the amount of time, or equivalently, the number of itera-
tions, required to achieve a desired accuracy. The preceding
section presented qualitative results showing the relative time-
constants of convergence for the parameters P1 and P3 using the
LMS and BR algorithms with and without variance equalization,
using the quadratic and cubic parameterized models, and using
different fade levels. Here we wish to present the results of
some extensive simulations providing numerical results on the
variation cf parameter measurement error with step size 6 and
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number of iterations N, with and without noise present. We have
selected the LMS algorithm with variance equalization to illus-
trate these results because of its superior performance. In
addition we have focused our attention on measurements at a 30 dB
fade level for the "bad" channel because this represents the
threshold of the system as far as nonlinear distortion is cong-
cerned. Increases of P1 and P3 beyond their values at this fade
level results in rapid increase of error rate.

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 present plots of RMS error in estima-
tion of P 3 and P1 , respectively, normalized to the true value of
the parameters as a function of the number of iterations up to
30,000 for values of normalized step size 6 of .1, .01, .001,
.0005, and .0001, with and without noise. The noise level is

adjusted so that at a flat fade of 40 dB an error rate of 5x 109
will result. The mean-squared error is computed by averaging
over the sample variances of the previous 3000 iterations. From
these results we note that for values of 6< .0005 steady state
is reached by 9000 iterations.

One percent rms fluctuation error in measurement of P 3 may
be achieved with values of 6 - .001,.0005 at 9000 iterations (with
noise present). An order of magnitude lower error rate may be
achieved for P1 under the same conditions. For 6 - .0001 con-
vergence is much slower, and has not been reached by 30,000
iterations. When the noise level is removed lower measurement
errors occur indicating that the noise level is limiting measure-
ment accuracies. However the noise level added is representative
of that to be expected on typical DCS links. Fortunately the
percentage measurement errors can be made quite small even in the
presence of noise with a number of iterations/second small enough
to lead to a reasonable complexity of implementation.

One interesting result which does not appear on the plots
is that while the mean value of the estimated parameter P1 con-
verged to the true value, the mean value of the estimated para-
meter P3 converged to a value which was 3% different from the true
value. This is due to the approximate nature of the quadratic
model in its attempt to model the three-path channel FM system
in the adaptive channel estimator. However this 3% bias is small
enough to allow performance assessment,and for the three-path
channel it does not appear necessary to use more complicated
models such as the cubic model.
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4.4.2.3 Prameterization Error in Reconstructing the
DMspriminator Output

In this section we present acme simulation results to
indicate the degree to which the simple quadratic model (Eqs.
4.6 to 4.9) can represent the discriminator output for the
three-path propagation channel. Table 4.-1 presents the ram error
in estimating the discriminator output for the quadratic and
cubic (Eq. 4.12) models assuming a "bad" three-path channel at
fade depths of 20, 25, 30, and 35 dB. The cubic model achieves
a lower error but as the fade depth increases this advantage
decreases. At the "threshold" fade level of 30 dB the erro" is
only 307% higher for the quadratic model, and at 35 dB the advan-
tage vanishes.

Figure 4.18 presents the rms error in reconstructing the
discriminator output as a function of step size 6 and number of
iterations when the parameters from the adaptive channel esti-
rmator are used, assuming the quadratic model. When noise is
present we note that for 6 - .01 and smaller the rms error be-
comes identical to the additive noise level at the discriminator
output, indicating that the actual distortion levels are much
smaller. This supposition is verified by examination of the rms
reconstruction error in the absence of noise. We note, as in
Figs. 4.16 and 4.17, a value of 6 - .0001 leads to very slow

convergence.

4.4.2.4 Data Errors

The proposed adaptive channel estimator uses the detected
data sequence to form an estimate of the received baseband signal.
The effect of incorrectly detected data bits upon the performance
of the adaptive channel estimator was investigated. With regard
to burst errors, two error patterns were examined co determine
data error effects upon the performance of the adaptive channel
estimator performance. One error pattern is a short error burst
in which five bits in a row were in error (bits 500 - 504). The
other burst error pattern was a long error burst in which five
bits (250, 300, 500, 650, 775) wcrc in error. Since LOS links
have very low error rates, the cases considered are very severe
during normal operating fault-free conditions.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the convergence of channel para-
meters P1 and P3 when data bits are in error. From these f gures
we note that the convergence of P 1 is only temporarily affected
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.111 1 1 I ckIy Iecovrs once the errors stop. The convergence of P 3

i mo1e 1 e0vre 1 y 0 Vf fec ted but al so quickly re covers once the
o,,rorsi stop. Due to t:he qutick recovery of the adaptive channel.
,,,tlmat.or after the error bursts, the degradations resulting from
,.a1a errors should have only a short-term degradation upon the
poitformanc, of the adaptive channel estimator during an error
buIrit .

'Me effect of high average error rate upon the performance

o t the adii 1. lve channel estimator was investigated . F"or the

e'lianat' evsti.ma tor that estimates the discriminator outptL , it :Ls

hiown in Appendi. G that high average error rates with indepen-

dent hit errors produce biased estimates of the channel para-

msteers. E.xpressions for the bias are derived in Appendix G,

whjteire the theoretical. resul.ts are shown to compare favorably

%,it:h Sinul1aticLi results. From that appendix we conclude that

error rates less than about 10-2 do not degrade the channel

oeitialtor performance significantly over the error-free case.

'The simulation that adaptively estimates the output of the

receive filter (see Sectl.on 4.3.5.3) was used to assess the chan-

rWl est:imator degradation during high error Late conditions.

.'Irom Fig. 4.36 we note that fade levels ranging from less than
i o greaer t.han 32 dB define the tran2,ition from small error

-Ittes to large error rates. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the

tctuaI, predi.ted, and measured values of channel parameters P 1

",Od P3. The predicted channel parameters use the analysis of

Appendix G, with the measured error rate of the particular simu--
lation run. As shown in these figures, the channel estimator

performance is good for 30 and 31 dB fades, where the measured

mean is within one standard deviation of the predicted and actual
vltues. [or 31..5 d13 the measured values are ciose to that pre-

dIcted (which now varies considerably from the actual parameter

V,.lue). At 32 dB the estimator performance has seriously de-

"gradcd and channel parameters cannot be accurately measured at

such a high error rate.

It should be mentioned that lthough the error rates mea-
sured in the above simulation runs are within an order of magni-

t:ude of those predicted by Fig. 4.36, the measured values are

larger. T'he reason for this discrepancy is that Fig. 4.36 shows

three-level error rates which are about 50% less than two-level
error rates (seo Appendix I). Furthermore, the sampling time used

to generate Fig. 4.36 was chosen to minimize the three-level

error rate, while the sampling time used in the simulation was

not as optimally chosen clue to the extiensive computer simulations

involved and time limitatiols.
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In Appendix G, the effect of high average error rate was
examined under the assumption that the errors occur independently.
Since the duobinary system considered does not precode the data
prior to transmission, an error in the detection of a data bit
can propagate and result in error bursts. From Figs. 4.21,
4.22, and Table I of Appendix G, we note that the estimation bias
error resulting from dependent errors is more severe than that
for the corresponding independent error case. As shown in Fig.
4.22, the measured mean is significantly different from the pre-
dicted mean beyond a fale level of 31.5 dB corresponding to an
error rate of 6.4 x 10- . The measured standard deviation of the
estimate of channel parameter P3 for the independent error case
(Table I of Appendix G) agrees quite favorably with the measured
dependent error case of Figs. 4.21 and 4.22. This indicates that
the independent error analysis and simulation results can be used
to predict performance for the adaptive channel estimator cor-
rupted by dependent errors. However, the effect of dependent
errors upon the mean of the estimate of channel parameter P 3
indicates that further examination of the effect of data errors
is necessary for very high error rates.

The degree to which an independent error analysis can be
extended to the duobinary system of interest is still an open
question for very high error rates. Due to the relatively few
computer simulations that were run with very high error rates
and dependent errors, any conclusions made concerning the per-
formance of the adaptive channel estimator under these severe
operating conditions are tentative.

4.4.3 Performance of Adaptive Channel Estimator That
Estimates the Receive Filter Output

In Section 4.4.2, the performance of the adaptive channel
estimator that estimates the discriminator output was presented.
In this section, we will discuss the performance of the adaptive
channel estimator that estimates the output of the receive fil-
ter. The main advantage for estimating the receive filter out-
put (as opposed to the discriminator output) is that the noise
is reduced by the receive filter.

A simulation (discussed in Section 4.3.5.3) was used to
evaluate the performance of the adaptive channel estimator.
Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the convergence of the estimates of
channel parameters P1 and P3. By comparing these figures with
figures from Section 4.4.2, we c.a asiiess the relative perfor-
mance of the two pickoff points. Using the receive filter out-
put has reduced the fluctuations in the estimate of channel
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parameter P3. This is due to the noise reduction characteristics
of the receive filter.

From Fig. 4.24 we note that the estimate of P 3 intially went
In the negative direction. This may have been due to incorrectly
detecting the first few data bits due to improper selection of the
first data bit [see Eq. (4.3)]. Figure 4.15 indicates that data
errors can produce this behavior.

Although only a few simulations were run to estimate the
receive filter output, those that were run indicated that one
might reasonlably expect behavior similar to that observed in the
estimation c-f the discriminator output. Therefore, we would
expect the -radeoff involved in selecting a pickoff point to cen-
ter around :he noise fluctuations versus hardware implementation
cons ideratiorns.

4.4.4 Adaptive Delay Elimination

The adaptive channel estimator requires samples of the
received beieband signal (either discriminator or shaping filter
output) to -stimate channel parameters. In order to improve the
performance of the adaptive channel estimator, the time-variable
delay (Section 4.5.3) introduced by the channel multipath must be
tracked by the bit sync loop. One bit sync loop optimization
criterion !a to sample at the mean zero crossings. This would
result in tie bit sync loop sampling near the maximum "eye" open-
ing of the -2ean "eye" patterns (see Section 4.5.4).

If this bit sync loop optimization criterion is used (and
achieved) and if the channel estimator uses pulse shape infor-

T
mation [Eqs. (2) - (5) of Appendix F] sampled at rT - nT + -,

s~2'
(which are the nominal duobinary sampling times), then the channel
parameters to be estimated will be adjusted such that PI-0. In
most cases, this will not result in the best estimate of distor-
tion using the quadratic or cubic channel model (see Section 4.4
of Appendix B).

To achieve a better estimate of the baseband signal, the
pulse shape information should be sampled near

2 M + T (4.30)
s b

where Tb is approximately given by the difference between the
sampling time and the mean path arrival time.
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Another solution to the bit timing compensation problem
(presented in Fig. 4.5(c)] would be to adaptively estimate Tb
given in Eq. (4.30). For the estimation of the discriminator
output, this would involve forming an estimate of r(t) analogous
to Eq. (4.12) given by

N
r(t) E 2 P (t)S (t+C ) (4.31)

wO q q

The algorithms for updating the channel parameter estimates
were discussed in Section 4.3.3. To update the timing parameter
Tb using the LMS algorithm, we would use

N A

Tb(k+l) - •b(k) + 26t(k) E P ()S q[kT + -rb(k)]
q-Oi q q

(4.32)

The adaptive channel estimator simulation which estimates the
discriminator output was adjusted to include a timing parameter.
Use of the LMS algorithm for updating Tb resulted in our not being
able to select a step size A that would give a reasonable conver-
gence time without traces of instability. To remedy this situa-
tion, a BR that updates the timing parameter estimate by

N
Tb(k44 ) - T b(k) + BSgn [(c(k) E Pr+ r(k)]]

q=O

(4.33)

was used.

Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show the convergence of the estimates
of channel parameters P1, P3, and Tb when Eq. (4.33) is used to
update the timing parameter estimates. As shown in these figures,
compared to the examples without estimating the timing parameter,
a much longer time is required for convergence. This is due, in
part, to our use of an example that must adjust for a large
(0.35T) sampling time offset.

In conclusion, the proposed adaptive elimination technique
is a feasible solution to the timing problem. The performance of
this approach does not place overly severe implementation res-
trictions upon the adaptive channel estimator, as is shown in
Section 4.6. However, an in-depth study of the timing problem is
needed, and, in particular, the direct group delay elimination
technique of Fig. 4.5(b) should be further examined.
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4.5 Error Rate Estimation from Channel Parameters

4.5.1 Introduction

In this section we address the problem of evaluating the error
rote of a duobinary FM LOS system as a function of the quadratic
channel model. The error rate that will be evaluated is the proba-
bility of incorrectly detecting the three-level duobinary sequence.
The relationship between the three-level error rate and the proba-
bility of incorrectly detecting the two-level data sequence is
examined in Appendix E.

The evaluation of the error rate will allow the determination
of distortion-induced degradations for digital data transmission.
Furthermore, the method of calculating error rates can be used in
conjunction with the proposed adaptive channel estimator to perform
real-time performance assessment.

4.5.2 Derivation of Error Rate Expressions

In this section the error rate expressions will be derived
for the system presented in Figure 4.1. In this figure, the data
is filtered in order to perform some shaping of the baseband
spectrum prior to transmission, where HT is the transmit shaping
filter. The input to the frequency modulator is [repeating
Eq. (4.5)]

Sx(t) - •a n h T(t -nT) (4.34)

where an is the two-level (+d) NRZ data sequence and hT(.) is the
impulse response of the transmit filter.

Using the result from (4.11, we can represent the output of
the frequency discriminator in terms of the input to the frequency
modulator. This representation assumes a small amount of fre-
quency selectivity and uses the f-power series model derived in
[4.18J. Therefore, the signal at the output of the discriminator
can be approximated by

r(t) - PoX(t 0) +Pl (t - 40)+P2 (t- to) +P3x(t- O)(t- to)

(4.35)
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where the Pi are the quadratic channel model parameters which are
discussed in detail in Appendix A. From (4.35) it immediately
follows that

a(t) afi T(t - nT)

k(t) a nanht(t- nT) (4.36)

The output of the receive shaping filter can be expressed in
terms of the discriminator output by

w(t) f hR(r) r(t-r)dr + n(t) (4.37)

where n(t) is the noise at the filter output.

Using Eqs. (4.34) through (4.37), it follows that

3
w(t) - "q P qYq(t) + n(t) (4.38)

where V q(t) are given by [see Eq. (4.14)]

SY0t - Fan f hR(r)h-(t-Co nTrr)dr
n .eo I"

Yl(t) - Ean f hR(T) fiT(t- t0- nT-r) dT
n -0

Y2 (t) = E an I hR(r)hT(t'0-nTr-r)dr
n -w

Y3 (t) a nE a.a hRt(r)hT(t - 40 -nT - T)l(t -to0-aT -r) dr
nm (4.39)

The shaping filter output is then sampled and the three-level
detected sequence is generated according to the rule
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+ 2d ww(kT +rO) CT

b0 k w(kTr+ ro) < CT (4.40)

- 2d w(kT +r0) C- T

where CT is the threshold level and r is the sampling offset.
We will determine the probability of ?ncorrectly detecting bk.

For the present analysis, we will assume that w(kT+r )
conditioned upon ak, ak-I, can be found in terms of the pu se
shape, channel parameters, noise, and other data bits. Expres-
sions for this conditional signal are presented in Appendix B.

For notational purposes, we will define

_ wk(mn*,r0) = w(kT+r0)Iak m, ak-ln (4.41)

to be w(kT+r 0 ) conditioned upon a m, a .. n. The correct
three-level sequence is generated y 4 4.12I

bk = ak + ak-l (4.42)

Therefore, from Eqs. (4.40) and (4.42), a three-level data
variable is incorrectly detected if one of the following four
conditions is satisfied:

w(kT+T0 )< CGT and ak = ak-i = d

w(kT+r0) > -CT and ak = akl = -d

Iw(kT+r 0 )I z CT and ak = -d, akl d

Iw(kT+T 0 )l I CT and ak = d, ak-1 -d (4.43)

Since the above four conditions are mutually exclusive, the
probability of incorrectly detecting a three-level data variable
is
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P(b) k Prob. w(kT+rO) < CTs ak=ak-dý
Pe " O <T kk

+ Prob.jw(kT+r 0 ) > -CT, akwak-l-dI

+ Prob. lw(kT+ro), CT, ak d,akldl

+ Prob. Iw(kT+ro)I r CT akd, akl=-dI (4.44)

The above can be expressed in terms of conditional probabilities
to obtain

z Pe (bk) " Prb'w T+O)<CTiak ak-l d Prob.la5k--ak~l~i

+ Prob. w(kT+r0)C T lak =akl -di•. Prob.ak =ak-l= dý

+ Prob. w(kT +T) CTI ak= dak = d • Prob.ak -d,ak d

+ Prob.l w(kT+,ro) CTlak=d,akl' -dd• Probakd,akd l'-dý

(4.45)

We will assume a data sequence {an} that is independent, iden-
tically distributed, and taking on the values +d with probability
1/2. With this assumption, it follows that

Prob. 1 ak=±d, a d 1  (4.46)

Furthermore, using the notation defined in (4.41), we can write
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P(k) Pro, w (d,d,r + 1 Prob. Wk(_d,-dT C
k .0 111 k0

+ Prob. PW (-d,Ii,r) I + IP (d,-d I C

(4.4-7)

It is shown in Appendix D that we can express wk(m~r) by

Wk(mfnlr0) 0 Ck(mnIr 0) + 2, at DCk(nm,n,r0)

+ a a ",(k)(r ) + n(kT+" (4.48)
t~k,k-l p Pt P 0 0

p~k ,k-l1 ,g

wheren(NkT i-T) i% the sampled noise, and Ck (.,,.), Dtk(.,.,.)
and E., (I) cat, be expressed in terms of the pulse shape and the
vhanne parameters. Fxplicit expressions for these functions are
presented in Appendi.x D. In Eq. (4.48), Ck(m,nTO) is the condi-
tional signal lyT I, Dy (m,n,r 0 ) is the conditional intersymbol
interference, Ekj(ro) fs the conditional nonlinear intersymbol
interference: an• n(kT+ro) is the noise.

With the aforementioned assumptions on the data sequence and
assuming zero mean noise, the mean of wk(m,n,ro) averaged over the
noise and data (except for akak.1) is (C(m,n,70 ). Evaluating
(ýC(m,nI,r 0 ) as a function of r 0 wi 1 generate the mean "eye"
pattcrns presented in Section 4.5.4.

To numerically evaluate the three-level probaLility, a trun-
cated pulhc train approximatioii was used in which the 14 largest
inLersymbol intorference terms were reteined. The remainder of
the intersymbol interference terms were assumed to be Gaussian-
distributed and were used to increase the noise variance.

4.5.3 Time-Varying Delay

vie frequency selectivity of the channel not only introduces
distort ion au. the output of the discriminator, but also introduces
o t:iHow-var\,,ing delay. This can be seen by recalling (4.35)
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vi,(t) P 0oX(t 0 0+ PI1 (t- 0)+ P2 (t-O)+ P3 X(t -0)Wt - 4 0

(4.49)

where the channel parameters P1 are ptven by (4.9).

Rearranging the terms gives

PP. 2  P 2
r(t) - P0 [X(t- 0 )+0(t-)+ 2 P2 x(t -0 + -

0 20

+ P 3x(t - O) (t - 40) (4.50)

Noting that the first term consists of the first three
terms in a Taylor series expansion of x(t- 0 +PI/Po)s we can
rewrite Eq. (4.42) as

PP / 2

r(t) - Pox(t 4P1 + (P 2 "2) o (t - + P3 x(t - t )(t -

(4.51)

where higher-order terms have been neglected. Therefore, the chan-
nel has introduced an apparent time-varying delay given by -PI/P 0 .
T6 illustrate the importance (and size) of this time-varying delay,
consider the three-path channel model presented in Appe:tdix B.
From Section 3 of Appendix B, we note that che total delay spread
of the three paths is 2.6 ns or about 3% of a bit interval for a
12.6 Mb/s system. From Figure 1 of Appendix B, it is seen that
the time-varying delay can exceed 40% of a bit interval even for
a 25-dB fade. 'therefore, during fading conditions, very small
delay spreads can result in large time-varying delays; hence,
large performance degradation if this time-varying delay is not
traked. By adjusting the sampling time in the detector to track
thib ttme-varying delay, it is possible to improve system perfor-
mance. This improvement will be illustrated by examples in the
following section.
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4.5.4 Examples of Error Rate

4.5.4.1 Introduction

In order to illustrate the degradations resulting from multi-
path fading for the duobinary FM LOS system of interest, examples
will be presented. For these examples we will use the three-path
channel model presented in Appendix B. At a given fade depth and
for given relative amplitudes, the relative phases of the three
paths can produce varying amounts of frequency-selective distortion.
Two relative phase angle assignments will be used for illustrative
purposes. These have been called the "good" channel and the "bad"
channel in Appendix B. We refer the reader to Appendix B for a
detailed channel model description.

The advantages obtainable by tracking the mean path delay will
be shown, as will the sensitivity of error rate to parameter
variations.

4.5.4.2 Error Rate Examples for the "Good" Channel

For the "good" channel (see Appendix B), the channel parameters

P1, P2, and Pi are all less than one-half of their maximum value at
a given fade level. Small P1 , P2 , and P3 imply that the fade is
relatively flat; therefore, we would expect that the degradation
due to the frequency selectivity would not be severe.

Figure 4.27 presents the three-level error rate as a fumction
of fade level for several sampling offsets. As is shown in this
figure, adjustn1, tho sampling time can improve system performance.
Also, the degradation due to channel selectivity is small (less
than 2-dB SNR loss at 10' error rate) if the sampling time can
be chosen correctly.

Figure 4.28 illustrates the performance improvement obtain-
able by tracking the mean delay. From this figure, the best
sampling time for this 40-dB fade is ~0.2T (from the direct path),
where an improvement of about three orders of magnitude can be
realized compared to sampling without tracking the mean delay.
For the: 42-dB fade, a sampling offset of -0.25T is optimum and an
error rate improvement of two orders of magnitude can be obtained.

Figures 4.29 and 4.30 asrow mean "eye" patterns [plots of
Ck(m,n,rO) versus r0 - see Eq. (12) of Appendix DI for 40- and
42-dB fades. Comparing Figures 4.28 to 4.30, we note that the
maximum probability of error sampling offset (see Figure 4.28) is
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approximately equal to the offset at which the mean "eye" pattern
has maxim=m "eye" opening. The maximum "eye" opening occurs at
the intersection of Ck(d,-d r ) with Ck(-d,d,ro). Furthermore, if
channel parameter P1 is used in Eq. (4.51) to predict the mean path
delay, this mean path delay would closely predict the minimum error
rate sampling offset. The sampling offset predicted by Pi is indi-
cated on Figures 4.29 and 4.30.

4.5.4.3 Error Rate Examples for the "Bad" Channel

For the "bad" channel (see Appendix B), the channel parameters
Pl, P2 , and P3 are all greater than one-half of their maximum value
at a given fade level. Large P1 , P2, P3 channel parameter values
would indicate a highly selective fade, and one would expect sig-
nificant degradation due to the frequency selectivity.

Figure 4.31 presents the three-level error rate as a function
of fade level for several sampling offsets. As shown in this fig-
ure, significant improvement can be obtained by proper selection
of the sampling offset. This improvement is further illustrated
in Figure 4.32, where the error rate is shown as a function of
sampling offset for 26-, 30-, and 32-dB fades. As shown in Figure
4.32, for a 30-dB fade changing the sampling time by 0.05T from
its optimum value results in the error rate increasing from < 10-6
to about 10-3. This indicates that for the error rates of primary
interest (.. 10-7), performance is highly dependent on sampling time.

Figures 4.33 to 4.35 show the mean "eye" patterns for 26-,
30-, and 32-dB fades. By comparing these figures with Figure 4.82,
it is seen that the mean "eye" pattern has maximum "eye" opening
at approximately the minimum probability of error sampling offset.
However, channel parameter P], as used in Eq. (4.51) is not as
accurate in predicting the optimum sampling time as was the case
for the "good" channnel. This is probably due to the "bad"
channel being more distorted than the "good" channel.

Figure 4.32 shows how the error rate depends upon fade level
when the sampling time is chosen to minimize the probability of
error. Comparing Figure 4.36 with the flat fading portion of
Figure 4. 27, we note that: for flat fading, SNR changes of o.er
4 dB are required to increase the error rate from 10-' to 10,
while for the severe selective fading of the "bad" channel, only
a little over 1 dB is required. This indicates a threshold effect
in which the system degrades quite rapidly once this threshold is
reached.
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It should be mentioned that delay tracking algorithms do not
always sample to minimize error rate, but might converge to the
mean zero crossing or some other easily implementable criteria.
Therefore, the degradation may be more severe than that indicated
in Fig. 4.36.

4.5.4.4 Error Rate Sensitivity

In order to determine the accuracy with which the channel
parameters and noise standard deviation must be estimated to
assess performance, the sensitivity of error rate to parameter
variations was investigated. Since error rate is dependent upon
sampling offset and variations in channel parameters and noise
change the minim•um error rate sampling time, to investigate the
sensitivity the parameters were varied one at a time and the
sampling time was adjusted to minimize the error rate.

The sensitivity of error rate to parameter variations is
shown in Fig. 4.37. As shown in this figure, for a 30-dB fade
the error rate is very insensitive to variations in P2, and varia-
tions of about + 10% from nominal values in P 3 or an are re-
quired to give a total excursion of an order of magnitude in
error rate. However, variations of + 1% in PI can produce an
order of magnitude variation in error rate. These sensitivities
are the worst because a 30-dB fade of the "bad" channel consti-
tutes the "threshold" of operation for performance versus P1 and
P3.
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4.6 Tmplementation Congiderations

4.6.1 Introduction

This section discusses implementation of the adaptive channel
estimator. The implementation requirements focus upon determining
the number of multiplications per iteration and the total number of

storage locations required to implement the adaptive channel esti-

mator with the various tradeoffs previously mentioned.

Our goal in this section is to present the hardware require-
ments when the adaptive channel estimator assumes any one of the
configurations used in the examples of Section 4.4. Also, the
software required to assess sye'tem performance using the error rate
calculation method outlined in Section 4.5 will be investigated.

4.6.2 Adaptive Channel Estimator Configurations

For the examples of Section 4.4, ten adaptive channel estima-
tor configurations were used. Many of these differed only by
varying the step size, while there were also major differences
resulting from changing the channel model or pickoff point. The
salient feasures of each of the ten configurations are summarized
in Table 4-2.

In terms of implementation complexity, the number of multipli-
cations per iteration required to estimate the received baseband signal
can be found using Eqs. (4.10), (4.12), or (4.15) for the appro-
priate adaptive channel estimator configuretion. For the quadratic
channel model with the discriminator output being estimated, it
follows from Eq. (4.10) that five multiplications per iteration are
required (four to multiply P and S , and one to find S3) to esti-
mate the received baspband s~gnal. qWith the cubic channel model
being used to estimate the discriminator output, from Eq. (4.12)
we note that 12 multiplications per iteration are required (eight
to multiply P and S and one to find each of S3 , S5 , S6, and S7)
to estimate toe received baseband signal. To estimate the receive
filter output using the quadratic channel model will require [from
Eq. (4.15)] four multiplications per iteration (four to multiply
P and T ). From Eq. (4.14), Y3 will not require a multiplication
(2s was 5equired to find S ), but will require more storage. This
storage increase will be discussed below. Finally, the multipli-
cations per iteration required to find the estimate of the received
baseband signal is also applicable if a timing parameter is being
estimated.

Next, the number of multiplications per iteration required to
update the channel parameter estimates will be determined. For
the UMS adaptation algorithm, Eq. (4.17) is applicable, and two
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multiplications are required per iteration for each channel para-
meter (2A times c times G ) Therefore, for the quadratic channel
model and the LMS adaptation algorithm, eight (2 x4 channel pars-
meters) multiplications per iteration are required to update the
channel parameter estimates. For the cubic channel model, 16 mul-
tiplications per iteration are required.

When the BR adaptation algorithm is used to update the channel
parameter estimates, Eq. (4.21) is applicable. From this equation,
one multiplication is required per iteration for each channel
parameter [b times sgn(t)Gq]. Therefore, if the BR is used,
four multiplications per iteration are required for the quadratic
channel model, while the cubic ciannel model requires eight.

For adaptive channel estimator configurations 6 and 7 (see
Table 4-2), the estimate of the timing parameter is updated using
Eq. (4.33). To evaluate

N

q Pq(k) Sq[kT+;(k)] (4.52)

for the cubic channel model (N=7) requires evaluating Sq(t).
From (4.11) and (4.13), we can write

S3 (t) = S0 (t) Sl(t)

S5 (t) = s2W(t) s(t)

S6 (t) S(t)

S7 (t) S0 (t) S2 (t) (4.53)

where the above can be found using four multiplications per itera-
tion as was noted above. The Sq(t) that requires multiplications
to be evaluated are:

S3 (t) S2(t) + S0 (t) S2 (t)

S5 (t) 2St) S2(t) + S2(t) S2 (t)

S6 (t) = 2S 1 (t) S2 (t)

S7 (t) W S1 (t) S 2 (t) + S0 (t) S4 (t) (4.54)
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From Eqs. (4:53) and (4.54), S 3 (t) requires no additional

multiplications, S5 (t) requires two additional multiplications
'4 2S 3 (t)+S7 (t))So(t)}, S (t) requires one additional multipli-

cation [after SA(S 2(t) is found in evaluating S 7 (t)], and S7 (t)
requires two adaitional multiplications. Therefore, to find

S (t) requires five additional multiplications per iteration.

find the sign of the sum given in Eq. (4.52) requires eight

more multiplications. Therefore, to update the timing parameter

will require 13 additional multiplications per iteration (8 +5).

If this timing parameter is updated using only S (t) for q=

0,1,2,3, then only four multiplications per iteration will be

required and a substantial implementation reduction will result

with possibly only a small reduction in performance. Table 4-5
presents a summary of the required number of multiplications per
iteration for each adaptive channel estimator configuration.

The storage requirements for each of the adaptive channel
estimator configurations will now be found. For this computation
we will assume that the pulse shape is essentially nonzero over

M pulse intervals and, thus, the sums in Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13)
are sums over M values of n. The stored pulse shape information
will be found first. For the quadratic channel model, hT(.),%(-),
and hT(.) must be stored if the discriminator output is estimated.
Therefore, if the timing parameter is not estimated, 3M storage
..locations are required. The cubic channel model also requires
hT(-), yielding a requirement for 4M storage locations.

If the timing parameter is to be estimated, the cubic channel
model is used, and if N [see Eq. (4.33)] is expressed as a frac-
tion of a pulse interval, then approximately 4M/NB storage locations
are required if no interpolation between pulse shape entries is
used. Interpolation can be used to reduce the storage requirements
at the expense of increasing the processing burden.

Estimation of the receive filter output using the quadratic
channel model requires finding Y,(t) as given by Eq. (4.14).
Finding Yq(t) for q =0, 1, 2 requfres 3M storage locations, while
Y3 (t) requires M2 /2 storage locatidhs. The total number of
storage locations required is then 3M+ (M2 /2).

Table 4-4 summarizes the storage requirements for the adap-
tive channel estimator configurations. Also presented in this
table is the total number of multiplications per iteration required
(from Table 4-3) as well as the approximate number of iterations
required for convergence (from examples of Section 4.4).
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For LOS links, significant channel variations usually do not
occur over time frames of less than a sizable fraction of a second.
To illustrate the speed of processing required, consider configu-
ration 1 (quadratic channel model without timing estimation) and
assume one second required for accurate tracking during fading
conditions. Then, approximately 1.6 x i03 x 13 - 2.08 x 104 multi-
plications per second are required. This should not present a

severe implementation burden. In fact, the only severe implemen-
tation requirement would occur by implementing the adaptive channel
estimator with timing parameter estimation. This would require
(for configuration 7) approximately 6.4 x105 multiplies per
second which implies that the channel estimator may have to use
parallel processing in order to implement this configuration. It
should be noted that, due to the severe implementation restriction
inflicted by timing estimation and the limited effort expended
upon the problem, more study of this problem is reconmended.

In order to implement the adaptive channel estimator, the
received baseband signal (either the discriminator or receive
filter outputs) must be A/D-converted to generate the error signal
necessary to update the channel parameter estimates. Assuming
about one second is necessary for convergence, and noting that

one sample of the received baseband signal is required for eech
iteration, then from Table 4-4 the range of sampling rates re-
quired for the ten estimator configurations fall in the range of
400 to 60,000 samples per second. Except for the 60,000 samples
per second rate, the sampling rate is well within the range of
today's inexpensive 12-bit A/D converters.

4.6.3 Error Rate Computation

Expressions for computing the three-level error rate for a
duobinary FM system were derived in Section 4.5 in terms of the
quadratic channel model parameters. The proposed adaptive channel
estimator will assess performance by programming these expressions.
The procedure for evaluating the error rate involves a truncated
pulse train approximation in which the largest N intersymbol
interference terms are used to find four probabilities [seeN+2z

Eq. (4.47)]. This involves finding approximately 2 p error
functions. For large Np (about 8 to 12), it may be desirable to
use a table lookup (e.g., Tables 7-2 and 7-3 of Ref.[4.241).
Such a table lookun approach would require about 400 storage loca-
tions and approximately five multiplications per error function.
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Therefore, assuming Np equals 12, 214 x5ow 20,000 multiplica-
tions for each error rate calculation. Since there does not
appear to be a need to estimate the error rate more frequently
than every second, at most 20,000 multiplications per second are
required. Twenty thousand multiplies per second correspond to
50 microseconds per multiply. Modern minicomputers, such as the
Data General Nova Series or the PDP-1l, with hardware multiply/
divide, have multiplication times in the range from 5 to 20 micro-
seconds. Thus, it appears that a safety factor of about 2.5 is
available if a minicomputer is available to perform the perfor-
mance assessment.

The above discussion involves 16-bit times 16-bit multipli-
cations/divisions where the exponenets in the lookup tables have
been carefully manipulated.

4.6.4 Trial Implementation of Adaptive Channel Estimator

All of the channel estimator configurations require a mixture
of specialized digital hardware for simple repetitive high-speed
calculations and a small minicomputer for the relatively complex
but low-speed calculations required for data evaluation and dis-
play. The iterative procedures described in Table 4-4 are per-
formed by a hardware preprocessor.

The hardware preprocessor is different for each estimator
configuration. The higher-speed processors can be designed to
allow performance of the lower-speed procedures, but this would
have no benefit in an operational system. A detailed trial design
hap been conducted for configuration 1 described in Table 4-2.

The trial design processor performs 200,000 iterations per
second. The variables of the continuing iterative procedure are
sampled by a minicomputer at a rate of approximately 120 samples
per second. The minicomputer then processes and displays the
data. The display update rates are selected for the convenience
of the operator.

The implementation is presented in Figure 4.38 and its per-
formance is as follows. The channel estimator contains three
digital filters which estimate the S (t), i =0,1,2, as defined
in Eq. (4.11). The hT(.), hT(.), and hT() are 12-bit constants
stored in a read-only memory. This memory can be easily altered.
The 16-bit outputs from the three filters are sampled at a 200-kHz
rate and processed by a reasonably flexible digital signal pro-
cessor which performs the calculations defined in Eqs. (4.10) and
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(4.17). This processor maintains estimates of P0 , PI, P2 , and P3
which are updated every 5 Ms. The output from this processor is
sampled by a PDP-11/05 minicomputer with the sampling rate entirely
under minicomputer control. The minicomputer processes the channel
state estimates, using . FORTRAN program, and provides all required
performance information on a CRT display.
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SECTION 5

APPLICATION TO TROPOSCATTER LINKS

Troposcatter links are used in addition to LOS links in the
Defense Communication System. They differ in a fundamental way
from LOS links in their propagation characteristics. The method
of propagation involved is over-the-horizon scattering from
inhomogeneities in the atmosphere dielectric constant. Due to
this method of propagation the troposcatter link is always fad-
ing and dispersive, in contrast to the LOS link,which is usually
non-fading and non-dispersive.

The rapidity of fading of a channel is characterized by a
parameter called the Doppler spread which is the spectral width
of a received carrier (defined in an appropriate sense). For a
given link the Doppler spread can vary over an order of magnitude
or more due to variations in wind speed and propagation mech-
anisms within the common volume. For a given beamwidth, the
fading rate will generally increase with carrier frequency. For
a 1-GHz carrier frequency and a typical set of link parameters,
rms Doppler spreads varying from 0.1 - 2 Hz may be expected while
an increase in operating frequency to 10 GHz will result in an
approximate tenfold increase in this range of Doppler spreads.
Doppler spreads for LOS links would be measured in milliherz.

There are very few measurements of multipath spread. From
what has been measured, variations in multipath spread appear to
be less severe, varying over a range of around 3 to 1. For path
lengths and parameters of interest, the predicted average rms
multipath spread for DCS links can vary from a very small frac-
tion of a microsecond for the shorter paths to a substantial
fraction of a microsecond at the longer paths.

Path losses are high for troposcatter communications and
hourly median path loss fluctuations can easily vary by 30 dB or
more over a year. Thus, an attempt is made to provide sufficient
power at the higher path losses, to obtain some minimum average
SNR, say 15 dB, resulting in large swings in hourly median SNR
during a year. Standard procedures have been developed by NBS
(TN 101 and 102) for estimating path loss characteristics as a
function of link parameters, geography, time block, etc.
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Large transmitter powers (10 kW for the average link),
large antennas (30 to 60-ft diameter dish for the average link),
and diversity reception (fourth-order typically for stategic
links) are required. To obtain the required large average powers
essentially cw operation is required. Both space and frequency
diversity are used. Multichannel radio telephony is carried out
by FDM/FM (frequency-division-multiplex and frequency modulation).
Typically, 60 analog voice channels may be carried by a tropo-
scatter link. Presently, data transmission takes place through a
voice channel slot or, for higher data rates, through a whole
group (12 channels). This procedure is an inefficient mode of
data transmission both from the utilization of bandwidth and
power and, concurrent with the DCS PCM-TDM upgrade, consideration
has been given to more efficient means of high-speed data
transmission.

Except for the GRC-143 built by ITT, only experimental models
of high-speed TDM modems have been built. These modems may be
classified according to whether the signaling pulses have been
designed to suffer small distortion from the channel or not.
Modems in the former class, with one exception, have been around
1 Mb/s and use incoherent detection techniques. The measured
and modeled performance of a few of these modems is presented in
[5.1]. The exception is a 3 Mb/s coherent FSK/PSK modem [5.2].
This modem uses synchronized time gates to eliminate portions of
received pulses contaminated by intersymbol interference. After
the time gates, a maximum likelihood (i.e., minimum probability
of error) demodulator is constructed. The 3 Mb/s is achieved by
transmitting a 1 psec pulse having one of four frequencies and
one of two phases. Time gates of 1/2 gsec duration are used pro-
viding protection against 1/2 lsec of multipath.

Subsequent to the development of the FSK/PSK modem, new
techniques have been proposed and are under development which
use pulses that can be highly distorted by the propagation med-
ium. The object of these systems is to obtain a performance
close to that achievable by a matched filter system where the
receiver is matched to the received distorted pulse, and inter-
symbol interference has been made negligible. Thus, if a par-
ticular received pulse is wt(t), for the tth diversity channel,
the error rate of such a system at the time of reception would
depend upon an energy/bit to noise power density ratio of

L
/N0 - Z I Jw,(t) 52 dt (5.1)
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Assuming the troposcatter channel can be modeled by a tapped
delay line with K independently fading paths, one may show that
approximately

K

*wc(t)!w2 dt K Z (5.2)
k-I

where is the value of the kth complex gain in the tapped
delay line model of the tth diversity channel at the time of

reception. Because the Ig(O) are fluctuating independently, the
matched filter output has the same mathematical properties as
the output of a maximal ratio diversity combiner with K paths.
Such diversity has gone by several names: in-band, inherent,
multipath, and implicity diversity. We shall use the terminology
"in-band.'"

There are three modem techniques under development for
achieving this in-band diversity. The one which has been con-
ceived and built by Raytheon involves the transmission of QPSK
pulses at a duty cycle of 50%, resulting in a 3-dB power loss at
the transmitter. The receiver attempts to set up a filter
matched to the transmitted pulse shape and thus achieve the bene-
fits of in-band diversity.

The one presently under development by Sylvania for the
Army utilizes QPSK transmission with 100% duty cycle and an adap-
tive feedback equalizer at the receiver to minimize mean squared
error. Data rates up to 12.6 Mb/s are to be achieved. Some
simulations [5.3] have indicated that an adaptive equalizer,
under some ideal conditions, can yield a performance close ro
the intersymbol interference-free matched filter receiver. How-
ever, the modem actually being built by Sylvania has a backoff
of around 5 dB from matched filter performance according to
theoretical predictions by Signatron [5.4].

The third approach, currently being implemented by CNR, Inc.,
is a 100% duty cycle minimum error probability receiver imple-
mented with the use of an adaptive Viterbi algorithm. This modem
is predicted to operate at close to the performance of the ideal
matched filter receiver. Field testing is scheduled for July
1975.
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Assuming that one or more of these can extract the in-band
diversity, it is clear that the performance of the modem will
vary with the multipath spread since the number of independent
paths is approximately K - WL, where W is the bandwidth occupied
and L is the multipath spread of the channel. For sufficiently
small multipath spread, the in-band diversity will disappear.
The demodulator would be designed to handle some maximum multi-
path spread, as determined from measurements or theoretical pre-
dictions. For multipath spreads exceeding the design value,
intersymbol interference will appear causing an "irreducible"
error probability.

Another form of in-band diversity, which we shall call "time
diversity," can be achieved on troposcatter links for any modem
by use of coding techniques. This class of techniques has been
studied by CNR [5.5], and CNR is currently under contract [5.6]
to implement and field test such techniques. The basic concept
is one of interleaving bits or blocks of bits to have the coding
constraints spread over a time interval encompassing several
fades. This technique will improve in performance as the Doppler
spread increases, but will show no benefit if the Doppler spread
becomes too small.

The advanced modems are all coherent and use some form of
channel measurement. If the Doppler spreads become too large,
the channel measurements will degrade primarily because of fixed
processing delays in the system. Thus, the phase corrections
required in coherent processing will lag, causing an uncorrelated
component of output to appear. This component acts like an
effective additive noise and will result in an irreducible error
probability.

Given a properly designed system, excessive multipath and
Doppler spread that cause an irreducible error probability to
dominate performance should be a rare event. However, even in
the usual case where performance is limited by additive noise,
it should be clear that for the in-band and time diversity sys-
tems the error rate will be determined by the amount of multi-
path and Doppler spread, since these parameters determine the
degree of in-band and time diversity.

The use of the adaptive channel measurement technique at
the transmitter with a TQU would be the same in principle for the
troposcatter and LOS links. However the application at the
receiving endin the case of the MQU and RQU,would be considerably
different than that described for the LOS link. In the first
place, the parameterization of the propagation medium would have
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to use the tapped delay line model discussed in Section 2.2.2.11
rather than the chain differentiator model. In the second
place, since the demodulation process is complex, linear, and coh-
erent for these advanced troposcatter modems, there is no inter-
"modulation distortion introduced by the demodulator when it is
operating properly. Complex in-phase and quadrature processing
is involved. Thus the structure of the parameterized channel
models used at the receiver of the troposcatter link for adap-
tive channel parameter measurement would differ grossly from the
models described in this report for use at the receiver of the
LOS link.

Because of the much more rapid fading on troposcatter links
the number of iterations required to achieve a given rms para-
meter measurement error must be kept to an absolute minimum.
To track the fades properly, the time span of the iterations
should not exceed one millisecond at the higher operating fre-
quencies. Since the highest baud rates involved in troposcatter
data transmission are around 6 megabaud, a requirement of 6000
to 9000 iterations implies that the iterations have to occur at
about the baud rate. It is unlikely that digital signal process-
ing would be even possible at these rates.

An alternative approach that may be worth considering is
based upon the fact that all advanced troposcatter modems must
incorporate some form of channel measurement either explicitly
or implicitly. These explicit or implicit channel measurements,
which must follow the channel fluctuations, could be used as the
basis for measurement of channel parameters. In the study, some
work was initiated to evaluate this approach with respect to the
adaptive equalizer troposcatter modem. However because of the
greater importance of the LOS channel and the limited effort
available, it was not possible to carry the investigation much
further than assembling software for modeling the channel and
adaptive equalizer receiver.
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APPENDIX A

NOISE STATISTICS IN FM LOS SYSTEMS

1. Introduction

In this appendix we consider the problem of determining noise
statistics of a duobinary FM LOS system. The SNR's at the dis-
criminator and shaping filter outputs will be determined as a
function of carrier-to-noise ratio and IF bandwidth. Furthermore,
it will be shown that (neglecting Rice's click noise [1]) the
noise at the discriminator output can be separated in two indepen-
dent components, one Gaussian distributed and the other having a
modified Bessel function distribution.

The strengths of the Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise compo-
nents at the shaping filter output will be determined. Finally,
the correlation function for the Gaussian noise component at the
shaping filter output is presented. This correlation function
was used in the simulation discussed in Section 4.3.3 and in
Appendix C.

2. System Description

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of that portion of the
receiver that will be examined in this appendix. The performance
of the receiver is as follows. The IF signal is filtered and
frequency-demodulated and the resulting baseband signal is passed
through a receive shaping filter that reduces the noise and com-
pletes the duobinary pulse shaping.

For analysis purposes, the IF filter will be assumed to be
an ideal bandpass filter; that is, a frequency response given by

Ii, if If -fl :5A

IF 2

G(f) - (1)

0 ,otherwise

(where fIF is the IF frequency) will be assumed.

The receive shaping filter reduces the noise and together
with a transmit shaping filter perform the duobinary pulse shaping.
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The transmit and receive shaping filters will be assumed to have
a frequency response given by

2T

H(f)- (2)

0 , otherwise

where T is the symbol duration.

3. Discrimiuator Noise Theory

Rice [1] has considered the problem of determining the sta-
tistical properties of noise at the output of a discriminator.
He has shown that under suitable conditions the noise at the dis-
criminator output can be represented as the sum of Gaussian noise
and a "click" noise with Poisson arrival times. At input SNR's
of greater than 10- 12 dB, the "clicks" occur so infrequently
that they can be considered negligible. For many FM LOS systems,
even deep fades (of- 40 dB) result in input SNR's greater than
10- 12 dB and, therefore, for the present analysis we will con-
sider that the click noise can be safely neglected.

The signal at the input to the IF filter is

p(t) - Re Tf e + n(t) (3)

where 0(t) is the baseband duobinary signal, E is the received
energy per symbol, and n(t) is the noise. The noise n(t) is as-
sumed to be white, Gaussian, zero-mean, and (two-sided) spectral
density of 2N 0 (No is the one-sided spectral density of the real
noise). The received signal power is E/T and the total noise
power at the IF filter output is 4N0 P. Hence, the signal-to-
noise ratio at the discriminator input is

p E OT (4)

For comparison purposes, it is advantageous to define a
signal-to-noise ratio that does not depend upon the IF bandwidth.
Therefore, we will define a carrier-to-noise ratio by
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EPT w - (5)

This is equivalent to evaluating p for an IF bandwidth (•) of 4.1

From (3) we see that we can express A(t) as

A(t) - R cos[2vfIFt + 2 +(t)+(t)] (6)

Figure 2 is a graphical interpretation of Eq. (6), where
n (t) and n (t) are the in-phase and quadrature components of
n t) with respect to the frequency fi40(t). From this figure
we note that the noise at the discriminator output is

n (t)

nD(t) A Ld tan-I s (7)
CIE + nc(t)

where A relates the discriminator input frequency to the output
voltage. For our analysis, A is assumed to be a constant over
the frequencies of interest and, for notational simplicity, will
be normalized to 1. Therefore, nD is given by

I. d -I n (t)
nD(t) -L d tan s (8)

D; +n (t)

In previous discriminator noise theory analysis e.g., [1]),
F2Ethe noise was assumed to be small with respect to -T These

assumptions then were used to approximate n D(t) by

1 a (t)

The present analysis will not make the above simplifying
approximation because it is of interest to determine the range of
applicability of the above approximation, and the above approxi-
mation leads to some over-simplified results. In particular, it
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will be shown later that use of (9) instead of (8) results in the
SNR at the shaping filter output not being dependent on the IF

bandwidth for f > I

We will assume that the noise is small with respect to I;T
however, two terms will be used to represent nD(t). Performing
the indicated differentiation of (8) gives

1 T d
nD(t) 2v 2- T I-(t) + d ns(t)nc(t)j (10)

T + nc(t) + n2(t) + n 2(t)

For 4 large with respect to the noise, we can closely ap-

proximate the noise at the discriminator output by terms involving

4 and -E . This approximation yields

Di (t) + 2 s ( c (11
2D TE 2E

The first term of this approximation is the approximation given
by (9). The second term is the non-Gaussian component.

Since n(t) is Gaussian, n (t), A (t), and A (t) are also
Gaussian. Also, since n (t) and n (ti are the in-phase and quad-
rature components of a n~rrowband Laussian process whose spectral
density in the narrowband is symmetric about its center, then
n (t) and ii (t) are independent [2). Furthermore, 6 (t) is inde-
pindent of n (t) and i (t). Therefore, the noise at the discri-
minator output consistS of two independent components, one of
which is Gaussian and the second is the product of two indepen-
dent zero-mean Gaussian processes.

We will first consider the Gaussian noise process given by

12-- S (t)

nG(t) = 2LE (12)
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Since n (t) has zero-mean, it follows thatS

G (t)- 0 (13)

where the overbar denotes ensemble average.

The spectral density of A (t) is parabolic. In particular,
we have s

P (f) P (f) = (2ff)2 (14)
(t) n (t) 2 2S~S

The variance of the Gaussian noise component is

2 No2

2 = df (15)SnG G f 2E

2

or

a -r (16)
nG 96p

Equation (16) is the variance of the Gaussian noise compo-
nent at the output of the discriminator. The variance of the
Gaussian noise component at the output of the receive shaping
filter is found by integrating its power spectrum.

ano0 2E  cos lfTdf (17)

or

a 2 (18)
no ITT 24pf
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where we have assumed that Pk This assumption is necessary

for low distortion transmission of the duobinary signal.

The non-Gaussian noise term [given by the second term of

(11)] will now be examined in greater detail. Defining
I

nl(t) 2--f ns (t)6c (t)
"n2 2E (19)

T

it follows that n 1  0 and the variance of nl(t) is

22-2 n2(t) 1)2 2(t)

n 2E 2E
T T

The second term of the above product is given by (16) and
the first term can be shown to be equal to 1/8p. Therefore,

a 2 = -2, 2 (21)
n1  768 p2

To find the probability density function of ril, we first
write

nI = xy (22)

where x and y are independent, zero-mean, Gaussian processes with
standard deviations ax and ay, respectively. From [31, the pro-
bability density function of the product of two random variables
is given by

f n f f xy( ,W) dW (23)
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For the case at hand we have

2 _W dW (24)
x y -C 2Wo) 2 2a2/

Using Eq. (3.478-4) on page 342 of [4], it follows that

f K0 (25)
1x y L-x-yI

where K (.) is the spherical modified Bessel function of
order z2 ro. For large x, K0 (x) - 1.25x"• e-x, while for
small x, K0 (x)t-tn x.

2
Since a =a a and a is given by (21), then the proba-nI x y nI

bility density function of nI can be written as

f n I ITO K0 [h#I pf-1'8Z/] (26)

The statistical properties of the non-Gaussian noise at the
output of the receive shaping filter cannot be completely deter-
mined because a general technique does not exist for finding the

* probability density function at the output of a filter in terms
of input statistics. However, the variance of the non-Gaussian
noise component at the output of the shaping filter can be deter-
mined. This is accomplished by first finding the power spectrum
of n . Note that the correlation function of n1 is

R (i) - T2

Rnl(,r) - n(t)ni (t)ns(t+r)n (t+r) (27)n 1 16E 2 .2 '

Since the quadrature component of the narrowband complex
Gaussian noise (and its derivative) are independent of the in-
phase component (and its derivative), then
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2

Rn(T) R (rTR. R (r)) (28)
"" 16E 2V2 s c

or, since R. (r) R" (T) [5], we can write
n nC c

R (r) - Rn (r) R" (7') (29)
nlI 16E2f2 s c

Since differentiation and multiplication in the r domain
correspond to multiplication by j2vf and convolution, respec-
tively, in the f domain, it follows that the power spectrum of
n is

P = M Pn (f)® f2Pn (f) (30)nI 4E 2 1ns nc

where 9 denotes convolution and where

IN 0 if 1l f A2

e n (f) = P n M (31)

0 ,otherwise

Using (31) in (30), it follows that the power spectrum of
the non-Gaussian noise at the discriminator output is

P M = - 0 .~1~ _If 6f2 _ 41f1 f~rP (2Pnl(f) = 0# 1- l~ 2 3_ If (32)
n1 768 p 2 B02 0 3

The power spectrum P of the non-Gaussian noise at the out-
put of the receive shapinW filter [with frequency response given
by (2)] is

T cos(wfT) Pn(f) , Ifi I2T

PN(f) (33)

0 , otherwise
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The variance can be found by integrating PN(f), which gives

a2 6n f5 4l 1 3 1-5 _ 12 0.5 212 321 BL- - - ++N 384 ffp L T fP (P'r) 2 1/r (ff#T P) 3 w (PTr) 3J

(34)

Equation (34) gives the variance of the non-Gaussian noise
at the output of the receive shaping filter.

4. Signal Fluctuations

In this section the rms signal fluctuations at the discrimi-
nator output and at the receive shaping filter will be determined.
The transmit filter will be assumed to have the frequency response
of the receive filter [see Eq. (2)]. With g(@) the transmitter
pulse shape, the baseband signal at the input to the frequency
modulator is

CO

x(t) = E an g(t-nT) (35)

For duobinary FM, the data sequence can take either one of
two levels. In particular, the data sequence can assume

a = f (36)
n - (0.762)

where 8 is the nominal frequency deviation. For a 12.6 Mb/s
modem and a 14-MHz 99% bandwidth, 8T was found to be given by
0.245.

From [6], the rms signal fluctuations at the output of the
discriminator were found to be given by

8f- 0958I (37)
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The signal fluctuations at the shaping filter output can be
found by noting that the signal passed through the receive shaping
filter is

v(t) - ak s(t - kT) (38)

where the transmit and receive shaping filters both have fre-
quency responses given by Eq. (2) and where the Fourier transform
of s(t) is

S(f) - JH(f) 2 (39)

From (38) it follows that

2 1 2L S d(40
v (t) a 2 ak (L)dt (40)

"From Eq. (36), Parseval's theorem, and using the filter
frequency response given by (2), the variance of the signal at
the receive filter output is

v 2(t) W 2 J2 T cos2 (vfT) df (41)
(0.762) 2 1

and evaluating the above integral gives

v 2 (t) = 0.861 82T (42)

In the next section, Eqs. (37) and (42) will be used (along
with the noise variances found in Section 3) to determine SNR's
at the discriminator and receive shaping filter outputs.
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5. Signal-to-Noise Ratios

It was shown in Section 3 above that the noise at the output
of the discriminator has two independent components. One compo-
nent is Gaussian with zero-mean and variance given by (16). The
second component has a spherical modified Bessel function distri-
bution with zero-mean and variance given by (21). The rms signal
fluctuations at the discriminator output is given by (37). From
(16) and (37), the signal to Gaussian noise ratio at the discri-
minator output is

SNR - 105.12 82(
G 2

From (21) and (37), the signal to non-Gaussian noise ratio
at the discriminator output is

0840 2p 2(44)SNRNG -, 2 (4

Equations (43) and (44) are plotted in Figure 3 for several
IF bandwidths. As shown in this figure, the SNR of the Gaussian
noise is greater than 10 dB above the SNR of the non-Gaussian
noise for E/N 0 greater than 10 dB.

At the output of the receive sLaping filter, the Gaussian
noise component has variance given by (18). The signal has fluc-
tuations given by (42). From (18) and (42), the SNR (due to the
Gaussian noise component) at the shaping filter output is

SNRG= 228.4 82T 3p (45)

The variance of the non-Gaussian noise component at the

shaping filter output is given by (34). From (34) and (42),
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the SWR (due to the non-Gaussian noise component) at the shaping
filter output is

212
SNRN - 50.44 MOT A($T) (46)S 0 B

where A(MT) is the coefficient of P/p2 given in (34).

Figure 4 presents the SNR's at the output of the shaping
filter, As shown in this figure, increasing the IF bandwidth
decreases the output SNR due to the non-Gaussian noise component.
However, the signal to Gaussian noise ratio does not depend upon
the IF bandwidth.

6. Correlation Function of Gaussian Noise

In Section 3 above, it was shown that the Gaussian noise at
the output of the shaping filter is not white, but has spectral
density

N f% 2

2E cos lfT If 
(47)

This will lead to correlated noise samples in the detector.
It is of interest to determine the correlation of these samples
at various sampling offsets. This can be done by Fourier trans-
forming (47), which can be used to find the correlation coeffi-
cient of the Gaussian noise, In particular, we have (for x 0+1)
found that the correlation coefficient of the Gaussian noise is

(X 2_ 12 (12(!x) + [ 2(x2 1) G 2_ 131 -
02 (48)

"7-4
2 2

where x--f. At x-42l, p+2 -

2 --15 16
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The correlation coefficient for r z 0 [note that p(r) is even)
of the Gaussian noise component at the shaping filter output is
presented in Figure 5. As shown in this figure, a noise sample
is strongly correlated with four adjacent noise samples.
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF rflArINLL MODELS USED IN
THE COMPU"fATION OF EXAMPLES

I. Introduction

In computing examples and in simulating the proposed non-
linear adaptive channel estimator, we will assume that the channel.
can be modeled by a finite number of discrete paths. This model
has been proposed for the LOS channels and has been able to pre-
dict some of the measured phenomena for this link li].

For an N-path channel, the time-varying channel transfer
function [2] can be expressed as:

i__• ~ -j 2•i (t)ff0

T(f,t) = ai(t) e 1 0 (1)

where f 0 is the carrier frequency, and ai(t) and 6 (t) are the
amplitude and delay of the ith path, respectively.

For this report, the two- and three-path channel models were
used. The use of these models allowed us to generate the actual
received signal (using the method described in Appendix C), and

to evaluate the performance of the proposed non-linear adaptive
channel estimator.

2. Two-Path Channel

To determine the distortion depicted by Figs. 4- 7 of App. C,
a 2-path channel model [N=2 in Eq. 11 was used. For these exam-
ples, a delay difference 141- 21 of 2 ns and a relative ampli-a2

tude a- of 1.01 was used. The phase difference of the two paths
0(1

(at f-0) is then

A- 2ff0 ' (2 ns) (2)

Assuming f 0 =8 GHz, then 4, =327T radians. Therefore, the
phase difference of the two paths is very large (~ 16 revolutions)
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and any phase difference (modulo 2n) can be obtained by very
small (+ +3%) variations in f 0 or the delay difference. For this
reason, a delay difference of 2 ns was used for all fade levels
required to generate Figs. 4-7 of Appendix C, and appropriate
phase shifts were inserted to produce fades to the require depths.

3. Three-Path Channel

In [1] and [3], a multiple-path LOS channel model was derived
using a geometric optics calculation of propagation in the pre-
sence of an elevated layer of steep negative refractive index
gradient. A three-path structure was found to be most likely.

As one example of the structure calculated it was found that
the amplitude of each of two multipath components was 1.25 times
the amplitude of the direct path and they arrived at the receiver
1.6 and 2.2 nanoseconds after the direct path. Therefore, using
the direct path in (I), (i=l), as a reference t1=0, ý2 = 1..6 ns,
ý3 =2.2 ns, al=l, a2=a3=1.25. The three-path multipath structure
is typical of that predicted on 30-mile links. The values of
delay and amplitude have been calculated using a LOS channel
model (see Fig. 2.23 of [Il) in which a thick layer of steep neg-
ative refractive index gradient (-420 N units/kmi) exists just
above one terminal. This terminal is assumed to be 100 feet
above the other.

As in the case of the two-path channel model, the delays
were held constant for all fade levels. Actually, changes in
delay (and/or carrier frequency) are necessary to obtain differ-
ent fade levels, but since only a small delay change (< ±4%)
would be required, we elected to omit these changes in favor -f
obtaining results for a fixed delay model with inserted phase
shifts.

4. Channel Parameters

4.1 Introduction

In order to determine the effectiven ss of the nonlinear
adaptive channel estimator to estimate channel parameters, we
must find the values of these parameters for the particular chan-
nel model being used. In this section we will determine the
quadratic and cubic channel model parameters to be estimated for
an N-path channel.

From (1) for an N-path channel, the time-varying channel
transfer function can be expressed as
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LJ27ri (t) f+f 01
T(f~t) •i(t) e (3)

The received data signal q(t) is related to the transmitted
spectrum Z(f) by

q(t) = f z(f) T(f,t) ej2ift df (4)

To determine the channel parameters to be estimated, it is
necessary to expand T(f,t) in a power series in f. Since the
existence of a mean delay $0 produces a factor exp{-j2rf~oj in
T(ft) which can flucturte with f quite rapidly, it is desirable
to expand only that portion of T(f,t) which does not include this
factor. Then

-j 2if•0

T(ft) = T0 (f,t) e (5)

where T0 (f,t) is the time-varying channel transfer function after
the mean delay has been removed. The selection of JO to obtain
the best estimate of q(t) using the fewest terms in expanding
T0 (f,t) is considered in Section 4.4 below. From (3) and (5),
T0 (f,t) for the N-path model is

S-~j2vf0ti(t)-j2fff [ýi(t)-ý0

T0 (f,t) - i(t) e[(6)

Defining a complex gain of the i th path by

".J 27rfo0 (t)

th
and a relative delay of the i path by

It (t) )(8)
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then

j 21Zrftni(t)

TO (f 't) = i(t) e (9)

Expanding T0 (f,t) in a power series gives

T0 (f't) = n Tn(t) ( 2 1j)n fn (10)

where for the N-path channel T n(t) can be easily found from (7)
to be given by

T n(t) n! ý i(t) 17 i( t)ni)

Substituting (5) and (10) into (4), it follows that

j21Tf(t-40)
q(t) =nO Tn(t) (2r)nf fn Z(f) e df (12)

nn t

A filter with transfer function (2vjf)n is an n th-order
differentiator. Therefore, (12) can be written as

0_0 dn z(t - 40)
q(t) d E Tzn(t) - (13)

'•n-0 d t

In the case of a frequency-modulated signal

z(t) = ejo(t) (14)

where x(t) -n(t) is the frequency modulation and ((t) is the cor-
responding phase modulation. Equations (11) and (13) will be
used in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 below to find channel model
approximations.
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4.2 Quadratic Channel Model Parameters

In this section we will find the output of the discriminator
as a function of x(t) (the frequency modulation) and its deriva-
tive? and cross terms, where only signal terms with units of
sec"T, sec 2 , and sec" 3 are retained. This analysis parallels
that presented by Bello and Nelin in [4]. To accomplish this
objective requires that q(t) (as given by (13)] be approximated
by

2 dn z(t - (15
~t) T r(t) d15

Since x(t)-6(t) and using (14), it follows that

d z(t -. j x(t - 0) z(t -

dt

dz2tZt -

d ~ -O X 2 (t - 60) 1z(t -) (16)

Substituting (16) into (15) and using (14) gives

• j~o~t-• 0
q(t) e jwtt)To(t) +j Tlt x(t- •0

+ [j k(t-q 0 )-x 2 (t- ý0)] T2 (t)} (17)

For the LOS channel of interest, the time variations cf the
channel are much slower than the time variations of x(t). There-
fore, one may regard the channel as fixed when finding the dis-
criminator output. Expressing q(t) as

q(t) e (18)

then the discriminator output r(t) is given by
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r(t) -6,(t - to) + i(t - 4o) (19)

From (17), it can be shown that [recallitng that x(t)='-(t))

r(t) P 0 x(t- 0 ) + Plk(t- t 0 ) + p2'(t- 0)

+ P 3 x(t 0 M)(t - 0 (20)

where

Po A

PI = A Rel TIr0(t)T62t00

= A Re T-2-(t)T6(t)
2 A Re{1 2f

S(t)T(t) T (t) T(t)

P A2Re~ 2
2 [ 2T() 2

(21)

and where A is a constant.

Equation (20) is an approximate expression for the output
of the discriminator obtained by using the quadratic channel
model. The channel parameters [Pil are the parameters estimated by
the nonlinear adaptive channel estimator.

The coefficient TO(t) is seen from Eq. (10) to be the value
of the time-varying channel transfer function at the center of the
band. Throughout this study, the fade depth has been defined as
the depth of fade in the center of the band. That is, fade depth
is related to 1T0 (t)¶. (Note that this means there could be a
deeper fade at some other frequency within the 14 MHz band of
interest).
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It is of interest to determine the range of values that the
channel parameters assume for the three-path channel model dis-
cussed in Section 3 above. To better represent the results, we
will express T0 (t) by

T0 (t) - IT0 (t)01ei(t) (22)

where ý0 was selected as the delay of the direct path and where
6 is the channel phase relative to the direct path at the center.
For a given fade depth, IT0 (t)j, 0 can vary from 0 - 3600 corres-
ponding to different degrees of frequency selectivity. Using
(11) and (21), it is possible to express the channel parameters
for a given fade level as a function of 8 (except for another
geometry in which we replace 8 by -6 and P 2 by -P 2 ).

Figures 1 through 12 give the range of parameter values for
25-, 30-, 35-, and 40-dB fades. It was found, for the channel
model considered, that the main effect of varying the fade level
was to scale the amplitudes of the Pi's. In these figures PO was
assumed to be 1 and the Pi's are in units of bit intervals (12.6
Mbs system).

In Section 4.5 examples illustrating the performance of a
duo-binary FM LOS system during multipath fading were presented.
The three-path channel model discussed in Section 3 above was
used with two different values of channel phase (0) selected. As
illustrated by Figs. I to 12, choosing two values of 6 from the
range [0,2w] results in many combinations of channel parameters
Pi. Since small values of Pi (for a given fade level) indicate
a small distortion and large Pi higher distortion, it was decided
to present error rate examples which (for the three-path channel
model of Section 3 above) would bound the performance for most
choices of channel phase.

After examining Figs. I to 12 it was decided that using a
channel phase (0) of 2860 would give smaller values of parameters
while a channel phase of 1660 would give highest values of the
parameters. The parameter values for the "good" and "bad" chan-
nels can be found for different fade levels by using Figs. 1 to
12 and finding 8 (theta) values of 1660 and 2860.

Examples illustrating the degree of frequency selectivity
and the amount of delay distortion for the "bad" and "good"
channels were computed for 25-, 30-, 32-, 35-, and 40-dB fades
using the three-path channel model of Section 3 above. The fre-
quency selectivity is illustrated by a plot of IT(f,t)l(in dB
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relative to the direct path) and group delay (-1/2ff x slope of
ST(f,t)) versus frequency.

Figures 13 to 32 show the frequency selectivity and delay
distortion for the "bad" and the "good" channels. As shown in
these figures, there is the curious result that the "good" chan-
nel is more frequency selective. This is noted by comparing the
amplitude versus frequency plots (at the same fade depth) for the
two channels. Furthermore, the peak delay distortion is much
larger for the "good" channel than for the "bad" channel! This
is seen by comparing delay distortion versus frequency plots for
the same fade depth and the two channel models.

Therefore, although the "good" channel is more frequency
selective than the "bad" channel and has larger delay distortion,
the fact that channel parameters PI, P 2 , P 3 are smaller for the
"good" channel result in lower error rates for the "good" channel.
One possible explanation for the superior performance of the
"good" channel is that the delay distortion is restricted to a
narrower band of frequencies which is severely attenuated. This
apparently results in less intersymbol interference.

4.3 Cubic Channel Model

Although the quadratic channel model presented in the pre-
vious section is sufficient to model the channel during many fad-
ing conditions, it may not be adequate to model certain faults or
to model the channel during very deep fades. The cubic channel
model is derived in exactly the same manner except that q(t) is
approximated by

3 d nz(t-c0)
q(t) - Z T (t) n (23)

n-0 n dt

Proceeding in a manner similar to (16) - (20), the discrim-

inator output can be approximated for the cubic channel model by

r(t) - P0x(t- to) + Pe1 (t- C0) + P 2 k(t- C0)

+ P3 x(t - 0 )k(t - 40) + P4 "'(t - t0) + Px 2(t - 0 )k(t- -o)

+ P 6 * 2(t-t0) + P 7 x(t - t 0 )'(t- 0)
(24)
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where Pi 1  -0,1,2,3, are given by (21) and where

p4 ,- Rel .P4~~ Rel(.t)T 3(t)
SIT0(t )I2

P - 3Re T.(t)T.3 (t) e -T(t)T(t) •-•(t)T(t)

+ Ue Rei 2 3-e 0Tt)
IT T0(01 2 IT T0(0) 2 IT'O(t)12

+ Im~T6 T(t)Ti~) T (t)Tl("+ Mm 2 t).. .

P6 P 7  -3 I , . .(t )T ( ý t T(t )T ( RT (t)e(

+ Re ~2? Im (25)

S• T o (t )l R e To. . . ..1

Therefore, by using Eqs. (21) and (25) we can estimate the dis-
criminator output using either a quadratic or cubic channel model.
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APPENDIX C

DISTORTION IN FM LOS SYSTEMS CALCULATED FROM
TWO- ANr T"OEE-PATH CHANNEL MODELS

1. Introduction

In this appendix we address the problem of evaluating the
frequency selectivity-induced distortion for a duobinary FM ILS
system. For analysis purposes, two-path and three-path channel
models were considered. For these channel models, the distortion
at the shaping filter output and at the discriminator output was
determined.

The purpose of this analysis is to develop expressions for
the received baseband signal which are required I- the simulations
discussed it. Section 4.3.5. These simulations wei • used to evalu-
ate the perfermance of the adaptive channel estimator.

2. System Description

For our analysis we consider a duobinary FM LOS system of
the type presented in Figure 1. The performance of the system is
as follows. A data sequencetJa n modulates a train of impulses
which is filtered to form x(t ,n he input to the frequency modu-
lator. Trhe frequency modulator output is transmitted over the
channel, bandpass-filtered in the, receiver, and frequency-
demodulated. To complete the uuo-binary pulse shaping and
reduce the noise in the receiver, the discriminator output is
passed through a receive shaping filter.

In Section 3 below we will show that the output of the dis-
criminator can be expressed as the sum of three terms: a signal
term, a distortion tem, and a noise term. The noise in a FM
duobinary LOS system has been considered in detail in Appendix A.
In this appendix we will derive expressions for the frequency-
selectivity induced distortion.

3. Selectivity-induced Distortion for a Two-Path Channel

In this section we' will use a two-path chat'-iel model to
determine the distortion introduced by th'eŽ frequency selectivity
of the channel. A two-path channel model is used because an
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exact expressicn can be obtained for the received baseband
signal.

For a two-path channel model, the time-varying channel
impulse response is given by

Ot e-,• = ~f 0tt e i 6t 8 -it i

where r (t) and a (t) are the time-varying delay and gain of the

ith patt, respectlvely. Since the time variations of a LOS chan-

nel are much slower than the data rate, then over many data bit8
the channel may be considered fixed. Therefore, the time depen-
dence in (1) will be dropped. Furthermore, without loss of
generality, we can assume that the direct path (assumed to be
path 1) has gain I and delay 0. For path 2, we will. define

"-J2?Tfo 2 A

a2 e M 0 + ju (2)

where we have dropped the time dependence. Therefore, without
loss of gmierality, we can assume that g(t,4) can be expressed as

g(4) w 8(c) + (A+ju) 8(5 -T 2 ) (3)

over a time interval of many data bits.

The received data signal is related to the transmitted data
signal by [1]

q(t) - f z(t - 4) g(t) dt (4)

Substituting (3) into (4) and performing the indicated con-
volution gives

q(t) Z(t) + ($+)u)Z(t -T2) (5)
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For FM systens, the transmitted data signal is

z(t) - eji(t) (6)

where qP(t) is the baseband data signal. From (5) and (6), the
received data signal is

q(t) =eja(r) + (p+ju) e (7)

Defining P by

A
= p(t-. 2 ) - 0(t) (8)

then q(t) can be expressed as

q(t) - eJ( (I +g cos(p) - u sin(4)]

+ j[u cos(P) + JM sin(40)]) (9)

or

q(t) - A(t) e j[•(t)+B(t)) (10)

where

AB2(t) +p tnIucos(Ap) -. u sin(4p)]2[ucsA + in4p2
(11)

B(t1 + cos() - u C d() S (12)

The purpose of the IF filter is to reduce the noise at the
discriminator input. The bandwidth of this filter should be '•

enough so that the received signal is passed nearly undistorted.
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Differentiating the phase of (10) and including noise, the
discriminator output is

r(t) - 0(t) + A(t) + nD(t) (13)

where n (t) is the noise term.

D

Since 0(t) is the desired signal, A(t) is the distortion at
the discriminator output introduced by the multipath-induced
frequency selectivity. A(t) can be found by differentiating
"(12); after some simplification, this gives

B(t) (•) - usin(AP) + jscos(AP) + u2 +u2 1 (14)
iA ++u2 + l+2p cos(Ao)- 2usin(Ao)j

It should be mentioned that, although we call i(t) distor-
tion, part of the effect of the multipath is the introduction of
a time-varying group delay, which is not really distortion. This
time-varying group delay is discussed in Section 4.5.

The distortion at the output of the receive shaping filter
is

D(t) =f hN(@) B(t-r)dr (15)

In Section 6 below, we will present statistical properties
of the signal at the discriminator and receive filter outputs.
These were obtained via a simulation. These properties will aid
in determining the effect of the distortion upon error rates for
FM duobinary LOS modems.

The distortion given by (14) can be expressed in terms of
the baseband signal by expanding Q(t -T 2 ) in a Taylor series about
•0(t); in particular,

2

o(t- r (t) - 0(t) + 2 O-(t) - ... (16)
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From the definition of 40 given by (8), it follows that

2
AP - 2 0(t) + 2 0(t)

2

"45 -r 9B(t) + 2 Q(t) - (17)

For duobinary FM, the baseband signal is

X(t) . 0(t) a n hnhT(t - nT) (18)

where hT(t) is Lhe impulse response of the transmit shaping fil-
ter. From (17) and (18), 4p and 4ý can be expressed in terms of
the data and transmit shaping filter imputlse response.

4. Use of Quadratic Channel Model to Estimate Distortion

In Section 3 above, the two-path channel model was used to
evaluate the distortion (at the discriminator and receive filter
output) in a duobinary FM modem. The distortion will now be evalu-
ated using the parameters of the quadratic channel model.

Bello and Nelin [1) have determined the distortion at the
output of a discriminator introduced by the frequency selectivity
of the channel. In their analysis, a quadratic approximation to
the time-varying transfer function of the channel was used.
Section 4 of Appendix B derives the channel parameters for a
quadratic and cubic approximation to the time-varying transfer
function of the channel. From Eqs. (60)- (62) of Ref. [1],
their estimate of the distortion is

A(t) -x(t)P 1 + x(t)P 2 + x(t)x(t)P3  (19)

where

P1  OW Re
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P2  I e T0(t)0 2

T I[ (Tt)T8t ~ T 1(t)Tt(t)~ T T2(t)T6(t)]P 3 2"e IT0 0 2 ml "T~~ .j Im I T 0 ( t I T

(20)

and where T (t) are coefficierts in an f-power series expansion
of T(ft), Nhe time-varying channel transfer function [2]. For
the two-path channel model considered in Section 3 above, the
above coefficients are given by

T0 (t) - 1 + A + ju

Tl(t) - r 2 (M+ju)

T2 (t) _ 1r 2 (M+ju) (21)

From (20) and (21), the channel parameters P for the two-
path channel are given by

2 2
-r _ ... + U 2 + ,A

1 2 2 2

T l2 P2 + u2T2(2 2  ,_T

S2.[u(. 2.+. -1)](22)

3 [(l +M)2 + u2
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Comparing A(.) given by (14) and i(t) given above, it can
be shown that if B(t) is expanded into a series involving x(t)
and its derivatives, then P , P , and P 3 are the coefficients of
x(t), k(t). and x(t)*(t), rspei•tvely. Therefore, higher-order
roducts of x(t) Ind its derivatives result in errors in using
(t) to estimate B(t).

5. Selectivity-Induced Distortion for a Three-Path Channel

In Section 3 above, a two-path channel model was used to
find the d'stortion at the discriminator and receive shaping fil-
ter outputs. It has been shown [3] that the LOS channel can be
frequently modeled as a two- or three-path channel. In this
section we extend the analysis of the above-mentioned channel to
the case of a three-path channel. This analysis is analogous to
the two-path analysis and is presented for completeness and be-
cause of the importance of the three-path channel model in LOS
systems.

For a three-path channel, the time-varying impulse response
of the channel is

g(tt) Ai(t) 8 -ri(t)] (23)

th
where Ai(t) is the time-varying complex gain of the i path and
7 i(t) is its delay. Without loss of generality we can assume

Al(t) = 1

A2 (t) = u + jv

A3 (t) = y + jz (24)

where a "frozen" channel has been assumed since the channel varia-
tions are on a iAme scale order of magnitude slower than the
symbol duration.
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The received signal is given by

q(t) - f z(t - () g(t,C) dC (25)

Combining the above equations gives

q(t) - e]1(t) I + (M+ju)e + (y+jz)e J (26)

where 4I "o (t-r.)-o(t). Simplifying gives

q(t) - A(t)e][•(t)+B(t)(

(27)

where B(t) is the phase distortion.

B(t) can be expressed as

- d vcos42 2+usino2+zCos 3+ysin• p
B(t) - tan +ucos 2-vsinA2+ycos 3 - zsin 3 (28)

The output of the discriminator is

O•(t) + B(t) + nD(t) (29)

where 0(t) is the signal, i(t) is thc stortion, and nD(t) is
the noise.

i(t) can be easily found from (28) by noting that if

F(x) - tan h) (30)

then
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h (x) dh_. )
. .dx W.x dx (31)

dx g2 (x) + h2 (x)

To find B(t), A2 and AP3 must be evaluated using

2r2
2 + T2 (t) (t)

2

A 3 " 3(P(t) + -2 (32)

where ý(t) is given by (18).

6. Examples

As is shown in Section 4.5.2, the channel selectivity pro-
duces a time-varying delay at the output of the discriminator.
Ideally, a bit synchronizer would track this delay. A simulation
was developed which uses a random bit stream to generate the sig-
nal at the output of the receive filter. For a 25-dB fade and
the channel that is called a "bad" channel in Appendix B, the
mean zero crossing was found. Convergence of the sampling time
to the mean zero crossing is sometimes the criterion used to de-
sign bit synchronizers [4].

A histogram of this signal sampled at the mean zero crossing
offset is shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, if the mean delay is
not tracked, then the samples of the receive filter output would
have a histogram given by Fig. 3. As can be seen by Fig. 3, if
the mean delay is not tracked, errors will be made without noise.
From Fig. 2 we note that the channel selectivity has resulted in
a SNR loss, as illustrated by the spread about the three signal
levels and the reduction in three-level eye opening. However,
due to the high SNR during a 25-dB fade, very low error rates are
expected if the mean delay is tracked.

The histograms presented in Figures 2 and 3 are each the
result of using 10,000 samples of the receive filter output which
is then quantized to 128 levels. The number of occurrences in
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each level is scaled such that the level that occurred most fre-
quently has a relative frequency of 100.

Using the two-path channel discussed in Appendix B, the
histogram of the shaping filter output (without tracking mean
path delay) was found for 10-, 20-, 30-, and 35-dB fades. Thes"
histograms are presented in Figs. 4 to 7. Since Figs. 4 and 5
shows that the shaping filter output at those fade levels is
limited to three narrow bands, then for the channel model cor--
sidered, fades less than 20 dB are essentially flat fades. From
Fig. 6, the duobinary 0 (center level) has separated into two
segments (ak.1 - +d, ak - -d and ak.1 - -d, ak - +d) due to the

time-varying delay. At a 35-dB fade, the interference is very
severe, as illustrated by Fig. 7.
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APPENDIX D

SHAPING FILTER OUTPUT

1. Introduction

In this appendix we derive expressions for the signal at the
output of the shaping filter as a function of the transmit and
receive filter impulse responses and the channel parameters. It
will be assumed that the discriminator and shaping filter outputs
can be accurately represented by a quadratic channel model (see
Appendix B).

2. System Description

The system to be analyzed is presented in Figure 1. In this
figure the data is filtered in order to perform some shaping of
the baseband spectrum prior to transmission. HT is the transmit
shaping filter. The input to the frequency modulator is

x(t) a an h T(t - nT)()

where a is the two-level (+ d) NRZ data sequence and hT(.) is
the imp~lse response of the-transmit filter.

Using the result from [1], we can represent the output of
the frequency discriminator in terms of the input to the fre-
quency modulator. This representation assumes a small amount of
frequency selectivity and uses the f-power series model derived
in [2] ano discussed in Section 3.2.2.1.2. Therefore, the signal
at the output of the discriminator can be approximated by

r(t) = P 0 x(t) + P1 i(t) + P 2 i(t) + P3 x(t)k(t) (2)

where, for notational simplicity, the group delay of the system,
excluding that introduced by the channel disturbances, has been
assumed to be compensated for, and where the Pi are the quadratic
channel model parameters which are discussed in detail in Appendix B.
From (1) it immediately follows that
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k(t ) -= a; n Yrt - nr)

"*(t) = anhT(t-nT)

The output of the receive shaping filter can be expressed
in terms of the discriminator output by

W(t) J hR (T) r(t -r ) dT + f hR (T)nD (t -r) d-r (4)

where n D(t) is the noise at the discriminator output.

Using (1) through (4), it follows that

3
w(t) Pq Pqyq(t) + n(t) (5)

where n(t) is the shaping filter output noise and yq(t) are given
by

Yo(t) = E a f hR(r) hT(t-nT-r)dr
n

Yl(t) = a f h(r)h1T(t-nT )dr

n f hR(T YTtnTrd

y (t) a h(7 (- T-r)dn nIz

Y3 (t) a n aam f hR(r)hT(t-nT-T)
n m

hT(t -mT-r)dr (6)
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Substituting (6) in (5) gives

w(t) P0  an hR (r)hT(t-nT-T)dT
n

UCD

+ P1 , af hR(r)hT(t-nT-T)dT
n

+ P2 • a Jf hR(r)hT(t-nT-T)dT
n

CO

+ P3  a n am fhR(T)hT(t- nr-Th T(t-mT-,rdT
n m -• (7)

+ n(t)

When the kth three-level data variable is detected, no error

is made if

bk a k + ak-1 (8)

Therefore, it is of interest to express w(kT+r 0 ) given by (7) in

terms of a, and akt_. Collecting terms involving ak, akil, and

akak.1 it rollows from (7) that

w(kT+T 0 ) 0 akGi(k,r0) + ak iG 2 (k,T 0 ) + akak-IG3 (k,T0)

"+ G4 (k,r 0 ) + n(kT+7 0 ) (9)

where

G1 1(kT 0 ) P 0 fh(r)hT(ro-T) dr + P fhR(r)hT(T0-r) dr

"+ P2 fhR(r )hT(T0 " T ) dT (10)
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G 12 (k,T 0  p 3 m~k a f hR(T)h T (To T)T(kT +r0-mT -r dT

+ f h R ()h T(kT + T0-mT - T)ýT l(TrrT)dr

G 1(k,T 0  G G11 (k, T0) + G 12 (k, 0)

G 21 (k,T 0) Po f hR(r)h T(T +rT - T)dT + P, f h R(7-)fIT (Tr+T 0 )dT

+ P 2 JfhR( )hT (T +To -T)d-r

G22(k 0) 3 mi af hR(T)h T(T +To -rT)l1(kT+To - mT -T)dtr

m~k-1

+ f R(T)h T(kT +r7 - mT -,rýT (+ h -

G 2 (k,r0) G G21 (k PT0) +G22(,0

G 3(kr) 0 = T)TT-) (T+r Tr)dT3 0T 0

+JhR T~hTT~r)h~r~dr(Cont'd)
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G 41 (k,r 0)M P 0 aPfhR(7)h.T(kT+TrO-mT - )dT

mrk- i

M~k-+ PlJhR(T)hl.(kT+To -mT-T)dT

+ P2 fh R (T)hT(kT + - 0- m I- '

G 42(k,r0 = P3 F. fh ()hT(kT -mt +rT - r)ýT (kT+r0 -mT -r)dr
m

G4 3 (k 0 ) = P3  k,l anamfhR(r)hT(kT+ro-nT-r)

n#k,k-l
m~n hT(kT+T0"mT-T)dr

G4 (k,r 0 ) = G4 1 (k,T 0 ) + G4 2 (k,- 0 ) + G4 3 (k,r 0 ) (o0)
(Cont 'd )

To evaluate the three-level error rate using the procedure
presented in Section 4.5, we must express the shaping filter out-
put [as defined by k4.41)] conditional upon ak,akI in the form
given by Eq. (4.48). Since ak,akI equal +d, there are four

cases that need to be considered. They are:

wk(d,d,ro) = dG1 1 (k,r 0 ) + dG 2 1 (k,r 0 ) + d 2 G3 (k,T 0 ) + G4 2 (k,r 0 )

+ dG1 2 (k,r 0 ) + dG2 2 (k,T 0 ) + G4 1 (k,r 0 ) + G43(k,T0

+ n(kT+' 0 ) (11)
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w k(dd',T) 0 (1C.L(k,T 0 ) - dG2 1 (kr 0 )- d 2G 3 (k,T 0 ) + G42(7 0

+ dC 2 (k,r 0 ) - dG 2 2 (k,r 0 ) + G4 1 (k,T 0 ) +)

+ n(kT+T )

Wk(-d,d,T0) = -d0ll(k,T0 ) + dG 2 1 (k,7 0 ) - d 2 G3 (k,r 0 ) + G4 2 (k,r 0 )

- dG1 2 (k,i- 0 ) + dG 2 2 (k,T 0 ) + G4 1 (k,7 0 ) + G4 3 (k,T 0 )

+ n(kT+r 0 )

wk(-d,-d,T) = -dG 1 1 (k,T 0 ) - dG 2 1 (k,T 0 ) + d 2G3 (k,r 0 ) + G4 2 (k,r 0 )

- dG 2 (k,r 0 ) - dG 22(k,r 0 ) + G4 1 (k,T 0 ) + ¢ 4 3 (k,T 0 )

+ n(kT+ 0 (11)
(Cont'd)

Comparing (10) and (11) with (4.48) of Section 4.5, the
following can 1,e verified:

E(k)a~a

t#k,k-1 t p (rtO = G4 3 (k'r 0

p#k,k-l,,t

C(m,n,r 0 ) = mG 1 1 (kT 0 ) + nG2 1 (k,r 0 ) + mnG3 (k,r 0 ) + G4 2 (k,T 0 )

E atD k(mI,n,I) r mG1 2 (kT 0 ) + nG2 2 (k,T 0 ) + G4 1 (k,r 0 ) (12)
t'ýk,k-I

Lastly, in determining the effect of G4 3 (k,T 0 ) upon the
three-level error rate, we can write
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C4 3 (kTo) P3  a n a gnm (13)
m k,k-i m
n~k,-a- 1.

m>n

where gnm follows from (10), and by reordering n and m

G4 3 (kro) P3 n h (14)

where ,hn. can be put in a one-one correspondence with ig/
and Cn is an i.i.d. sequence taking on +d with equal probaZility.
Furthermore, Cn and an are uncorrelated and, for numerical pur-
poses, we will assume them also to be independ,.nt. Thus, the
nonlinear intersymbol interference (ISI) has been reduced to a
constant and linear ISi, which can be treated analytically and
numerically.
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APPENDIX E

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TWO- AND THREE-LEVEL ERROR RATES
FOR DUOBINARY SYSTEMS

1. Introduction

In this appendix we address the problem of determining the
relationship between two-level errors and three-level errors in
a duobinary system without precoding. With precoding, a three-
level error almost always (except if a +2d is detected as a WF2d,
where the three levels are +2d,O) results in a two-level error.
Therefore, we will restrict our attention to the nonprecoded
case. The error propagation of nonprecoded binary data sequences
will be examined.

In Section 5 below, the effect of correlated noise samples
will be illustrated.

2. System Description

A nonprecoded duobinary system will be considered in this
appendix. For this system, a two-level (+d) data sequence {a}n
pulse amplitude modulates a train of pulses in such a manner
that a controlled amount of intersymbol interference [1] is
allowed. In the receiver, a three-level sequence is generated
from the output of the receive shaping filter [21 according to
the rule:

+2d i jf W(kT)a

bk] 0 if IW(kT)I <a (1)

S- 2d ,if W(kT) -a

where a is the threshold level and W(t) is the output of the
receive shaping filter.

Ideally, the three-level sequence would be given by [2]

b n a +a (2)
n n n-I
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and a three-level error is made if

n #bn (3)

After detection of the three-level sequence using (1), the
two-level sequence is generated using

+ d ,if b = 2dn

a -d , if b = -2d (4)n n
-a if b =0
a1 ,' n

and a two-level error is made if

a n a (5)an n

As can be seen from (4), if a_ was in error and bn =b =0,
then a will also be in error, thus Indicating that errors can
propagate. This propagation effect will be examined in detail
in Section 3 below.

3. Relationship of Three-Level and Two-Level Errors

In this section we will determine the relationship between
three-level and two-level errors for a nonprecoded duobinary
system. In order to determine this relationship analytically,
the following assumptions will be made:

(1) There will not be a three-level error until the
propagation effects of the previous three-level
error are completed.

(2) When a three-level +2d is in error, it will be
detected as a 0.

(3) The probability of error for the present three-
level data variab.e does not depend upon the
future data sequence.
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(4) The data tant is an independent, identically
distributed sequence taking on the values +d
with equal probability.

Assumption (I) is expected to be valid as long a the error
rate is not very high (greater than about 10-1 or l0o-). Assump-
tion (2) should be valid for the cases of interest. Assumption
(3) is made to simplify the analysis; however, as illustrated in
Section 4.5, for selective fading there is intersymbol interfer-
ence and, thus, the probability of error for the present three-
level data variable does depend upon the future data sequence.
If the intersymbol interference is specified, the probability of
error for the present three-level error conditioned upon the
future data sequence can be found and used to weight the number
of future two-level data bits in error; that is, the errors shown
in Figures 1 - 3 can be used to find the expected number of two-
level errors. Assumption (4) is a commonly made assumption and
should be valid for data transmission or digitized voice.

3.1 +2d Error

In this section we will determine the propagation effects
when a bn =0 is detected and an and an1Iboth equal d. From
Eq. (2), bn = 2d. A trellis showing t e possible data sequences
is shown in Figure I. In this figure, a data sequence is shown
until the errors can no longer propagate. Also in this figure,
the E's indicate a two-level error. Thus, the expected number of
E's would give the expected number of two-level errors per three-
level error conditioned upon n = 0, bn =+2d.

It is shown in this figure that a will be detected in error.
From assumptions (2) and (4), an+l wil? be in error one half of
the time, an+2 will be in error one quarter of the time, etc.
Thus, the expected number of two-level errors per three-level
error conditioned upon bn O, bn =+2d is

1 1
I + .1 + ... = 2 (6)

3.2 -2d Error

In a similar manner to that presented in Section 3.1 above,
it can be shown that the expected number of two-level errors per
three-levei error conditioned upon 6 =0, b n--2d is 2.

n n
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3.3 0 Error

The expected number of two-level errors per three-level
error will be determined for the case for which b =0, bn# O.
There are four possible data configurations for t~is case. They
are:

(1) an.1 - +d, an -d, bn = +2d

(2) a n- = +d, an = -d, bn = -2d

(3) a n-I -d, an n+d n =+2d

(4) an-i -d, an +d, n -2d

The trellis for case (1) is presented in Figure 2, where the
E's indicate two-level errors. From this figure and assumption
(4), it is easy to see that the expected number of two-level
errors per three-level error is 2. Furthermore, case (4) is a
dual of case (1) and, thus, will also have on the average 2 two-
level errors per three-level error.

The trellis for case (2) is presented in Figure 3. From
this case, it is seen that no two-level errors result. Further-
more, since case (3) is the dual of case (2), no two-level errors
will result from case (3).

In the following section, the two-level and three-level
error rates will be determined.

4. irror Rate Relationships

In this section we will use the results of the previous
section to relate the two-level and three-level error rates.

From Eq. (3), the three-level error rate is

P 3  Prob.J'n #bn} (7)
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Using assumptions (2) to (4), P3 can then be expressed as

P - Prob j; - +2do- 01 + ' Prob. -- 2dob- 01
3 n n = 2 Ln n =

1. 1
+1Prob~b 0b-+d +-1 Prob. b ~01b -2dý4 .{ n b= d 4 nn

(8)

From Eq. (5), the two-level error rate is

P 2 = Prob.Oan (9)

Using assumptions (1) through (4) and the results of
Section 3 above, P2 can be approximated by

P2 = "2 •Prob.{n - +2d'an- -d,an. 1 = +d}

+ - 2 Prob. -- 2dia i+d,an.1 -d

I 16n b n+2d}

+ I" 2 •Prob. n '

+ 1 2 >rob 6 -0!b =-2d} (10)

Ideally, the above conditional probabilities would be equal;
however, in a selectively fading FM LOS system, the probabilities
will differ (see Section 5.6). For the ideal case, we have

3
P3 - " Prob. in > d

P2 = 2 •Prob.jn>dT (11)

where the probqbilities given in (8) and (10) are all assumed
equal to Prob. 1 n> dý, which can be thought of as the probability
of the noise exceeding the three-level threshold.
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From (11) it follows that, for the ideal case,

P2 = P (12)

It should be reiterated that, for the selectively fading FM
system, Eqs. (8) and (10) must be used to relate the two-level
and three-level error rates. Defining

P(A) - -4Prob. b = 01 b +2d + Prob. b• 0 b -2d]

P(B) = [Prob.b -+2dIan -d,a +d}

+ Prob. bn -- 2d an = +d,an.I- =-d}]

P(C) = Prob.{ n+2dlbnO}

+ Prob., n= -2dlb 0} - P(B)] (13)

it follows from (8) and (10) that

i =-P(A) + P(B) + P(C)P3 2•

P2 = P(A) + P(B) (14)

Therefore, the general form of (12) is

P(A) + P(B) P (15)

P P(A) + P(B) + P(C)

The special form of (15) given by (12.) follows by noting

that, for the ideal case, P(C) =0 and P(A)= P(B).
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5. Generation of Correlated Noise Samples

In this section we address the problem of generating Gaussian
noise samples with a correlation coefficient given by

- 2 48k2[ 8k.. ..+ cos k
p k) o 8k 2_ 1 ( 4k 2_"1

p~)2 (16)
71 S- 4
2

Equation (16) is the correlation coefficient for the Gaussian
noise at the shaping filter output evaluated at r- kT (see
Figure 5 and Eq. (8) of Appendix A).

To generate the noise samples, we must truncate p(k) at some
value of k (say M). M would be chosen such that lp(k)l «<lv k>M.
Once M is chosen, we define

RkUPa2R nO (k) k = 0,21,...M (17)

as the correlation function of the noise samples, where a is the
noise standard deviation. n

Assuming that the previous M noise samples {xi; i =I,...,M}
have been generated, then the present noise sampte can be gen-
erated from a Gaussian random number generator with mean

a1xI + a 2x 2 + ... + aMxM (18)

and variance

R0 M aIRI + a2R2 + ... + aMRM (19)

and where ai, i-I,...,M are given by
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a RO R, ..-- _ 1 --

RaI RR0

S..(20)

aM RMI ... R, Ro RM

The mathematical basis of Eqs. (5) through (7) is given in
Eqs. (8.78) and (8.80) of Ref. (3]. From (18) and (19), the pre-
vious noise samples only influence the mean of the present noise
ýamle. Furthermore, since the Rk are know a priori, the set
ai can be generated beforehand.

6. Examples

Examples were considered to verify the preceding analysis,
determine the range of validity of the assumptions, and to deter-
mine the effects of correlated noise samples.

Figures 4 through 6 show results of simulations in compari-
son with the predicted results. For these examples, an ideal
system was used and, thus, Eq. (12) is applicable.

From Figures 5 and 6, we seen that the simulations verify
the analysis even for high error rates. However, in Figure 4,
the predicted and simulated results do not agree too well. This
is probably due to one three-level error affecting the propaga-
tion of errors resulting from a previous three-level error. That
is, assumption (1) is not valid for this high an error rate.

Also, from these simulations, correlated noise samples have
a very slight effect upon the relationship of two-level and
three-level error rates.

7. Concluding Comment

We should mention that the assumptions presented in Section 3
above may not always be valid. In particular, assumption (3)
could significantly alter the ratio of two-level errors to three-
level errors. An analysis without this assumption would require
specifying the probability of the three-level errors conditioned
upon each data sequence or, at least, upon a truncated version
of this sequence.
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APPENDIX F

PULSE SHAPE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY
CHANNEL ESTIMATOR SIMULATIONS

L. Filter Impulse Response

With hT(.) the impulse response of the transmit filter, then
from Eq. (4.11) of Section 4.3.2.1, in order to determine the
discriminator output using the quadratic channel model requires
hT~(kT-g), fIT(kT-•g), and "hT(kT-4g). For the cubic channel model,
h(kT-4g) will also be required. Reference [1] recommends that
the transfer function of the transmit and receive filters be
given by

[2T cos(Fft)], if If < !5
COS\/J '2T

Trf = R(f)=()

0 , otherwise

Therefore, it follows that

h r)=hT (T) 2 21/2 fT12 Cos 1/2 y cos2ry dy (2)ITT1/2 -ff1/2 T

fT(() - 2 3/2 i/2Cos 112 y os(r y) dy (3)
23/2 1 2T2

iTT I/

25/2 7T/2 2 1/2 2r

?(5) /2 y 2 Cos y co0s(T-y) dy (4)
5/2 f T/

7/2 i/
"" 22 1/2 3 1/2 (2y)dyh (T ) -- /2 Cos y sin dy(5)
T 7/2 J 1O ]TYJd

ITT -iT/2

For use in the simulations and error rate calculations
described in Section 4, the above integrals were evaluated

numerically.
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2. Statistical Analysis of Signal Functions

The use of the variance equalization and the determination
of the adaptive channel estimator step size require the calcula-
tion of the variance of the S (t), where Sq(t) is given by
Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13) of Section 4.3.2.1, or of Yq(t) given by
Eq. (4.14) of Section 4.3.2.1. To calculate the variance, the
NRZ data lan was assumed to form independent, identically
distributed sequence taking on the values +1 with equal proba-
bility. With this assumption on the data, the variance of Sq(t)
can be found to be given by

a2  2(6aS 0 (t) hn(t- 9g-nT) (6)

2 2(t (7)

(t) n

aS2 2n (8)

a2  I2m n - g Tn (t-g -mT) + hT(t-g nT)
S (t) FI IT gh- - T)gTt 9

m~n • •(t - •g-mT)hT(t- •g- nT)hT(t - Eg-MT)•

(9)

( 2 - nT) (10)
SF4 (t)
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2 -4 .2
as() hfl 9 T)h;(tg -9-nT)

+ ~ h T(t- 9-nT j T(t 9-~ -m)

n m

n ~m

+ 8 FI ii..t 9 - nT). 1 ,(t - 9g nft)hT(t-9 A (t~ ~ - -T

n m

n~m

cr~~ 2 2 )ý(-2nTh ((-l)(2
S 6 (t)~ nm gp

+ 2EE ~ ~ t T~h(t .9- Th -ml) -MM + T(t ~ 9-nT
nmm

hT(t- -mT T)h1 (t- -nT ph (13)
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2 12
Y =W In hR(T )hT(t 9g nT-r)dT (14)

2 (15)
Yl (t) n -OD hR (r hT(t "8 nT-r gr(5

Y(t) = .[IO hR(Ir)hT(t • gnT-T)drI

n2

f= hR(T )h T(t6g - T-r)hT(t g - mT -r)drY3(t n .m -

n~m

(J hR(V)h T((t - E.- mT(- v)t T(t ca -nT - v)dv
CO

(16)

The variances of the yi(t) for i =4 to 7 can be found by
using (14), (17), and the coefficients in Eq. (11). In particu-
lar, the varaince of y ,(t) can be found by replacing hT(.) by

hT")in (14); the variance of y6(c) can be found by replacing
h T(.) by h T(.) in Eq. (17); the variance of y7(t) can be found
by replacing 6T by KT in (17). The variance of y5(t) can be

found from the coefffcients in (11). For notational simplicity
we define

H(n,m,p) hf h(r)hT(t- ýg-nT-r)h T(t-• -mT-,)

ST(t g - pT - r) dr (18)
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It follows that (after a little manipulation)

a2 2 (nn)+2

n~'m

+4 2Z 2H(n~~)~~~n + 4H (nsm~m)
nm
n~~m

+ 411(n,n,n)H(n,m,,M) + 4 H(n~mvn)H(n~n~m

* * E [.2H(n,n,p)fi(m,,m,p) + 4H 2 (n,m~p)

+ 4H(n,n,m)H(m,p~p) + 4H(n)P,p)H(n,m~m)

+ 4H(n~m~p)H.(n~p,m] (1.9)
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APPENDIX G

CHANNEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION BIAS DUE TO BIT ERRORS

In this appendix we will examine the bias in estimating
channel parameters due to errors in detecting the data sequence.
The purpose of this analysis is to determine an approximate
range of error rates over which the adaptive channel estimator
of Section 4 can be considered to perform satisfactorily. For this
analysis it will be assumed that a quadratic channel model is
sufficient to model the discriminator output. Therefore, the
discriminator output can be closely approximated (see Eq. (4.10)]
by

3
r(t) E P F (t) + n(t) (1)

q.O q q

where n(t) is the noise, P are the channel parameters and F q(t)
are given by q

F (t) = E anhT(t-nT)
n

F (t) - E anh (t-nT)
n

F (t) - L anhT(t-nT)
2nT

F 3(t) = F0 (t) • Fl(t) (2)

where the mean path delay has been neglected.

In Eq. (2), a nI is the binary data sequence, and h (T) is
the impulse response of the transmit filter. The adaptive chan-
nel estimator that estimates the discriminator output would use
the detected data sequence (a_} to form an estimate of r(t).
The estimate of r(t) is given by

3
ý(t) = E P (t)S q(t) (3)

q0 q -
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where Pq(t) is the estimate of P andweePq q

! ~S 0 (t) " 7 anh(t-nT)

n

Sl(t) - n anh T(t-nT)
n

S(t L' £anh T(t-nT)
n

S 3 (t) - s 0 (t) • s It) (4)

To update the estimate of the channel parameters, an error
signal would be formed by

f(t) - r(t) - ^r(t) (5)

Using the LMS adaptation algorithm [see Ea. (4.19)], the k+l'th
estimate of the channel. parameters would be found by

A

P (kT+T) - P q(kT) + 2Ac(kT)S (kT) for q - 0,1,2,3 (6)q q q

where A is the step size. Substituting Eqs. (1), (3), and (5)
into Eq. (6) gives

Pq(kT+T) - P q(kT) + 2A r P-tF(kT) - Pt(kT)$t(kT)l + n(kT)

q q

S (kT) for q- 0,1,2)3 (7)q

To find the bias introduced by the data errors we average
Eq. (7) over the data and noise. This gives

P q(kT+T) - P q(kT) + 2A E Pt FI(kT)Sq(kT) - Pt(kT)S (kT)S q(kT)

+ n(kT)S q(kT) I for q - 0,1,2,3 (8)
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where the overbar denotes average over noise and data.

For steady state (large k) P (kT+T) - P (kT) forq q
q = 0,1,2,3. Furthermore, if we assume that most data errors

are the result of multipath induced distortion and that n(kT) -0,

then n(kT) and S (kT) should be nearly uncorrelated and n(kT)S (kT)q ci
can be neglected. Lastly, if a small step size A is used then

Pt(kT) and S (kT)Sq(kT) should be uncorrelated. With the above

assumptions, Eq. (8) yields the following set of equations.

3 3
L P % F (kT)S (kT) 10 P (kT) S (kT)Sq(kT)

for q = 0,1,2,3 and k large (9)

If the transmitted data (an} forms an independent, iden-
tically distributed sequence taking on the values +d with equal
probability, then the set of equaticns given by Eq. (9) can be
expressed as

bI b2 b P0(k) b I b2 b P0

b2  b4  b 5  PI(k) (l-2P e b2  b4  b 5  P1  (10)

b 3 b5 b5 P2(k) b3 5 6 P2

and

2 2 2P3 (kT) (b22 + a 2 ) P 3 (b2 + a 2[l-4Pe + 3P2.11, for k large
(11)

where P is the probability that a n a and

e n n
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2(nT)

n

b2 - L hT(nT)hT(nT)
n

b 3 = hT(nT)hT(nT)
n

b h T(nT)
n

b5 =- hT(nT)hT(nT)
n

n

2+ blb 2 • 2 *2
a 2  b 2 4- hT(nT)hT(nT) (12)

n

The matrix of b's presented in Eq. (10) is the correlation
matrix of S q(kT), q = 0,1,2 and is positive definite. Multiply-
ing both sides of Eq. (10) by the inverse of this correlation
matrix gives

P (kT) - (1-2Pe )Pq for q = 0,1,2 and k largeq e

(13)

Therefore, the bias in estimating channel parameters P0'
P', P2 is given by -2PEP . To determine the bias of the
estimate of channel paraMeter P3 we return to Eq. (11) and note
that normally a2 >> b2 which results in

2P3(kT) - P3(1-4Pe + 3P() , k large (14)

Examining Eqs. (13) and (14) we note that if the bias is
to be kept less than 10% for P q 0,1,2,3 the error rate
should be less than 0.025.
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The simulation discussed in Section 4.3.5.2 was used to
verify the preceding analysis. In this simulation random errors
were generated and the statistics of the parameter estimates
determined. The results of these simulations are presented in
Tables I to 4. For the simulation runs summarized in the tables,
it should be noted that the measured mean value of the channel
parameter estimates was closer to the mean value predicted by
Eqs. (13) and (14) than to the actual uzlue for all but one case
(P 2 of Table 4). The agreement of theory and sLx'lation indicate
that Eqs. (13) and (14) can be used with some confidence in pre-
dicting channel parameter estimation bias.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF CHANNEL PARAMETER ESTTMATION
(P e 0.0903, NORMALIZED STEP SIZE - 0.01, NOISE ADDED)

Actual Measured
Channel Parameter Predicted Measured Standard

Parameter Value Mean Mean Deviation

P0  1.0 0.8194 0.7670 0.1149

P. -0,8678 -0.7111 -0.7814 0. 0557

P 2  0.0097 0.0079 -0.0079 ).0415

P 3  0.9574 0.6350 0.6612 0.2512

LMS Algorithm
"Bad" Channel
Variance Equalization
32 dB Fade
Quadratic Channel Model
Statistics Over 2500 Iterations
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E4
TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF CHANNEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
(P - 0.0903, NORMALIZED STEP SIZE - 0.001, NOISE ADDED)

e

Actual Measured
Channel Parameter Predicted Measured Standard

Parameter Value Mean Mean Deviation

P0  1.0 0.8194 0.7768 0.0334

P1  -0.8678 -0.7111 -0.7824 0.0119

P2  0.0097 0.0079 -0.0051 0.0077

P 3  0.9574 0.6350 0.6357 0.0443

LMS Algorithm
"Bad" Channel
Variance Equalization
32 dB Fade
Quadratic Channel Model
Statistics Over 2500 Iterations
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF CHANNEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
(P - 0.0903, NORMALIZED STEP SIZE - 0.001, NO NOISE)
e

Actual Measured
Channel Parameter Predicted Measured Standard

Parameter Value Mean Mean Deviation

P0  1.0 0.8194 0.7753 0.0330

P1  -0.8678 -0.7111 -0.7829 0.0136

P2 0.0097 0.0079 -0.0059 0.0077

P 0.9574 0.6350 0.6381 0.0438S~3

LMS Algorithm
"Bad" Channel
Variance Equalization
32 dB Fade
Quadratic Channel Model
Statistics Over 2500 Iterations
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF CHANNEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
(Pe 0.0101, NORMALIZED STEP SIZE = 0.001, NOISE ADDED)

Actual Measured
Channel Parameter Predicted Measured Standard

Parameter Value Mean Mean Deviation

P 0  1.0 0.9798 0.9746 0.0123

P1  -0.8678 -0.8503 -0.8525 0.0055

P2  0.0097 0.0095 0.0113 0.0035

P 3  0.9574 0.9190 0.8328 0.0431

LMS Algorithm
"Bad" Channel
Variance Equalization
32 dB Fade
Quadratic Channel Model
Statistics Over 2500 Iterations
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